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Suppliers
www.adi-artdesign.com

atkar-na.com

https://www.ayrsonics.com/

www.bossdesign.com/

https://burouniquedesigns.com

www.cherrymanindustries.com

enwork.com

www.clarus.com

www.EZOBord.com

gresscoltd.com

www.horizon-furniture.com

apexinteriorsolutions.com

Artopex.com

https://borgo.com/

barbican.ca

bouty.com

www.capefurniture.net

https://corechair.com

www.copernicused.com

www.fluidconcepts.ca

globalfurnituregroup.com

ideskinc.com

www.keilhauer.com

www.lzbcontract.com

muraflex.com

nookpod.com

www.oasis-berco.com

www.quietearthmoss.com

www.linkscontract.com

2-

www.sixinchrocks.com

www.starwallontario.com

www.safcoproducts.com

www.tayco.com
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Acoustic

Bothy

Echo

CIO

Forest

Inspired by small shelters found in remote areas of Ireland, the Bothy
(pronounced ˈbäTHē) is the newest addition to the SIXINCH® line of space
definition. In the world of open concept, Bothy takes the hybrid office
concept to the next level. This easy-to-install, highly versatile space defining
piece offers the perfect haven for people wanting to work freely without
distraction – key in any work environment.

The C.I.O acoustic panel brings an element of privacy to the open office
space while maintaining the essence of a collaborative environment. The
unique design keeps the concept of the open office, with the unique spaces
in the panel all while reducing noise. Customize the room divider to your
liking with our 8 standard colors. Mix and match within the whole office
with other partition walls from the Acoustix collection

Add function and style to any interior walls. The Echo panels are made
with recycled polyester fiber. The polyester is term-pressed into a
specific mold that provides the unique shape. These panels are doublesided and offer multiple color options. Echo panels can be recycled at
the end of the use.

Forest sound-absorbing floor panels are inspired by the natural shape of
trees. When put together, these panels take on the shape of a forest. To
connect even more with nature, the panels can be specified in the typical
colors of spring, summer and autumn.
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Lucy

Myrtle

Staxx

TC

Straight out of a Ridley Scott science-fiction more, Lucy floats through
space ready to do some work! Using the included hardware, hang Lucy to
remove unnecessary sound or just make a bold statement, either way, is
a win-win. The Lucy sound-absorbing acoustic hanging PET Felt baffle is
offered in (7) colors and (3) sizes to accommodate most environments. Join
the team and blast some cool vibes into your next space!

The Staxx acoustic divider brings some peace and quiet to the workplace
or public places. Allow colleagues to communicate freely with this noise
reducing privacy screen, a unique replacement of the old cubicle. Made
from ½” thick felt panels, offered in 8 standard colors, Staxx absorbs
sound by more than more than 0.8 in the range of 125~4000 hz.
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Straight out of a Ridley Scott science-fiction more, Lucy floats through
space ready to do some work! Using the included hardware, hang Lucy
to remove unnecessary sound or just make a bold statement, either way,
is a win-win. The Lucy sound-absorbing acoustic hanging PET Felt baffle
is offered in (7) colors and (3) sizes to accommodate most environments.
Join the team and blast some cool vibes into your next space!

Straight out of a Ridley Scott science-fiction more, Lucy floats through
space ready to do some work! Using the included hardware, hang
Lucy to remove unnecessary sound or just make a bold statement,
either way, is a win-win. The Lucy sound-absorbing acoustic hanging
PET Felt baffle is offered in (7) colors and (3) sizes to accommodate
most environments. Join the team and blast some cool vibes into
your next space!

Design Driven Acoustics
Founded in 2008, ezoBord were early pioneers in the field of design
driven acoustics, pushing the boundaries with a unique range of fully
customizable acoustic products for ceiling, wall, division and furniture
applications. The company specializes in a fully recyclable acoustic
material made from PET plastic, giving a wide range of design options,
colour choices, and bespoke print capability.
The company’s headquarters are in Mississauga, Ontario

CEILING BAFFLES HUNG AT AN ANGLE

CURV CEILING BAFFLES

NET
Acoustic Solutions - A3

GEO CLOUDS

CUSTOM NET

A4 - Acoustic Solutions

LATTICE

CUSTOM LEAF CLOUD

CEILING: top left then clockwise:
• ACOUSTIC NET
• CUSTOM CEILING
• BAFFLE CLOUD
• CUSTOM ACOUTIC NET
• CUSTOM ACOUSTIC NET
ASK ABOUT CUSTOM DESIGNS
AND COLOURS TO SUIT YOUR
SPACE
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WALL PANELS: top left then clockwise:
• DIVIDER
• EZO ON EZO BUBBLES
• ZONE DIVIDER
ASK ABOUT CUSTOM DESIGNS
AND COLOURS TO SUIT YOUR SPACE
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WALL PANELS

GEO CLOUDS & DIVIDERS

WALL PANELS

GEO TILES

V NOTCHED PANELS
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WORK ZONE CEILING DIVIDERS

BAMBOO DIVIDERS

"SMALL TRIANGLE" DIVIDERS

ASK ABOUT CUSTOM DESIGNS
AND COLOURS TO SUIT YOUR SPACE

EZO ON EZO CLOSE-UP
A8 - Acoustic Solutions

HOODIE

DESK SCREENS

DESK SCREEN SYSTEM
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PANELS INSTALLED ON GLASS WALLS

OFFICE

WORK ZONE DIVIDER FLATLINE

TWO COLOUR
CURV BAFFLES
A10 - Acoustic Solutions

SQUARE GEO TILES

OFFICE WALLS

"BUILD" DIVIDER

WORKZONE DIVIDER AND CEILING CLOUDS
Acoustic Solutions - A11

CUSTOM WALL

CUSTOM WALL AND CEILING INSTALLATION

CUSTOM MEETING ROOM
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CUSTOM CEILING NET

COFFERED CEILING

CURVED DIVIDER

CLOUDS

WAZE CEILING CLOUDS

NEOCON BOOTH

CUSTOM LIGHTING
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Obi

Obi Mobile office dividers are the perfect way to instantly transform any space into places where people meet collaborate, share and learn.
Ruggedly built, totally mobile and ‘nestable’, OBI Office Dividers feature ezoBord acoustical surface materials and are available in a variety of visually
interesting patterns. OBI office dividers are also available with magnetic rewriteable surface options and shelf and file storage options making them
perfect for mutli task/meeting environments.
OPTIONAL PATTERNS

STANDARD COLOURS

STANDARD SIZES

3/8" or 9mm

48" x 64.5" x 2"
48" x 76.5" x 2"

1/2" or 12mm
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Ceiling Products
Barbican Ceilings delivers an unprecedented approach to commercial ceiling construction. Combining acoustics, aesthetics, and lighting, Barbican Ceilings can provide solutions for any built environment.
Our systems are “made to order” and we understand the need to deliver projects as realized; on time, complete and within budget

The Barbican Architectural Ceilings Collection

Stratus

Cumulus

Stratus Fractus

Modular Ceiling System
with Integrated Lighting

Floating Ceiling Systems

Design for Obstructions

Offering all the benefits of the stratus, the cumulus system can be designed to fit any space.

The stratus fractus ceiling system is compatible
with any vertical or horizontal obstruction,
such as columns, pipes, HVAC systems, or
beams.

An innovative modular ceiling system that integrates lighting, acoustics, and aesthetics.
The seamless design of the stratus reduces
glare on surfaces while flawlessly concealing
auxiliary disruptions, such as vents and sprinkler systems, without affecting the function of
the device.
Offers quick installation and reconfigurability.
Compatible with safety codes and industry
standards, including fire and HVAC.

Rooms can be visually divided without the use
of walls, allowing employees their own space.
With the addition of acoustical panels, noise
levels can be reduced between common and
individual working areas, creating an audible
barrier to the distractions found in open work
areas.

The stratus fractus is designed around these
obstructions and ensures the lighting system
clears the obstacle.
The end result is a continuous ceiling line that
obscures any necessary but unsightly devices
while providing all the benefits of the standard
stratus system.
Barbican Ceilings delivers an unprecedented
approach to commercial ceiling construction.
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Architectural & Acoustic
Panel Systems
Atkar North America is an industry-leading manufacturer of the Australian designed Au.diSelect range ofarchitectural and acoustic control modular
panel systems. 					
Atkar (N.A.) Inc., 1276 Osprey Drive, Ancaster, ON L9G 4V5 905.648.7580 info@atkar-na.
com

Au.diVent - Slotted Fibre Cement

Au.diLux - Perforated Fibre Cement
A16 - Acoustic Solutions

Au.diSlat - Linear Wood Acoustic Slat Modules

Au.diPanel - Perforated Wood Acoustic Panel
Panel System Benefits
Au.diSelect, the panel system of choice for many leading Architects,
Designers and fit-out specifiers is now being offered in North America.
Our panels offer endless design build possibilities as well as providing
excellent acoustic performance, aesthetic appeal and design flexibility.

•
•
•

Fast, easy installation
Manufactured in Ontario, Canada
On-site Atkar product installation expertise (currently only offered
in Ontario)

•
•
•

Custom designs
Extensive range of colours and finishes
Panels can be provided to your requirements for LEED credits, Fire
and Moisture ratings

Guaranteed Acoustic Performance
Au.diSelect guarantees you acoustic
performance and we can tailor panel
and perforation designs to meet the
most stringent requirements.
Acoustic Solutions - A17

Au.diSlot - Slotted Wood Acoustic Panel

Au.diStyle - Solid Decorative Panel
Integrated Acoustic Backing
Most Au.diSelect panels are manufactured with integrated acoustic backing as a standard feature and are laboratory tested and certified to
perform effectively even in the most demanding situations.
When used as acoustic panels, sound waves pass through the various slot and perforation patterns, to be
absorbed into the built-in acoustic backing material.
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Gallery

Au.diMount - Mounting System
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Au.diSelect Panel Finishes

Au.diSelect panels are available in an extensive range of solid colours or natural wood veneers made from North American native species including
Ash, Birch, Cedar, Cherry, Hemlock, Hickory, Maple, Oak, Poplar and Walnut. Other wood veneers are available by customer request.
Panel System Benefits
The Au.diSelect panel system offers Canadian and US Architects, Designers and fit-out specifiers endless design build possibilities as well as providing
excellent acoustic performance, aesthetic appeal and design flexibility.

Acoustic Office Furniture
Oasis Linear Acoustics

The Oasis Linear Booth and Pods provide the
perfect space for communication to take place,
ensuring conversations remain private.
• panels absorb high frequency sounds and
reduce reverberation, making a pleasant
environment.
• The 3” thick locking walls have been crafted
with top-of-the-line materials that interrupt
sound

•
•

glass doors and walls further reduce noise
levels
The air circulation fan keeps the booth fresh
and creates ambient noise to cover sound from
within the booth, making speech inaudible

Oasis Soft Acoustics

Oasis Soft provides the perfect space for important meetings, phone calls, informal breakouts,
and collaborative work.

•

•
•

acoustically absorbent multi-layer panel
system results in an increase in speech
privacy by reducing excessive reverberation within the space
exterior hard surface and 2.5mm rubber
layer helps block the transmission of
unwanted sound from the outside
Both absorption and blocking makes for a
more comfortable working environment.

Check out the Oasis Berco Booths and Pods
beginning on Page 8.
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Acoustic Panel Solutions for Hospitals

Atkar's decorative acoustic panel systems have been installed as an aesthetically pleasing solution to control acoustic reverberation issues in many
hospitals - including some highly sensitive environments.
Au.diSlot was installed in the ceiling of a Hospital Intensive Care Unit. Atkar worked closely with the Architects to design a specialised sealed acoustic system that provided optimum acoustic control without allowing any airborne contaminants into this highly sterile space. Likewise our panels
were approved for installation throughout the Hospital redevelopment.
Whether for acoustic control, plenum access or an enhanced environment, Atkar has a range of products suitable for almost any hospital environment. From waiting rooms and consulting suites to surgical theatres and impact resistant or wet area applications, our Au.diSelect engineered panel
solutions are designed to perform.

Acoustic Panel Systems for Wet Area Applications

Wet area applications such as swimming pools or spa areas are extremely hostile environments with very few products being able to withstand the
lethal mix of moisture, humidity and chlorine over any length of time.
Over the last 20 years Atkar has been involved in many such projects and have developed products that have proven to stand the test of time in
these applications. From specialist marine plywood systems to robust fibre cement panels Atkar has products to suit almost any aesthetic or functional requirement.

Decorative Acoustic Panels for Schools

Atkar offers a range of decorative acoustic panels to suit almost any application or budget. This includes education projects where acoustics is
always an issue but where robust, reliable products are called for to stand the test of time in these often rigorous environments. Being a proven
performer in this application, Atkar's panel systems are an integral component of the design at many schools and universities.
Atkar's products range from highly finished wall or ceiling systems for lecture theatres or auditoriums, to more durable economical alternatives for
classrooms, gymnasiums and multipurpose areas. All products can be concealed fixed, to provide a smooth, seamless finish with no unwelcome
protrusions.
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Au.diTile - Perforated Wood Acoustic Ceiling Tiles
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All
Natural
No
Maintenance
Made with 100% Natural Moss, preserved with
Requires No Watering
eco-friendly natural oils and food dye.
Retains beautiful authenticity

Requires No Natural Light

Healthier
Environment
Controls Room Acoustics
Captures 90% medium and high voice frequencies

Never Dries Out

Made with ezoBord™ 100% recyclable panel
material

Maintains Natural Texture

Optional Aegis Anti-Microbial Spray available
for added protection

Quiet Earth
organically preserved Moss Walls
bring a stunning customized
green space indoors, while
controlling room acoustics.

Fully Customizable
to Bring your Vision to Life in any Size Space.
6 Moss types
19 colors in any pattern you can imagine
Use Moss within framed art, ceiling light enhancements and large
wallscapes
Insert Your Logo
Constructed with ezoBord for sound attenuation and strength
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Acoustic Products
acoustic reflex SHAPES and SEAMLESS TILES
In environments where noise can be a productivity barrier or
reduce comfort levels such as offices, boardrooms, reception areas,
restaurants. and cafes. the Acoustic Reflex Collection is an excellent
option.
AR precision cut in circles/ovals, squares/rectangles, hexagon and
triangle shapes are available in a variety of colours. Seamless printable
textures of brick, concrete or wood patterns offer versatility and
creative possibilities limited only by your imagination.
Acoustic fixtures are another excellent way to decrease ambient
noise in your space. High design and function make these fixtures a
beautiful and unique way to establish your own Quietude.
Available with or without lighting options.

The Barbican Acoustic Reflex Collection acts to provide a defense to loud environments.
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Fonology
Airform

All-Round Soundproofing
Designed for thermal and acoustic insulation,
Airform is a modular made up of 100%
polyester fiber panels. Without requiring any
support frames, a special thermoforming
process perfectly combines Trevira CS fabrics
and polyester fibers to create Airform’s
distinctive and aesthetically appealing
rounded sides.
Where and How
Printed or covered with fabric, Airform can
be installed with only one visible side along a
wall, or as a false ceiling or plafond to correct
reverberation without stifling creativity.
The different installation systems that are
available emphasizes the product’s flexibility,
Applications: Hospitality, Offices, Schools		
making it suitable for any environment.

Type: Wall Mounted, Ceiling Mounted

Airgraf
By using real graphic walls, Airgraf improves
acoustic comfort and reduces reverberation
in the most practical and creative way.
Designed for thermal and acoustic insulation,
it is a modular made up of 100% polyester
fiber panels. In addition to ensuring a high
technical performance and a long lifespan,
it can be used to decorate walls and ceilings
according to the customer’s own taste. The
panel’s visible side can be covered with a
wide range of Trevira CS fabrics or, upon
request, the panels can be printed with
customized high resolution graphics.

Airsquare
The trendy diamond-shape panels recall
the lines of a tile-size that was widely
popular in the early 20th century. Its special
faceted design aids sound absorption while
controlling refraction. Very light and easy
to install, Airsquare is upholstered in fabric
which is combined with fiber through
a special thermoforming process and is
available in the same colors as Airform.

Airtwin
These modular and acoustical panels
feature double molded edges similar to the
Airform panels. For extra acoustical comfort
and privacy, the panels’ properties are
functional on both sides. This solution is both
aesthetically pleasing and functional. The
option is available to upholstered both sides
of the panels in a variety of colored finishes.
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Concretech
An unprecedented finish in the world of
acoustic insulation. Without sacrificing
acoustic comfort or aesthetics,
Concretech’s special panels allow users to
experience the textured feel of concrete;
a material that usually does not go hand
in hand with good acoustic quality,
with exceptional acoustic performance.
The concrete design creates a striking
contrast between its own reflection and
the sound absorption capacity of the
medium density fiberboard it contains.

Decorvox
Decorvox leverages the simplicity and
efficiency of felt, an ancient material
now widely used by modern designers
through its natural wool fibers and
sophisticated manufacturing process.
Mechanical compression, steam and
heat are the three elements used to
obtain various types of felt containing
different density and thicknesses. Due
to the porous structure and the hollow
fibers of the wool, which acts as a capillary conduit, it also features great sound
absorption capacity. Minor differences
in the color and small inclusions of the
natural fiber on the surface, prove that
the material is 100% natural.

Easy Air
Thanks to incorporated magnets, Easy
Air is a painted metal structure that
allows easy installation of round and
square Airtwin panels. Ideal as an
easy to remove partition, Easy Air can
be moved as required, as there is no
need for any structural intervention.
To reduce noise by 35%, there is the
option to mount up to nine panels,
guaranteeing high-performance acoustic
insulation.

Listen
A traditional sound-absorbing element,
used since the very beginning of the
history of architectural acoustics, wood
a timeless finish that creates a natural
visual impact by combining visual and
acoustic comfort. Listen is synonymous
with environment-friendly production
processes and materials, to ensure highly recyclable products.
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Metalia
Metalia is created through the use
of perforated metal panels with
holes of various sizes to reproduce
figurative or abstract images. For
unique visual emotions enhanced by
acoustic comfort, The Raster Punch®
technology creates timeless images
filtered through a simple, yet elegant,
interplay of light. Sound-absorbing
materials secretly play their role
below the surface, while a backlighting system lights up the room with a
subtle charm.

Petra
Slate is another revolutionary finish
offered by Fonology in the field of
soundproofing materials. Featuring high acoustic performance, the
fiber material is covered by true
rock. Sound propagates perfectly in
any room through the optimization
provided by this innovative material,
combining acoustic comfort and the
powerful aesthetic impact of natural
stone.
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Accessories & Complements

Meet BOB The Complete Mobile Office in a Box
Imagine a completely self-contained
turnkey workstation delivered completely assembled
and then wheeled into place and functional in minutes.
BOB comes complete with technology, lighting, lockable storage, work tools, whiteboard and an acoustic tackable panel. When the workstation
is not needed it can be closed up in seconds and/or wheeled into a holding area. This is for companies requiring frequent changes, real time
workstation additions, and real time removal of workstations. Users now have open plan working spaces which can be completely closed up and
locked when they are not being used benefiting from additional space and security.
The footprint of the mobile workstation in its closed state is a mere 48”W x 30”D x 52”H which allows it to fit through standard doorways and
easily maneuvered via its heavy duty casters and wide pull handle. The workstation hinges open to enable an ample working space of 60” x 68”.

Hitch’n Post
The Hitchin’ Post is a freestanding, easily moveable
access point for power and USB charging.
Specifications
● 4” Square Anodized Aluminum Post
● Heavy Duty Steel Base with Inset
design to allow for tables legs
● U/L, CSA Approved
● Lower grommet for cord exit of 72”
Cord(s)

Availability:

36” Tall, Double Sided,
6 Power/4 USB

36” Tall, Single Sided,
3 Power/2 USB

24” Tall, Single Sided,
1 Power/2 USB

24” Tall, Single Sided,
3 Power/2 USB
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Looking for Something Specific?
Everything you need to stay healthy, happy, and organized.

Computer Tools

In today’s high-demand workday,
there’s no time for discomfort.
Safco’s ergonomic computer tools
bring efficiency to the work surface
to improve comfort, health, and
productivity.

Personal Organization

Manage your space with organizational tools that support the way
you work while maximizing your surface space.

Meeting Essentials

Transform any area into a high-performance meeting space. From
wayfinding signs to white boards to
technology carts and mobile screens,
Safco has what you need to make
your meeting a success.

Ergonomic
Support

From sitting to standing, these
ergonomic essentials move with
you throughout the day to keep
your body in harmony.

From desks and floor lamps to under
cabinet lighting, Safco has the perfect
solution to light up your space.
B2 - Accessories/Other

Productivity Solutions

coat trees, office
accessories, monitor arms,
keyboard trays and
keyboard mechanisms.

Power Solutions

KEYBOARD SYSTEMS
In many ways, a keyboard support is the heart of an ergonomic
workstation. As reach and vision drive posture, our keyboard tray
allows the user to sit in a healthy, neutral posture through bringing the
keyboard and mouse to the user in an ergonomic position.
A well-designed keyboard tray offers protection from carpal tunnel
syndrome, neck and back pain and other musculoskeletal issues. Since
1999, Humanscale has been the leading manufacturer of under desk
keyboard systems and today sells more than all other manufacturers
combined.
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Check out these type of accessories at

https://ergocentric.com/
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Desk Converters
Transform your desk into an ergonomic, sit-stand workstation with our easy-to-use standing desk converters.
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Desk Accessories
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https://www.humanscale.com/

Monitor Arms & Integrated Docks

Monitor arms not only promote a
clutter-free workspace, they support
a healthier, more ergonomic working posture. Users are encouraged
to align the monitor at the correct height for them, which helps
prevent eye and neck strain. Pair
with M/Connect™ — the first-ever
integrated adjustable monitor arm
base and docking station of its kind
— they are even more conducive
to collaborative and hot-desking
environments.
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Sit/Stand
Solutions

Created to be simple, functional, and stand the test
of time, our sit/stand products allow users to change
postures throughout the workday effortlessly, while
promoting a healthy and balanced level of activity in
the workplace.

EFLOAT ONE
The eFloat One table combines residential design cues with Humanscale's world-class ergonomics to create a simple
yet sophisticated work from home solution. Unlike traditional two-column sit/stand desks that require a larger work
surface, eFloat One utilizes a 28 " x 36" tabletop designed to accommodate more compact spaces providing a warm
and minimal aesthetic, making it ideal for any work from home setup.
Sustainable bamboo work surface
Compact design that seamlessly fits into a variety of environments
Electric height adjustment with easy-to-use touchpad
Available only on Humanscale.com and at select retailers
FLOAT
Float is a revolutionary standing office desk that brings effortless operation to traditional sit-stand products. Ease of use is at the heart of Float, as it seamlessly adjusts between sitting and standing postures
without interrupting workflow. With a minimal aesthetic, Float complements traditional offices and home
workspaces.
Using a patented counterbalance mechanism that replaces older technology, Float encourages an active
workspace by allowing the user to move effortlessly from sit to stand positions. Float is also available in an
electric option.

High Quality!
This desk is awesome and really nice! It doesn't move when leaned on and it is rock-solid. It also does
hight-adjustment which is really nice!
Anthony B.
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EFLOAT LITE AND EFLOAT FLEX
Humanscale's eFloat line brings state-of-the-art performance and flexibility to the modern workplace. Simply
add your desired work surface to this height-adjustable table base and enjoy a healthier work style! At the
press of a button, users can quickly find their ideal desk height for long-term comfort and well-being.
Available in four touchpad options, including a digital memory touchpad that can store preferred positions,
eFloat is easy to customize to each user's needs and allow for simple, noise-free height adjustment
throughout the day.

QUICKSTAND ECO
Humanscale’s QuickStand Eco is the next generation in portable sit/stand desk solutions.
Sleeker, easier to use and comprised of more sustainable materials than ever before, our adjustable standing
desk solutions are a vast improvement over the current generation of sit/stand surfaces. The award-winning
QuickStand Eco features simple setup, portability and near effortless adjustability — transforming ordinary
desktops into healthy, active workspaces.

QUICKSTAND
Voted the best office accessory of the decade (Best in 10) at Interior Design magazine's 2015 Best of Year
Awards, the QuickStand height-adjustable workstation raises the bar for ease of use and stability among sit/
stand products. QuickStand seamlessly transforms any fixed-height desk into an active one, promoting collaboration and well-being in the workplace. With weightless operation and a plug-and-play cable management
system, QuickStand neatly attaches to the back of any work surface, placing the screen and keyboard in an
ergonomically correct position for the user.

QUICKSTAND LITE
The Red Dot Award-winning QuickStand Lite transforms any fixed-height desk into an active one. Its minimalist
aesthetic complements any office environment and supports a variety of hardware. An adjustable keyboard
and monitor arm platform provides exceptional stability while typing. An innovative counterbalance mechanism enables users to transition from sitting to standing positions with ease and encourages more movement—creating a truly active workspace.

QUICKSTAND UNDER DESK
QuickStand Under Desk offers effortless functionality in a sleek, modern design. The continuous force mechanism is enclosed within a central column beneath the desk surface — allowing users to alternate between
sitting and standing postures without interrupting workflow.
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https://www.humanscale.com/

Ergonomic Tools
Complete your workstation with ergonomic accessories.
Ergonomic solutions support the Essential Workstation by providing additional comfort and reducing stress. Keep desks clutter-free with cable
management solutions and CPU holders or get relief for your feet with footrests.

https://www.humanscale.com/products/ergonomic-tools.cfm

Looking to Tidy Up Your
Workspace?

Meet the
Neat Suite

This suite of solutions helps organize the
workspace and positions technology exactly
where you need them, and in the most tidy way
possible. Convert any ordinary desk into a smart,
connected workstation.
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Power Modules

1 Power outlet 15 amp simplex 120” power
cord Finish: White

1 Dual Powered USB 1 20” Power Cord Finish:
White

3 grounded outlets 2 universal jacks RJ45 data
or RJ11 voice 120” power cord Finish: Black

Available in 4 configurations
Click Above For PS4 Options

1 HDMI Connection 60” 1 USB Connection 40”
1 Power cord 60” Finish: Black

2 Power 1 dual powered USB 120” power cord
UL Listed Finish:Charcoal

2 grounded Power 120” power cord UL Listed
Finish: Charcoal

2 grounded Power 1 dual powered USB120”
power cord UL Listed Finish: Charcoal

1 Power 1 dual powered USB 120” power cord
Left:
2 Power 120” power cord UL Listed Only suitable for 1” thick surface. Requires 2” overhang
Finish: Charcoal
Right:
2 Power 1 dual powered USB 120” power cord
UL Listed Only suitable for 1” thick surface.
Requires 2” overhang Finish: Charcoal
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Protective Booths
Protected spaces for workers and clients: ideal for healthcare screening, transactional, and one-to-one
interactional activities.

Connected Booths in offset Configuration

Connected Booths with Spacer Panels

Connected Booths with Privacy Dividers

Connected Booths in a Public Area

Applications

Industry Segments

● Healthcare Screening
● Admitting
● Transactional Sales
● Customer Service
● Any Kiosk Requirement
● Overflow needs

● Healthcare
● Education
● Retail
● Hospitality
● Airports
● Law Enforcement
● Public Service

Features

Dimensions

● Easy to clean and disinfect
● Lightweight/easily moved
● 3” raised panels for easy
floor cleaning
● Mobile Option (locking
casters)
● Clear Acrylic ceiling
● Secure Floor mount
options

● 24” depth
● 36”, 42”, 48” widths
● 79” height
● Document Access Slot 2”h x 9”w
● Worksurface Height - 29”
Speak-thru and document access

See also "BOB" ... Section B, page 1
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Soft Office
Pod

Meeting your needs.
Formal meetings are
essential, but at times difficult to bear.
Our fully-enclosed Soft Office Pod has features that can create a more
comfortable, private experience. From an air circulation fan to a sliding
door and glazed panels, the soft office meeting pods stay light, airy, and
fresh. Soft Office Pods are an elegant and comfortable solution to open
office disruption during important or private meetings.
The Oasis Soft Pod is a fully-enclosed innovative office pod design providing complete privacy, and is available in both Duo and Team sizes.
Oasis Berco is a design led modern office furniture manufacturer, and
our Oasis Soft Pods can be configured to your exact requirements with
your choice of colour and finish using the Oasis Builder, follow the links
below to design and price your Duo or Team Soft Office Pod.
Soft Duo Pod
Exterior: 112”w x 61”d x 89”h

Interior: 106”w x 55”d x 83”h

Oasis Soft Architecture

Create Interesting Office Spaces With Acoustic Pods & Booths.
Make the most of your contemporary office space with Oasis Soft Architecture, the latest addition to our collection of Oasis Soft acoustic office
pods and booths.
Visually stunning, Architecture’s smart modern design gives you additional working space with minimal added expense. Louvre-style canopies and bridges transforms unused spaces into areas where people can
work, meet, and socialize. These bonus spaces can be customized to
meet your needs, with traditional tables & chairs, sofas, soft seating, or
anything else you can imagine.
Exterior Dimensions: 84”w x 84”d x 89”h
Interior Dimension: 79”w x 79”d x 83”h

Soft Team Pod (Small)
Exterior: 112”w x 100”d x 89”h Interior: 106”w x 94”d x 83”h
Soft Team Pod (Large)
Exterior: 120”w x 108”d x 89”h Interior: 114”w x 102”d x 83”h

Team
Pods:
Bring your
team
together.

Space for collaboration or private one-to-ones is always hard to find in
a modern, open plan office environment; Oasis Linear Duo and Team
Pods are the ideal solution. Fully enclosed meeting pods with a ceiling
and glass rear wall, team pods stay light, airy, and fresh, yet private.
With no compromise on comfort, the pods include top-of-the-line
acoustically absorbent materials, an LED ceiling light, air circulation fan,
and occupancy sensor.

Linear
Team
Booth
A space to suit you.
A work booth for your every office need, the Oasis Linear Team Booth is
completely versatile, with uses from small group work to presentations,
video conferencing to break out room, or even a space for personal
reflection, yoga, or meditation.
With space for three or more people, the open-front office booth is
enclosed with a full ceiling for privacy and the option to include glass
panels, fitted workspaces, or low back sofas.

Oasis Berco also has a collection of open office Soft Team Pods available.

Oasis Berco also has a collection of open office Soft Team Booths
available.

Linear Duo Pod
Exterior: 84”w x 45”d x 89”h Interior: 79”w x 39”d x 83”h

Exterior: 96”w x 83”d x 89”h
Interior: 90”w x 79”d x 83”h

Linear Team Pod (Small)
Exterior: 84”w x 59”d x 89”h Interior: 79”w x 54”d x 83”h
Linear Team Pod (Large)
Exterior: 84”s x 84”d x 89”h Interior: 79”s x 79”d x 83”h
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Oasislinear
Linear Phone Booth

Office Phone Booths offers Privacy in an open space
and provides a peaceful environment for phone
calls or video conferences. A range of acoustic
office phone booths are designed with your office
in mind, allowing co-workers to take private phone
calls without using up meeting space or having to
leave their office.
Equipped with top-of-the-line acoustically absorbent materials, LED lighting, and an air circulation
fan, Oasis Berco’s office phone booths are practical,
private and made even more comfortable with the
option to stand or sit.
Unlike other systems, the Oasis Linear acoustic
phone booth has no base and stands directly on
your office floor for no trip hazard, quick installation, and easy relocation.
Exterior Dimensions: 45”w x 45”d x 89”h
Interior Dimension: 39”w x 39”d x 83”h

Systems Furniture
•

Axel
A solution for open spaces
Axel is the newest generation of tile systems
furniture by Artopex for the design of
open spaces. Inspired and ingenious, this
cohesive solution creates spaces imbued with
authenticity and movement.

•
•
•

Axel offers innovative workstation
configurations that naturally combine
individual and collaborative work.
Pavilions allow to design meeting zones,
respite rooms, private office, etc.
The extended choice of finishes
(laminate, felt, acrylic and fabric) provides
high design flexibility.

•
•

•
•

Ambient noise
management is
improved with the
acoustic fabric and felt
tiles, and the slated
ceilings with acoustic
felt.
Axel offers efficient
electrical wiring and
cable management.
A new Grade A fabric
card, available at
competitive prices,
is now offered to
customize tiles.
GREENGUARD
certified.
LEVEL 2 certified.
Axel semi-enclosed pavilion office for individual work
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Mothers Room

Lactation Room Solution for the Workplace
provides a comfortable and private space for new
moms without the trouble of building a new room
or re-purposing a space already in use.
The Linear Team Pod (Large), at 7’ square, is
an ideal nursing lounge, with ample space for
everything mom needs. The unit can be equipped
with a locking door, block-out graphics for the glass
front of the pod, and a Mother’s Oasis millwork
package that includes:
• Cabinet allowing space for an under counter
mini fridge
• Storage cabinet for necessary lactation lounge
supplies
• Trash receptacle with liner
• Open space for a chair
• Power/usb charging unit
• Wall peg for hanging jacket or bag
Exterior: 84”w x 84”d x 89”h
Interior: 79”w x 79”d x 83”h

Oasissoft
Soft Office Phone
Booth

Finding privacy in the modern office.
Providing a peaceful environment for phone
calls or video conferences, and a silent
retreat for uninterrupted wok, the Oasis Soft
Acoustic Phone Booth is designed with your
office in mind.
Soft Office Phone Booth Pods are equipped
with top-of-the-line acoustically absorbent
materials, ambient lighting, and an air circulation fan, the space is practical and private
yet comfortable.
Unlike other systems, the Oasis Soft Office Phone Booth has no base
and stands directly on the floor of your office, making it safe, quick to
install, and easy to relocate.
We also have a Linear Office Phone Booth Pod in our Oasis Linear line of
privacy products.
Exterior: 38”w x 38”d x 89”h
Interior: 32”w x 32”d x 83”h

Oasis
Soft Hub

Collaborate, work, or socialize.
Collaborative and individual work, without distractions, is demanded by
the modern office environment. The Oasis Soft Hub provides low-level
open seating spaces and is available in Solo, Duo, and Team size options.
The Oasis Soft Hub works with your existing open plan feel, with its acoustic screen panels ensuring increased privacy.
Oasis Soft Hubs are 55 inches tall acoustic screens for visual privacy, upholstered for soft modern feel and seating up to four people. These open
office work booths are an elegant solution to increase modern open office
productivity. Options include integrated power and USB as well as stylish
sofa and table options.
Oasis Berco is a design led modern office furniture manufacturer, and our
Oasis Soft Hubs can be configured to your exact requirements with your
choice of colour and finish using the Oasis Builder, follow the links below
to design and price your Solo Duo or Team Soft Hub.
Soft Solo Hub (Small)		
Exterior 61”w x 45”d x 55”h 		
Interior 55”w x 39”d x 55”h 		

Soft Solo Hub (Large)
Exterior 61”w x 53”d x 55”h
Interior 55”w x 47”d x 55”h

Soft Duo Hub				
Soft Team Hub
Exterior: 100”w x 45”d x 55”h		
Exterior 100”w x 61”d x 55”h
Interior: 94”w x 39”d x 55”h		
Interior: 94”w x 55”d x 55”h
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CREATE WORK SPACES WHICH HELP PEOPLE TO ENGAGE MORE MEANINGFULLY

Reduction in NOISE; control of LIGHTING; and PERSONAL SPACE in which to self regulate are key factors in successful neurodiverse working space.
www.nookpod.com

Flexibility, sustainability
and longevity
to the core.
Nooks are agile, modular, sustainably minded pods with a
small range of variations and a huge range of possibilities.
Read on to find out our Huddle pod, our Solo pod and our
beautiful collaboration around Special Needs, Mindfulness
in the work place, Nooks with integrated technology and
more.

Nook Huddle

Nook Solo Booth

Every Nook includes:
• Wireless charging
• Adjustable lighting
• A wide variety of colours in a range of materials and fabrics
• Desktop mains and USB power
• Optional White Board on rear wall
• Mobile and lockable
• Acoustic upholstery on shell aids quietness
• The Solo hub as an optional acrylic door for even more privacy.

OFFICES AS EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT CENTRES (EEC)
The growth in remote working will see the office become a hub for
engagement and collaboration. Coworking will grow and blend in to
local Hospitality – Hotels, Shopping Malls, High St retail units.

Acoustic gathering spot for powerful work and small meetings

DESIGN FOR WELLNESS AND NEURODIVERSITY.
Built on the foundations of the most successful
neuro-happy workspaces, Nook manages
acoustics; allows the user to control lighting;
and provides a personal withdrawal space
which does not isolate.

A personal quiet space for video calls and deep work.

Nook helps to enable these new work/life spaces.

AN AGILE SYSTEM, BUILT FOR CHANGE.
Designed to maximize people density AND
personal safety, Nook Huddle spaces, Solo
booths and accessories are mobile and
modular. Deploy Solo now as an open booth,
convert to phone box later.

PUTTING HEALTH AND SAFETY UP FRONT.
Nook is tuned to provide shelter and protection
without creating confinement. Ask us about
air-purification add-ons, dividing screens and
Nooks high level of cleanability.
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Pop-up Spaces

rapid set-up and tear-down walls, partitions, and rooms for urgent, permanent
or temporary needs.

Features
● Modular and Simple
● Quick Metal to Metal Assembly with
Patented Connection
● Lightweight and Easily Moveable
● Easily Reconfigurable
● Re-usable and Recyclable
● Screens Ship Assembled
● Easily Cleaned and Disinfected
● Integrates with fluidconcepts
Healthcare/Protective Booths easily
added for Quick Admin Stations

Applications
● Healthcare
● Disaster Relief
● Corporate and Office
● Tradeshows
● Polling Stations
● Call Centers
● Change Rooms
● Labs

Options
● Coat Hooks
● Whiteboards
● Pivot Door

Panel Configurations
● Monolithic White
● Monolithic Clear Acrylic
● Monolithic Frosted Acrylic
● Segmented White/Clear Acrylic
● Segmented White/Frosted Acrylic
● Segmented White/Softscape Fabric

Materials
● 1” Panel Frame—Anodized aluminum
● White Divider—Flame Retardant PVC
● Clear Acrylic (1/8”) Flame Retardant
● 1.5” Levellers

all-clear Protective
Screen - Horizontal

Emergency dorms,
assessment booths and screens
to divide any space quickly.
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Media Units & Pods
Atom Media Unit

Cocoon Media Unit

Entente Media Unit

All Media units include a Prism 45 pixel unit with 2 power sockets, 2 charging USB points and 1 HDMI point as standard. TV screens are not
included. Media Units make an ideal space for team meetings and collaborative tasks that require support from technology.

Pods

A range of modular high-performance
acoustic rooms that create ideal private
meeting or office spaces. The design of
the acoustic wall panels and ceiling is
such that sound absorption is optimised
whilst not compromising the lightweight
aesthetic value.

Aspect 360

Qube 180

Qube Duo

Telephone
Pod TP3

Aspect 1

Aspect 2

Aspect 4

Qube 3

Qube Solo

Telephone
Pod TP4

Aspect 3

Infinity 1

Infinity 2

Qube 360

Qube 4

Telephone Pod TP1

Telephone Pod TP2

Cost effective solutions for the
collaborative workplace.
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Break Room

Graphite Wood / Silver Straight

Coffee and lunch breaks have an important social and economical value for organizations. A lunchroom
is a place for students or employees to recharge, collaborate and team build. Stepping away from their
desks or classrooms can inspire ideas and promote creativity and camaraderie in a casual setting

Natural Maple & White / Black Straight

Golden Light & White / Silver Bar

Boat Shape / Inverted Tubular Legs
Shiraz Cherry

Arc End / V Base
Summerflame

Rectangle / Panel Base
Discontinued Finish

Square / Post Legs
Mahogany Impression

Round / Tubular Leg
Black

Arc End / Rectangle Base
Hot Fudge

Break Room - 1

2 - Break Room

Break Room - 3

4 - Break Room

Break Room - 5

6 - Break Room

Reception
Post & Beam Reception
We design and manufacture some of most design
driven and creative reception stations. We offer
curved or straight design or anywhere in between.

Casegoods Reception
We design and manufacture some of most design driven and creative
reception stations. We offer curved or straight design or anywhere in
between.
Fluidconcepts offers a wide variety of ‘open line’ standard and premium ﬁnishes and materials which makes customizing reception stations easy and consistent with the spatial design intent. We encourage the use of a wide variety of materials including environmentally
friendly and sustainable materials.
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RC1

RC2

RC3
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Verde
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Emerald

Amber

Jade

Ruby

PS316

PS95 (bookcase separate)

Reception
Efficiency and functionality in the Workplace
.

PS655

PS600
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Executive

Affinity™
(continued)
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Amber

Jade

Ruby

Emerald

Cherryman's lines include desks, returns/bridges, bridge/kneespace
credenzas, pedestals, hutches, tower storage, door storage, bookcases, lateral files, wall mounted storage, conference tables, side tables,
presentation boards and accessories.
FINISHES:
Amber has 6 finishes available: Valley Grey, Hard Rock Maple,
Mocha Cherry, Sienna Mahogany, Black Cherry and Park Walnut.
• Jade has two: Chestnut Cherry and Henna Mahogany.
• Ruby has a Paprika Cherry finish.
• Verde has a 2 wood-touch laminates: Espresso and Latte.

•

Verde
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Halifax
COLLECTION
Halifax represents a culmination
of Tayco’s steadfast commitment
to always raising the bar though
progressive design and providing
the ultimate product experience.
Designed for functionality, this
new private office collection is
highly customizable to the user

Halifax

with dynamic configurations for
tables, legs, storage and cabinets,
as well as the opportunity to add
personality with metal components
available in 20 different colours.
Application
Private office, Desking
Choose from two unique leg
options: A-Leg and V-Leg
Seamless height-adjustable table
integration.
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Halifax

Aberdeen Series 4

A bow front desk, credenza, contour bridge
suspended desk pencil/box/file ped, suspended credenza pencil/box/file ped, hutch with
wood doors.
Cherry / Maple / Gray Steel / Mocha

Aberdeen Series 9
comes with a bowfront desk, desk pencil/
box/box/file ped, desk file/file ped, two
freestanding lateral file, two personal storage
towers, one hutch with glass doors, horizontal
paper management.
Cherry / Maple / Gray Steel / Mocha

Mira Series 3

Desk Shell, a Pedestal Box/Box/File (for 36"
Desk), and a Pedestal File/File (for 36" Desk)
Espresso / Medium Cherry

Many more configurations of the Aberdeen,
the website at safcoproducts.com

Aberdeen Series 10

A Bowfront desk, contour, credenza, Desk
pencil/box/file ped, credenza file/file ped, freestanding lateral ped, hutch with wood doors,
horizontal paper management, vertical paper
management.
Cherry / Maple / Gray Steel / Mocha

Aberdeen Series 11

Freestanding peninsula, return, and suspended credenza pencil/box/file ped
Cherry / Maple / Gray Steel / Mocha

Mira Series 6

Desk Shell, a Return, a Pedestal Box/Box/File
(for Credenza/Return), and a Pedestal Box/
Box/File (for 36" Desk)
Espresso / Medium Cherry

Mira, Mirella and Medina Suites

Aberdeen Series 35

Rectangular conference desk, desk pencil/
box/box/file ped, desk file/file ped, low wall
cabinet, two storage cabinets, two glass
display cabinets, hutch with glass doors, two
horizontal paper management.
Cherry / Maple / Gray Steel / Mocha

Aberdeen Series 37

rectangular conference desk, return, reception desk transaction center, reception return
screen, freestanding lateral file, wall mount
hutch.
Cherry / Maple / Gray Steel / Mocha

Mira Series 15

Peninsula Table, a Credenza Shell, a Hutch, a
Bridge, and a Pedestal File/File (for Credenza/
Return)
Espresso / Medium Cherry

are available on
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Napoli Suite 1

63"W Desk, a Curved Desk Ext. (left), a Curved
Desk Return w/Pencil-Box-File (Right), and a
Center Drawer.
Mahogany / Sierra Cherry / Dark Gray

Mirella™ L-Shaped

A contemporary design that provides a residential look, complemented with Brushed-Silver or Black Powder Coat accents and finishes.
Sand Dune and Southern Tobacco laminates
come with Black hardware, and White Ash
and Stone Gray laminates come with Silver.
Featuring a floating 1 5/8” thick work surface
on top of Silver or Black standoffs.
Sand Dune / Stone Gray
Southern Tobacco / White Ash

Napoli Suite 19

72"W Desk, a Curved Desk Ext. (right), a
Center Drawer, a Bridge Left-Hand, a 72"W
Credenza, a 72"W Hutch, a Box Box File, and a
Pair of Trays.
Mahogany / Sierra Cherry / Dark Grey

Medina™
Height-Adjustable

Medina™ captures the spirit of Italian design
that fills any space with style and height-adjustable capabilities to ensure maximum
workspace customization. Height-adjustable
desks allow for a wide variety of users.
Medina™ offers a choice of components to
allow an ideal range of workplace configurations.
Mocha / Gray Steel
Mahogany / Textured Brown Sugar
Textured Sea Salt

Napoli Suite 32

72"W Desk, a Curved Desk Ext. (right), a
Center Drawer, a Bridge Left-Hand, a 72"W
Credenza, a 72"W Hutch, a Box Box File, and a
Pair of Trays.
Mahogany / Sierra Cherry / Dark Grey

Medina™ HeightAdjustable Front Desk

Contemporary style and elegant
functionality come together in this classic
casegoods line. Both desk and return are
height adjustable and have laminate work
surfaces that convey style for private offices
or open floor plan.
Mocha / Gray Steel
Mahogany / Textured Brown Sugar
Textured Sea Salt

Mirella™ Free Standing
Sand Dune / Stone Gray
Southern Tobacco / White Ash

Medina™
Table Desk

Mirella™ U-Shaped

Sand Dune / Stone Gray
Southern Tobacco / White Ash
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Medina™ features a floating work surface.
No Grommots, Silver base.
Mocha / Gray Steel
Mahogany / Textured Brown Sugar
Textured Sea Salt

Sorrento™
Table Desk

A horizontal desking surface that features
hardwood inlays and Bird's Eye Maple Panel.
Espresso / Bourbon Cherry

Private
Office

PS340

PS360

PS301

PS741
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Private Office

Affinity is Enwork’s premiere line of laminate casegoods available at affordable prices.
Comprehensive and highly functional, Affinity casegoods from Enwork use cam lock and dowel construction for strength and durability. Combine
modular desk shells with hutches from the Designer Series collection for private offices and open plan desking. Use Affinity’s high quality wood
storage components in conference rooms or to supplement Affinity desks.
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enwork
enwork.com

Thinking ahead of the curve
As technology, culture and brands drive continuous change, Enwork
designs for high functionality and adaptability.
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Affinity Typicals

Typical A4A

Wild Cherry

Typical A4C

Bleached

Typical A4G

O-Leg

Typical 4AJ
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Prestige Walnut

Back Painted Glass

Typical A4B

Typical A4D

Typical A4H

Kensington Maple

Bow Desk

Typical 4AK

River Cherry

Conference Room

enhance efficiency
today while
preparing for
greater productivity
tomorrow.
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Artopex: the art and the purpose

Air

Air office furniture collection offers endless configuration possibilities.
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Aerial and sophisticated.

Take Off

Freestanding

Combine, arrange, organize:
The possibilities for storage unit layouts are as
limitless as your imagination.
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YOUR SIGNATURE STYLE

Create a distinctive executive suite that reflects your unique image with the versatile architecture of Take Off.
Choose a classic or contemporary look, or blend both in harmonious synergy. The rich palette of materials and myriad possible combinations will
give your space style ... your style, for your office environment.

Time
Artopex® has developed
time, multipurpose office
Furnishings that adapt to
today’s frantic pace.
D22 - Desks

Time

Time reveals its distinctive personality in the harmonization of wood and metal, natural and synthetic colours, classic and spontaneousTeak and white
finishes. l-r: Teak and white; douglas pine and antique white; dark oak finishes. Below: white finish.

Forming teams
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Time

douglas pine and antique white

More images for i-desk Tables, Desks,, Storage Solutions. Accessories
and LED lighting systems available at a later date.
https://ideskinc.com/accessories
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Halifax

Halifax
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Scene
The Open Plan Workspace

Scene
Scene is a benching and private office furniture system designed
for the modern work community. Height adjustable worksurfaces
and unique storage applications are among the
many features that align Scene with the needs of today’s dynamic
work environments.

Scene

Scene looks the part too, with a range of features, from open
frame gables to kickstand support legs, characterized by an
envy-inducing minimal design aesthetic confident enough to call
anywhere home. Flag storage provides an elegant solution to
lateral privacy in benching. Height adjustable worksurfaces, pop-up
power grommets and privacy screens with secondary organizational features transform ‘a workspace’ into ‘my workspace’. It fits the
worker, not the other way around.
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Applications
Benching / Private Office / Height
Adjustable Tables / Desking /
Touch Down

Scene

Form & Function
Contemporary style, finishes and
dual purpose privacy screens

Scene

Versatile Workspaces
Height adjustable worksurfaces and
integrated storage options

Scene

Collaborative
Open plan design that fosters communication throughout the office

Scene
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Metro

A statement system that combines classic design with
modern functionality addressing the needs of today’s work
space. Metro anticipates work requirements and provides
contemporary solutions without sacrificing design. From
conference room to workstations Metro is both elegant and
accessible. Whether it be a board meeting or an on the fly
brainstorm, Metro is designed toaccommodate all the needs
of your organization. This is where business happens.

Application
Private Office, Desking and Boardroom

Variety
Executive: 1 ½” worksurfaces, availablein either straight or
gothic trim. Professional: 1” thick worksurfaces,
available in straight trim

Works Faster
Many products are available on 10-Day Quickship

Design
Clean Modern Design / Form and Function
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Benching

Scene is a benching and private

environments. Scene looks the part too, with
a range of features, from open frame gables
to kickstand support legs, characterized by
an envy-inducing minimal design aesthetic
confident enough to call anywhere home.
Flag storage provides an elegant solution to

lateral privacy in benching. Height adjustable
worksurfaces, pop-up power grommets and
privacy screens with secondary organizational
features transform ‘a workspace’ into ‘my
workspace’. It fits the worker, not the other
way around.

On-trend Design

Applications

Privacy

Finishes, modern look and product features

Open Plan / Private Office / Benching / Height
Adjustable Tables / Reception Solutions

Variable degrees of space division and
functionality

office furniture system designed for the
modern work community. Height adjustable
worksurfaces and unique storage applications
are among the many features that align Scene
with the needs of today’s dynamic work

Cosmo
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Cosmo

Cosmo is a versatile office furniture
solution offering on-trend design and
a full spectrum of privacy options.
Flexibility is a hallmark of the Cosmo line.
An integral part of any open office, Cosmo’s
full range of stack-on panel heights and
acoustical fabric tiles also afford discretion as
required for more sensitive tasks. Optional
glass or acrylic trim mounted screens provide
space division while allowing natural light
creating a healthy and energy efficient work
environment. Cosmo’s aluminium
top caps, steel raceways, and metal to metal
panel connections provide long lasting
quality to stand up and support multiple
reconfigurations.
Cosmo is designed to the latest office
furniture standards in form, material and
function. Height adjustable work surfaces,
panel-mounted shelves, accessory tiles and
contemporary cable management including
pop-up USBs, ensure a beautiful workspace
with minimal visual distraction. Versatility
in finishes, flexibility of configuration and
quality of fit makes it a clear leader among its
category peers.

Cosmo

Cosmo

Cosmo

Cosmo
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Systems

Switch
Tayco has been a leader in the development of
innovative panel systems for over 40 years and
are proud to reveal the latest in a long line of
performance enhancing office solutions.
Switch is a uniquely sleek panel based product
designed to enhance performance and meet
the specific needs of today’s modern office
spaces. The Canadian manufactured Switch is
Tayco’s slimmest panel offering with electrics
and data housed in a 2” thick panel. The line
offers an array of features including gallery
panels for aesthetically pleasing space division.
Switch is a true intersection of design and
value.
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Application
Open Plan / Panel Configurations / Height
Adjustable Tables / Reception Solutions / Call
Centre / Panel Based Benching

Slim and Sleek
Tayco's space saving design features an
elevated modern aesthetic with 1" slotted
system and 2" panel thickness

Thoughtfully Designed
Multiple finish and storage options featuring
carefully considered details provide the opti-

mal user experience. Designed in collaboration
with Fig 40

Privacy
Variable degrees of panel heights accommodate every privacy requirement. Acrylic and
tempered glass options offer discretion while
still allowing the flow of natural light

FEATURES

Worksurface Depth Options
• Full depth
• Full Depth with Grommet
• Cropped Depth for 1˝ Wire Play

Panel Base Options
• Metal Raceway
• 6˝ elevated foot

Switch

Panel Face Options
• Laminate
• Fabric
• Tempered Glass and Fabric
• Tempered Glass and Laminate
• Acrylic and Fabric
• Acrylic and Laminate

Switch

3 leg Options
• Wrap leg
• Ladder leg
• Laminate gable leg

Switch

Slim Shelf which mounts directly
into the panel
Aluminium top caps and end trims
with angled edges

Switch
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UP
This unique alternative office design system
facilitates a wide range of applications
and needs with elements such as 360°
planning and zero panel creep. All together
the Up system creates the ultimate hybrid
of panelling and benching. Up’s small kit
of components allows the system to be
configured for any need, with low cost

Application

Privacy

Flexible post and beam solutions

Mobile screens add privacy to meeting areas and
individual working spaces

freestanding applications, Up is adaptable

360°
Centre post and unique cantilever support for alternative office options

Hybrid System

for all business requirements, both now and

of ownership. Easily reconfigurated, with
stackable posts, non-handed parts and

in the future. This forward-thinking design
accounts for evolving environments and the

Space Saving

needs of the people who work in them.

Eliminates panel creep / Small kit of parts
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Flexible combination of panel system and benching

Up
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Typical A4L

Reception

Ambition Typicals
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Typical M19A

Typical M19B

Typical M19C

Typical M19D

Typical M19E

Typical M19F

Typical M19G

Typical M19H

Typical M19J

Typical M29A

eBench Typicals

Typical E16A

Typical E16B

Typical E16D

Typical E16F

Typical E16H
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Grid Typicals

Typical 2B

Typical 4A

Typical 4B

Typical 16B

Typical 16C

Typical 26B

Typical 43C
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Typical 43D

120 Degree Planning

Typical 33A

90 Degree Planning

Typical 53A

XTB4 Typicals

Typical T19A

Typical T19B
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Typical T19C

Typical T19D

Typical T29A

Typical T39A

Typical T39B
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Office Systems

Resi Collection

Planning For Performance
How, when, and where we work is
redeﬁning the workplace. And the best
workspaces know how to adapt. Longterm success stems from balancing the
individual needs of today’s agile workforce. To support the diversity of workstyles and workspaces required, the
role of storage has needed to evolve.
Resi Storage rises to the challenge with
a more purposeful, multi-functional
design that embraces the new workday.

Maytrix

Easy to expand, easy to afford.
Rugged, yet flexible, Maytrix® is the ideal
modular support system for organizing
local area networks, communications, and
monitoring equipment. The simple
“building block” design allows organizations to easily specify, add, and reconfigure
components as needed. Start with heavyduty steel frames, available in three
heights, and add shelves, worksurfaces,
and storage units as needed. Or choose
from three preconfigured LAN stations.

Mirella Collection

Reshaping the Future Of Work
The places where we work matter
more than ever. They need to help us
fully engage and connect with others.
To support concentration as well as
collaboration. Mirella™ responds with
a comprehensive desking collection
that oﬀers countless layouts to facilitate
individual and team activities throughout a space.

EVEN

Need a basic, yet quality workstation
for your small office, temporary worker
space, or for those nomadic workers
who are occasionally in the office? Take
a look at EVEN™ Workstations. These
dual-sided, 4-Person, Workstations
are highly functional and perfect for
collaborative spaces. Add undersurface
wire management basket and pedestal
to personalize the space.

High Density Storage

Where Good Ideas Are Stored
Condense your stored items into less
space. High-Density Storage offers a wide
variety of options that will provide a secure
environment for a variety of items such as
archival files, law enforcement evidence,
medical & pharmaceutical supplies, or
retail backroom storage – to name just a
few. Our storage designs feature traditional
steel shelving, wire shelving, rollout
drawers, wardrobe bars and metal slatwall.
By mobilizing shelving High-Density Storage
can double capacity in a space.

TechWorks

Designed for Change
Growth comes from embracing
innovation and being able to adapt at
the speed of change. TechWorks® helps
organizations approach ideas in new
ways by offering complete flexibility
to support change and unmatched
durability to withstand the rigors of
continuous exploration. It’s the optimal
solution for connecting people with the
art of discovery.
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Uni-T

Unit-T panel systems furniture
by Artopex exceeds expectations
with its flexibility in open office or
individual workspaces, traditional
panel layouts or benching configurations. Uni-T’s shared workspaces
provide the privacy needed to
concentrate without the boxed in
feeling.
• No tools are needed for the
assembly of panels, electrical
and hanging components.
• Wiring placed in the conduit
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•
•
•
•

at the base of the panels
provides easy access to
cables.
Thin panel for space
optimization.
The connector system
allows for easy on-site
reconfiguration.
Superior acoustic performance.
Compatible with all Artopex
office furniture collections.

Full brochure at this link.

Links Contract Furniture Inc. is a manufacturer of high quality office furniture with experience in creating high performance workplace environments
that have inspired, challenged, and adapted to the changing needs of its consumers since 1995. At Links Contract Furniture they embrace research
and design- bringing innovative ideas, products, and services to the North American office furniture market.

Collaborative

PS730
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Handles
Door Options

Panel Options

Electrical Options
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PS735

PS715

PS715

PS350

PS350
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PS316

Bench
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PS375

EXEC

TR2 WITH HUTCH & PANEL

SOLO

TR4

TR6

Sterling 72" Desk

The Sterling Series of laminate casegoods offers
a bold design crafted with a contemporary
decor in mind. Rich finishes showcase the
beauty of this laminate casegood line.
Textured Brown Sugar / Textured Driftwood
Textured Mocha

Mirella™ Reception Desk with Glass Countertop

features a contemporary design that provides a residential look, complemented with
Brushed-Silver or Black Powder Coat accents and finishes. Sand Dune and Southern Tobacco
laminates come with Black hardware and Smoked Glass, and White Ash and Stone Gray laminates come with Silver hardware and Frosted Glass. Features floating glass countertops on Silver
or Black standoffs. The ½” thick tempered-glass reception counter and the 1” thick laminate
desktop are sure to convey the right message to all of your company’s visitors. Includes laminate
modesty panel for additional privacy, and center drawer. Comes complete with double, shelf/
box/file pedestals for all your storage needs. Coordinates with Mirella™ Desking and Conference
designs for a cohesive and professional look.
Sand Dune / Southern Tobacco / White Ash

Mira Bow-Front Desk

an elegant setting for any environment. These
casegoods reflect a transitional design that’s
equally suitable for formal or casual offices.
Espresso / Medium Cherry
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Qi Benching

Qi Benching is an contemporary value oriented
benching system which offers a wide spectrum of
finish, leg, electrical and storage options.

Specifications
● Steel 1” x 2” Leg Welded Construction with durable
powdercoat finish
● 22 Thermofused and High Pressure Laminate Options
● 8 Leg Paint Options
● Upper Dividers Options in Fabric, Softscape,
Whiteboard. Optical Acrylics
● Modesty Panel Options in Laminate or Acrylic
● 3 Leg Options - U-Legs, V-Legs or O-Legs
● Accessory Rail and Tool Rail Options
● Enclosed 8 wire/4 circuit Electrical (Base Feed and
Ceiling Feed)

Fence

Fence provides freestanding power, data and space division delivery in open
spaces independent of tables and workstations.

Specifications
● Aluminum 4” Post and Beam Construction
● Straight or 90 degree connections
● Anodized or 6 powdercoat finishes
● Upper Screens (mount to beam) – Acrylic or Softscape
● Works with various fixed, mobile or height adjustable tables
● 2 duplexes or 4 duplexes per side, Standard Voice/Data ● Knockout per side which accepts
standard furniture faceplates
● Enclosed 8 wire/4 circuit electrical runs down centre spine
● Base Feed or Ceiling feed
● Height – 22”
● Widths – 48”, 54”, 60”, 66”, 72”, plus sizes to match with adjacent storage towers.
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Edge - Standard

Edge is a European designed desking, benching and table system that
promotes communication and openness in combination with contemporary style. Edge offers long stride, technology friendly workstations,
tables and storage at a very attractive price point. Start with a single
desk and easily expand or reconfigure to continuous benching or
workstations.
Edge is available 2 different triangular leg styles, Standard and Executive. The Standard leg and beam system allow modular linking.
The Executive leg is ideal for long span tables up to 96”, or as Private
Office table desks. Additional features include well hidden lateral
wire management, leg wire management along with optional modesty
panels, privacy panels and storage. Modesty and privacy panels can be
specified in a variety of acrylic colors that give Edge a modern,
contemporary look.
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OrbitPod
OrbitPods are perfect for businesses, library enclaves, touch-down
areas, or any place where one or many need to work in privacy or
collaboratively. OrbitPods can be complete circular workstations or
partial segments and they can be linked in various configurations
in snake like configurations, tangents, or as independent pods.
OrbitPods can be specified in 48” and 60” diameters, and in 36”,
42”, 49” and 60” heights. Dividers are available in a variety of
materials such as laminate, softscape and acrylics. OrbitPods
install extremely fast to create flexible and dynamic workstation
environments.

Quattro Post & Beam

An architecturally designed workstation system.

Quattro is a workspace system consisting of an architectural aluminum
square post and beams. This workplace solution which performs across
a wide spectrum of office environments including high and low workstation clusters, call centers, private offices, full height walls and reception
areas.
A place where one versatile square post and beam system creates a
multitued of workstation options from productive open plans to tranquil private offices to dynamic meeting spaces to welcoming reception
areas.

Post and beam is a
workplace solution
which performs
across a wide
spectrum of office
environments including high and low
workstation clusters, call centers, private offices, full height walls and
reception areas. The architectural building blocks are easily planned
within 3 planes and multiple angles.

Runway

Runway is an elegant modular beam work-system that meets the needs of high performance workspaces which require high capacity power and
data delivery and highly flexible worksurfaces and space division.
The functional spine carries and delivers high capacity power and data to workstations. Runway
supports work surfaces, centre mounted storage and dividing screens. Runway seamlessly
integrates with fluidconcepts Quattro post and beam components and freestanding systems such
as Edge to create flexible and dynamic workstation environments.

Designed for the
high performance workspace.
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Artopex has the manufacturing flexibility to respond to each client’s needs and
expectations. In addition to standard furniture that meets the highest criteria
for quality in the industry, they offer custom designed furniture to satisfy the
unique requirements of their customers.

Artopex is constantly investing, innovating, developing and growing to find smart and efficient new solutions that brilliantly blend beauty and
practicality.

Air Line
Open area workstations include
a brainstorming space, acoustic
meeting room, relaxation area,
manager office, closed office and
nomatic station. Explore all of
Axel’s possibilities and variations.

Integrating pavilions defines
the space simply through
the creation of collaboration
or multimedia areas for
improving opportunities for
the exchange of ideas.

www.artopex.com
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Desking and Benching
When sharing workspace with other employees, Benching and Desking Systems can go a long way towards office organization, communication
and style. Our minimalist, yet elegant solutions are great for any office environment, allowing for flexibility within the workspace. Whether it’s
European-style desking, adjustable storage, workstation solutions or our popular Qi systems, there’s plenty of choice when planning the layout for
your office environment.
Our Benching and Desking Systems are designed with attention to detail, superb craftsmanship and structural stability to meet and exceed client
expectations. Many are modular in either setup or options, allowing you to customize them to your particular office needs and style!

Key Features
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Unique Truss Design One Truss supports
both 24” and/or 30” deep worksurfaces.
Worksurfaces can be set at seated or
standing height or anywhere in between
25”H - 49”H.
Truss storage is side mounted at the
height where you need it.
Truss supports spatial dividers, various
worktools, and media.
Electrical & Data Beam provides 8
wire/4 circuit electrical, powered from a
base feed.

Truss Workbench
Elevate your work! The Truss workbench is a high performance truss based desking
and benching system offering extreme structural stability, flexibility, infinite worksurface and storage height adjustment. A new way of thinking and working.specified in a
variety of acrylic colors that give Edge a modern, contemporary look.

Caseworks
Caseworks is an architecturally designed laminate
workstation and benching system that is easy to
plan, specify and install. Caseworks provides more
privacy compared to open leg benching, with
numerous stacked & shared storage options, fixed
or height adjustable worksurfaces and all available
in contemporary solid and woodgrain laminates.
Easily connected with an enclosed electrical and
data raceway, Caseworks meets the needs of
today’s rapidly changing work environment with a
flexible, modern and budget conscious solution.
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Workstation
Systems
Blade Open Plan

Contemporary Elegance with Value!
Blade workstations are elegant solutions for the open plan. An
aluminum post and beam spine provide the electrical, tackable
dividers and worktools with attractive woodgrain or solid laminate
dividers connecting to complete the spatial enclosure providing an
elegant, expandable, contemporary working space.

Orbit - Round Workstations
Orbit, a revolution in round workstation design.

Orbit workstations conform to how people actually work by providing
single location access to a user’s work area In one continuous ergonomic circumference.
Orbit curved workstations can be complete circular workstations or
partial segments. Workstations can be linked in various configurations
in snake like configurations, tangents, or as independent pods.

Hybrid Post & Beam

Welcome to the four corners of the office - Where form, function,
fluidity and fresh thinking meet.

Orbit can be specified in multiple diameters, radii and heights. Curved
dividers are available in a variety of materials such as laminate,
fabric, metal printed and acrylics. 8 wire/4 circuit electrical and date
system can be specified. Orbit offers several materials and finishes
and installs extremely fast to create flexible and dynamic workstation
environments.

Introducing a new perspective on the modern office.
A place where one versatile square post and beam system creates a
multitude of workstation optionsfrom productive open plans to tranquil
private offices to dynamic meeting spaces to welcoming reception areas.
Post and beam is a workplace solution which performs across a wide
spectrum of office environments including high and low workstation
clusters, call centres, private offices, full height walls and reception areas.
The architectural building blocks are easily planned within 3 planes and
multiple angles.
Hybrid™ is a unique post and beam workplace solution which
performs across a wide spectrum of office environments
including high and low workstation clusters, call centers,
private offices, full height walls and reception areas. The
architectural building blocks are easily planned within 3 planes
and multiple angles.
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Nano…
atoms, imagination and technology

Nano System

: thinner, lighter, and so efficient.

Floor panel, privacy screen
on freestanding furniture or
separator panel for delineating workstations, Nano panel
systems furntiure by Artopex
meets all the challenges
with its functionality, choice
of height and material and
adjustment functions. Nano is
compatible with other Artopex
office furniture collections.

•
•
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Ultra-thin panel (1”) to
optimize the use of space.
“Panel to panel” and

•
•
•
•
•

“panel to connector”
connection.
Integrated hanging slot for
surfaces, shelves and accessories.
Screens can be installed in a
straight line, at right angles,
at 120°, etc.
Finishes specified by section:
laminate, fabric, acrylic, tackboard, markerboard.
Compatibility with all Artopex
office furniture collections.
GREENGUARD certified.

Benching & Panels

Mobile Tables

Media Table
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Home Office Desk Solutions

Arlow

Comfort and Ergonomics at Home
This reversible desk with minimalist lines seamlessly combines
ergonomics, style, and practicality. Its base with shelves allows
you to store many different things. You can equip your desk with
a screen riser for a more ergonomic office desk and combine it
with the multifunctional pigeonhole which will allow you to work
in a standing position.

Worksurface Laminates

Footing Laminates
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Millie

Laminates for surface and base

Telescopic Metal base

Ergonomics at Home
This height adjustable desk with casters will allow you to vary your position throughout the day.
Thanks to the integrated pneumatic adjustment system, the surface can reach a height of 43 ½’’.
Sitting or standing, your workspace ergonomics will be optimized to their full potential with Millie.
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Combo Units from

Top left to right: Combo Unit Angled in Charcoal; Combo Unit Wave in White; Combo Unit Wave
in (colour) Aluminum
Bottom: Combo Unit Radius in Grey

Desks

Top L-R: Desk Shell with 1/2 Gable both ends, Tuxedo; Desk Shell with 1/2 Gable, Tuxedo;
Bowfront Extended Corner Desk Wave FF in White
Centre L-R: Bowfront Double Pedestal Desk BBF in Charcoal; Bowfront Double Pedestal Desk
BBF/FF in Brown Pearwood; Desk Shell Half Gable
Bottom: Curved Corner Units 1/2 Modesty in Charcoal

Workstations
L-R: Reception Desk w/Open Return in Cherry: Reception Desk BBF Return in White; Reception Workstation Extended Corner Radius W/BBF in
Cognac
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Custom

Top: Cherry and Cognac desking
Bottom: Brown Pearwood and Tuxedo coloured desking
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Electric Height Adjustable Tables
The upCentric allows workers to easily alternate between seated and standing positions throughout
the work day to reduce stress and tension and to improve circulation throughout the body.
Moving the table is intuitive with the easy-to-use up/down control with four position memory. The
quiet motors housed in each of the table’s legs ensure a quick, smooth transitions in positions.
The sturdy upCentric frame accommodates a variety of tabletop widths to make retrofitting the table
for new users and areas economical. The durable open frame design provides optimal knee clearance
and space for storage.

he upCentric 2LV is an entry level electric height adjustable table option that allows workers to easily
alternate between seated and standing positions throughout the work day to reduce stress and tension and to improve circulation throughout the body.
Moving the table is intuitive with the easy-to-use up/down control with four position memory. The
quiet motors housed in each of the table’s legs ensure a quick, smooth transitions in positions.
The sturdy upCentric frame accommodates a variety of tabletop widths to make retrofitting the table
for new users and areas economical. The durable open frame design provides optimal knee clearance
and space for storage.
upCentric tables are available with tabletops made from Thermally Fused Laminates in a wide range
of sizes.

The upCentric 3L 120° is an electric height adjustable table that allows workers to easily alternate
between seated and standing positions throughout the work day to reduce stress and tension and to
improve circulation throughout the body.
Moving the table is intuitive with the easy-to-use up/down control with four position memory. The
quiet motors housed in each of the table’s legs ensure a quick, smooth transition in positions.
The sturdy upCentric frame accommodates a variety of tabletop widths to make retrofitting the
table for new users and areas economical. The durable open frame design provides optimal knee
clearance and space for storage.
upCentric tables are available with tabletops made from Thermally Fused Laminates in a wide range
of sizes.
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The upCentric 2L is an electric height adjustable table that allows workers to easily alternate between seated and standing positions throughout the work day to reduce stress and tension and to
improve circulation throughout the body.
Moving the table is intuitive with the easy-to-use up/down control with four position memory. The
quiet motors housed in each of the table’s legs ensure a quick, smooth transitions in positions.
The sturdy upCentric frame accommodates a variety of tabletop widths to make retrofitting the table
for new users and areas economical. The durable open frame design provides optimal knee clearance
and space for storage.
upCentric tables are available with tabletops made from Thermally Fused Laminates in a wide range
of sizes.

The upCentric 3L is an electric height adjustable table that allows workers to easily alternate between
seated and standing positions throughout the work day to reduce stress and tension and to improve
circulation throughout the body.
Moving the table is intuitive with the easy-to-use up/down control with four position memory. The
quiet motors housed in each of the table’s legs ensure a quick, smooth transition in positions.
The sturdy upCentric Frame accommodates a variety of tabletop sizes to make retrofitting the table for
new users and areas very economical. The crossbar-free design provides optimal knee clearance and
space for storage.
upCentric tables are available with tabletops made from Thermally Fused Laminates in a wide range of
sizes.
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Office
Transform sedentary office
environments into active spaces
that promote productivity and
well-being for all workers.

Mobile Desks
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Mobile Desks

Sit Stand
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With over 2500 standard items your sure to find something that fits. Below is a small sample of our industry leading
desking units. Fully customizable, factory assembled, available in 30 finishes, 15 pull styles and multiple metal and
acrylic accents. With all these options, IOF Desking works with you to create a highly personalized space with style and
creativity. A look and feel that is uniquely yours.

Hard Rock Maple
Straight, open, 3/4 modesty panel

Grigio
Straight, open, full modesty panel

Candlelight
Straight, BF Left, 3/4 modesty panel

Summerflame
BBF

Dark Rum
BBFF, full modesty panel

Tuxedo
FF, full modesty panel
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Mahogany Imp
fff

Latitude
Bow, 3/4 modesty panel

Southwest
Bow, full modesty panel

Grey Likeatree
Bow, BF, 3/4 modesty panel

Chocolate Pear
Bow BBF

White Chocolate
Bow BBFF Full

Nutmeg
FF Full

Chocolate Pear
BOW FFF Full

Charcoal
BF-BF 3/4

Black
BB-FFF Full

Dark Rum
Bow BF-BF 3/4

Summerflame
Bow BBF-BBF Full

Visit the Website to view all the combinations and colours at http://www.ioflive.com/thebasics.html
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Chocolate Pear / Silver Straight
Single Pedestal Bow Front

Discontinued Finish / Silver Straight
Single Pedestal Desk

Brunito Cherry / Silver Flat Loop
Extended CPU / BF

Brunito Cherry / Brass Flat Loop
Double Pedstal Desk

Graphite Wood / Silver Rail
Double Pedestal L Shape

Shiraz Cherry / Silver Straight
Metal Modesty ECU

sh / Silver Straight
Bow Front Desk

Brunito Cherry
Wave Extended Corner

Latitude
Hockey Shape Desk

White & Natural Maple / Silver Straight Pull
Corner Desk

Brunito Cherry / Silver Straight Pull
L Shape / Cut Out

Shiraz Cherry / Silver Cube
Angled Desk / Mobile

Ash / Silver Cube
Keyboard Cutout Desk

Hard Rock Maple / Silver Rail
Corner Cut Out Desk

Discontinued Finish
Corner Unit Desk
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Stainless / Silver Flat Loop
Angle L Shape / Mobile

Dark Rum / Silver Flat Loop
Straight L Shape

Shiraz Cherry / Black Rail
Bow L Shape Desk

Candlelight / Black Straight
O Leg L Shape

Chocolate Pear / Silver Bar
H Leg L Shape / Hutch

Charcoal / Black Rail
O Leg L Shape / Modesty

Visit the Website to view more layouts http://www.ioflive.com/thebasics.html

Natural Maple
Mobile Flange Desk

Hard Rock Maple
Mobile Flange Desk

Walnut
Mobile Flange Desk
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Benching
IOF desking is a comprehensive modular system which combines simple clean designs with highly robust and flexible
construction. With ample work surfaces and several support options, IOF desking can create a single desk, a cluster, or
a run of workstations. When change is required, re-configuring the desks can be done quickly and easily - Perfect for
today’s complex and ever-changing office environments. The IOF Desking line creates customizable solutions to suit your
needs today and carry you in to the future.
http://www.ioflive.com/benching.html

Candlelight / Black Straight
O Leg L Shape with overhead

Nutmeg & Nickel Bar
L Shape with Storage

Chocolate Pear / Bar Nickel
L Shape & H Leg & Hutch

Natural Maple / Black Rail
L shape & O Leg & Hutch

Multi Station & Credenza
Tuxedo / Black Rail

Discontinued Finish / Silver Straight
Shared Station & Post Legs

Chocolate Pear / Silver Straight
Double Station & Tower

Candlelight / Silver Straight
Post Leg L Shape

Graphite Wood / Bar Nickel
L Shape O Leg Hutch

Charcoal / Black Rail
O Leg L Shape & Modesty

Shiraz Cherry & White / Silver Straight
O Leg L Shape & Hutch

Chocolate Pear / Silver Straight
H Leg L Shape & Hutch
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White & Shiraz Cherry / Silver Straight
6 Station & Hutch Riser

Summerflame / Black Rail
L Shape with Tower

Mahogany Imp / Silver Straight
L Shape & Square Legs

Chocolate Pear / Nickel Bar
Quad Station & Low Credenza

Shiraz Cherry / Nickel Bar
Quad Station & Acrylic

Graphite Wood / Nickel Rail
Double L Station & Storage

Graphite Wood / Nickel Rail
Double O Leg Desk

Candlelight / Black Straight
Single O Leg Desk

Graphite Wood / Nickel Bar
L Shape & O Leg & Hutch

Charcoal / Black Rail
O Leg Desk & Modesty

Tuxedo / Silver Rail
U Shape with Hutch

Shiraz Cherry / Nickel Barl
O L Shape Desk & O Leg Hutch

White with Shiraz Cherry / Silver
O Leg L Shape & Storage Flatloop

Cap. Cherry / Nickel Bar
Double U & O Leg Hutch

Dark Rum / Nickel Bar
Double O Leg L Shape
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Graphite Wood / Silver Straight
O Leg Desk & Mobile

Dark Rum & White / Silver Rail
U Group & Multi Storage

Dark Rum & White / Silver Bar
L Shape & Wedge Top

Tuxedo & White / Nickel Rail
Metal O Leg L Shape

White / Nickel Rail
6 Station & Acrylic

Brunito Cherry / Silver Straight Pull
Double L & Rudder Top

Hot Fudge / Black Staight
6 Station & Post Dividers

Discontinued Finish / Silver Straight
6 Station & Low Credenza

Nutmeg & White / Black Straight
Metal Mod Desk & Storage
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Stainless / Silver Bar
Quad Pod & Post Dividers

White / Silver Rail
Quad O Leg & Mobile

Natural Maple / Silver Bar
Double Station Glass Doors

http://www.ioflive.com/benching.html

White Chocolate
Height Adjustable L Shape & Storage

Executive

With IOF's custom capabilities you don't need to decide between function, value, design or lead time. Our manufacturing process allows us to parabolically modify any size, shape or design while still producing a quality product quickly. All of our products are proudly manufactured in Canada and
adhere to strict quality and environmental standards. In the past few years we have seen a change from catalog items - what is available to me to
"what is possible"? Whether it's a single item, special cut out or shape, an entire layout or unusual design we can produce something your's and your's
alone. We are an industry leader when it comes to furniture solutions that make sense for your office or home.

Metal Mod L Shape
Shiraz Cherry / Nickel Bar

Metal Mod U Group
Graphite Wood / Silver Rail

Post Leg Desk & Storage
Discontinued Finish / Silver Straight
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Height Adj Credenza
Chocolate Pear / Silver Straight

Acrylic Modesty Desk
Ash / Silver Straight

Angled Leg Desk & Storage
Latitude / Silver Straight

4" Post Leg Desk
Grigio / Silver Straight Pull

L Shape with Overhead
Candlelight / Black Straight

Glass Door U Group
Tuxedo / Silver Straight

O Leg U Group
Dark Rum & White / Silver Rail
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Reception

Transform your reception and waiting room into an area that truly reflects your brand’s identity. With over 100 styles, panels, color schemes you have
the opportunity to create a space you will be proud to welcome and wow your customers. Below is a small sample of our recent designs.

Hang-Off Reception
Graphite Wood & White

Rounded Acrylic Front Reception
Brunito Cherry
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Gallery Reception
Brunito Cherry & HR Maple

Angled Double Reception
Natural Maple

Acrylic Front Reception
Shiraz Cherry & White

Bowed Reception
White & Shiraz Cherry / Silver Straight

Acrylic Front Reception
Ash & Black / Silver Rail

Panel Front Reception
White & natural Maple

Display Front Reception
Graphite Wood

Hanging Panel Reception
Graphite & White

Acrylic Front Reception
Grey Likeatree / Silver Straight

Double Acrylic Reception
Chocolate Pear & White

L Metal Divider Reception
Shiraz Cherry

Glazed Panel Reception
Graphite Wood / Silver Straight

Curved Double Reception
Tuxedo / Silver Straight

Angled Acrylic Reception
Discontinued Finish

Step In Front Reception
Graphite Wood & White
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Double Storage Reception
Hot Fudge / Silver Bar

L Shape Gallery Reception
Cap. Cherry

Extended Corner Reception
Dark Rum / Silver Rail

Custom Curved Reception
Chocolate Pear/Silver

Custom Gallery Reception
Grigio

Custom Reception
Candlelight/ Charcoal

L Shape Reception
Tuxedo/ White

L Shape Reception
Tuxedo/ White

Custom Reception
Candlelight/ Stainless

Custom Reception
Stainless/Charcoal

Custom Reception
Graphite Wood/Stainless

Custom Reception
Natural Maple/White

http://www.ioflive.com/reception.html

Custom Reception
Tuxedo

Custom Reception
Grigio/ Grey Like-A-Tree
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Custom Designs to Inspire

Custom Library #1
Summerflame / Natural Maple

Custom Library #2
Summerflame

Custom Drafting Classroom
Dark Rum / Charcoal

Custom Retail Space
Candlelight

Custom Entertainment
Charcoal / Stainless

Custom Welcome Centre
Ash

Custom Chambers
Graphite Wood

Custom Lunch Room
Natural Maple & White / Black Straight

Custom Kitchenette
Tuxedo / Silver Straight

Custom Cafeteria
Dune / Nickel Bar

Custom Locker Room #1
Dark Rum / Silver Straight

Custom Locker Room #2
Tuxedo / Digital Lock

Custom Private Office #1
Ash / Silver Straight

Custom Private Office #2
Latitude / Silver Straight

Custom Private Office #3
Grigio / Silver Straight
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Custom O Leg Wide Ped
Dark Rum / Silver Straight

Custom Low Credenza Unit
Ash / Silver Straight

Custom Ped Riser Desk
White Chocolate / Silver Straight

Custom Executive Series
Latitude / Silver Straight

Custom IOF Boardroom
Latitude / Silver Straight

Custom Panel Reception
Graphite Wood / White

Custom Display Front
Graphite Wood / White

Custom Curved Reception
White & Shiraz Cherry / Silver Straight

Custom Acrylic Reception
Ash & Black / Silver Rail

Custom Hanging Panel
Ash & White

Custom Panel Front
Natural Maple & White

Custom Acrylic Reception
Tuxedo / Silver Straight

Custom Meeting Table #1
Dune / Silver Straight

Custom Meeting Table #2
Tuxedo / Silver Straight
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Educational Seating
Classroom Seating
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Training Furniture
Genius Educational Seating

An educational seating product for classroom or meeting spaces
Genius is an innovative educational seating product that adapts to new ways of teaching and learning. This chair provides the flexibility to
quickly reconfigure the classroom for lectures as well as collaborative and individual work. Genius can be used in classrooms, meeting spaces
and libraries.

See some of the fabulous fabric colours and paterns on the next page.
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Sample of Seating Fabric and Finishes
See more samples on the website or ask
us for colours that you’re looking for.

www.artopex.com
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Education Desking & Tables

Cafeteria Tables

Offices & Work Stations

Classroom Tables
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Study Carrels

Training Furniture

Genius Training Tables

Workspaces can easily take on many tasks with Genius office furniture. For training, conferences, meetings,
and brainstorming sessions, Genius can be reconfigured on the spot! Thanks to an ingenious interlocking
design, these training tables can be stored in a minimum of space.
Enamel Colours
Laminates
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Attiva

Designed for Smart Classrooms
Optional: book baskets,
5-star swivel or four leg
base, arms
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Eura

The form of elegance.
Side Chair, with or without
Tablet

Kentra

Multi Purpose Design::
A chair that knows no
bounds. With or without
arms. Swivel or four-leg
base. Two-Five beam
option available.

Net

High density, space
saving, stacks 45 high in
under 7ft. Ergonomic,
multi-pose. Removeable
tablets and book
baskets for learning
environments. Arms
optional. Bar stool or
chair.

Papillon

Practical and stylish. Folds
for easy stacking/storage.
Polypropylene, wooden
or upholstered arm caps.
writing tablet, dual whel
casters, soft tread and
self-braking.

Lecture Hall Seating

Omnia Evolution
Borgo® specializes in educational seating solutions, for universities and colleges. Borgo® has a wide variety of contemporary lecture hall seating
ranging from the versatile Omnia Evolution to the Thesi swing away seating. The Omnia Evolution’s innovative Anti-Panic Tablet system optimizes
room capacity while creating an unsurpassed classroom environment.

Fisso Table
Individual tables in 2
to 8 seat units. Fixed
tables allow for large
work surface idea
for training rooms.
Laminate table
surface. Frame is
made of rectangular
steel tube. supporting
leges in steel oval
tube with steel oval
plates to secure the
legs to the beam.

Metropolitan
Designed for
flexibility. Rugged
solid beech wood or
elegant upholstered
arm caps.

Moncton
Easy to maintain.
injection molded
ploymer full backs
designed for
rigourous treatment
and easy cleaning.

My Space
Practical design is
compact for use
in limited spaces.
Adjustable backrest
pitch and height. Can
be customized with
prestigious finishes in
upholstered or wood
versions.

Stylos
A Timeless Design. Contoured seat and back allow for optimal
comfort. 20.5 - 26.75 Centre-to-Centre models available.

Omnia Evolution
Innovative design that
can accommodate
straight and curved
rows.

Primo
Molded polyurethane
seat and back.
Ergonomically
controued for hours
of support and
comfort.

Thesi
Inner beauty. Precision engineering provides
innovative functionality and durabilily.
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Educational Products
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UV Tech Tub

UV Tech Hub

- for disinfecting devices
and more—99.99% kill in
one minute!
. Devices
. Keyboards
. Screens
. iPads. and
other non-tech items found
in the hospital or classroom.

UV Tech Hub
FTT-UV

Tech Tub2 Trolley with UV Tub
charges 6 devices
FTT706-UV

Tech Tub2 Trolley with UV Tub
charges 10 devices
FTT2010-UV

Tech Tub2 Trolley with UV Tab
USB charges and syncs 10 iPads
FTT2010-USB-VU

Tech Tub 2 Modular Cart with
UV Tub - charges 18 devices
FTT718-UV

Tech Tub2 Modular Cart with
UV Tub - USB charges and syncs
18 iPads
FTT718-UST-UV

Tech Tub2 Modular Cart with UV
Tub - charges 26 devices
FTT726-UV

The Original Tech Tub ® is a compact solution
designed to secure various mobile devices,
tools and materials simply by adding your own
padlock.

Tech Tub2®
holds 10 devices
FTT1100

Tech Tub2® Trolley
holds 10 devices
FTT2010

Tech Tub2® Trolley
holds 6 devices
FTT706

For the Classroom
The Original Tech Tub® has the capability to
charge up to 6 Chromebooks™, iPads® or other
tablets. It makes sharing small sets of devices
easy within a classroom or throughout a school.
Adjustable dividers can accommodate most
cases and the side cable management channel
helps keep cords neat, tidy and lined up with
each device.
Made from highly durable, heat resistant ABS
plastic and vented to ensure airflow, Tech Tubs®
are secure, mobile and lightweight.

Tech Tub2® Modular Cart
holds 24 devices
FTT724

Tech Tub2® Modular Cart
holds 32 devices
FTT732

Original Tech Tub® Premium
holds up to 10 tablets
TEC1000

TEC57 - Original Base Model
TEC600C - Premium holds 6 devices
TEC601C - standard - holds 6 devices
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Educational Products
Multi-purpose solutions that support outdoor classrooms, aid in reducing the spread of germs and help
create remote learning set-ups

Sanitizing Solutions

Modified and remote learning environments

Library on WheelsTM
LW430

Phys Ed Card
BC300

Double Sided Art Easel
PDR11

Copernicus Educational Products Inc.,
continues to lead the marketplace
with our educational classroom teaching aids designed to “make teaching
a little easier.” Copernicus has built a
strong reputation over the years with
our ongoing product innovation and
classroom research practices.
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www.copernicused.com

Portable Sink PreK-5 Counter
Height 28”
SNK100
Available in Base or Premium
Models; Available in 28” or
34.5” for Grade 6+

Sanitizer Carts

Single Student Hand Sanitizer
Station - Premium Model
SAN100

Single Student Hand Sanitizer
Station - Base Model
SAN101

Personal Storage Tub Cart
Base Model
BB-PSTC

See more options for
wall-mounted hand
sanitizing dispensers
at copernicused.com

Washing Stations

Portable Sink Pre K-5 Counter Height
28” Premium Model
SNK100

Portable Sink Pre K-5 Counter Height
28” - Base Model
SML101

Portable sink Grades 6+ Counter
Height 34 1/2” Base Model
SNK201

Portable Sink Grades 6+ Counter Height 34
1/2”
Premium Model
SNK200

Portable Sink Tank Kit with Dolly
SNK300

Camera Stands

Dewey the Document
Camera Stand
DCS5

Dewey the Document Camera Stand with
microscope and light DCS6
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Clear Dry-Erase Table and Floor Dividers

Clear Dry-Erase
Floor Divider
DIV-FLR

L-shaped Clear Dry-Erase
Divider Kit
DIV-L

U-shaped Clear Dry-Erase
Divider Kit
DIV-U

Clear Dry-Erase Single
Room Divider
C57-CLR

Clear Dry-Erase Wide Room
Divider
CS7-CLR-DBL

Clear Dry-Erase Chart
Stand
CS700-SLR

X-shaped Clear Dry-Erase
Divider Kit
DIV-X

Outdoor Phys Ed

Phys Ed Cart
BC300

Tabletop Easel
TTE100

Library on WheelsTM
LW430

Outdoor/Indoor Learning Centre
OLC1

Storage Options

Student’s
Personal Tub Kiit
Pack of 10 - KT-10-8
Pack of 20 - KT-30-8
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Personal Storage Tub Cart - BB-PSTC

Clear STEM Storage Cart
BBOO5-9-C

STEM Storage Cart
LWSTEM

STEM Storage Cart
LWSTEM

Clear STEM Storage Cart
BB005-9-C

Premium STEM Maker Station
STEM100

Base Model STEM Maker Station
STEM102

3D Printer Cart - Base Model
TD5000

3D Printer Cart - Premium Model
TD5001

Small Robotics Storage Tub
RS100

Virtual Reality VR
Storage Tub
VRT100

Virtual Reality (VR) Storage
Cart - holds 30 sets of VR
devices and headsets
VRC300

Large Robotics Storage Tub
RS200

Virtual Reality (VR)
Storage Cart - holds 24
all-in-one headsets
VRC301

Virtual Reality (VR)
Storage Tub
- holds 10 all-in-one headsets
VRT101
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Deluxe Leveled Reading Book
Browse Cart 9-1
BB005-9-1

Storage Room Organizer for
Leveled Literacy Programs
with Clear Tubs
LLS300-C

Storage Room Organizer for
Leveled Literacy Programs
LLS300

Phys Ed Cart
BC300

Library on WheelsTM
LW430

Leveled Reading Book Browser 9
BB005-9

Deluxe Leveled Reading Book
Browser Cart 18-1
BB005-18-1

Leveled Reading Book Browser 18
BB005-18

Tech Tub2®
holds 6 devices
FTT700

Tabletop Easel
TTE100

RegalTM Reading Writer Centre
RC107

Magnetic Lined Dry Erase
Board
AC455
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Painting

Double Sided Art Easel
PDR11

Spring Loaded Paint Drying Rack
PDR20KD

Double Sided Drying Rack
PDR40

Wall Mount Drying Rack
PDR21

More Sensory Play

Sand and Water Sensory Centre
SWT2

Wall Play Shelves w/Hose
Ten year warranty. Made in Germany.
Marble Run.
Medium Shelf: 35 ½“H x 42¾“W x 12“D.
Large Shelf: 71½“H x 71½“W x 14¾“D.
Hose: 2”H x 2”L x 2¾”Dia.
120553 & 120555 & 120256
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Training Tables

The Flexibilty of our modular training tables means reconfiguring is easy. With just a few pieces you can rearrange and reconfigure any room to suit your
ever changing needs. Our training tables are perfect for spontaneous meetings, group training sessions or large scale presentations.

White

White

White

Graphite Wood

Summerflame

White

White
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Dark Rum

Stainless

Stainless

Tuxedo

Summerflame

Southwest

Shraiz Cherry

Discontinued finish

Dark Rum

Natural Maple

Stainless

Mahogany Impression

White

Light Grey

Nutmeg

Cappiccino Cherry

Southwest
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Natural Maple

Shiraz Cherry

Hardrock Maple

Laurentian

Light
Grey

Discontinued finish

Classrooms are just as unique as the students who occupy them.
Traditionally, furniture manufacturers offer “only this is available”. At IOF our approach is “everything is possible”. We take into consideration that no
two environments are the same and we seamlessly create a personalized layout. With over 2500 units in our complete line with hundreds of styles,
we're sure to have something that is aesthetically appealing, fits right and is functional.

Study Carrel & 42" CPU Unit
Summerflame
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Bookcase & Carrels
Summerflame

Clover Top Table
Natural Maple

Clover Top Table
Natural Maple

Round / Spyder Base
Natural Maple / Black

Post Leg L Shape
Candlelight / Silver Straight

Triple Training Station
Charcoal / Light Grey

CPU Desks & White Board
Hard Rock Maple / Black Straight

O Leg Pedestal Desk
Candlelight/ Black Straight

O Leg Desk & Mobile
Graphite Wood / Silver Flat Loop

Nesting Table (/NS)
White
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Children’s Library
Check the website at
gresscoltd.com for full details
and other great products.

*Book Tree by HABA, 120995.
47¼“H x 41¾“W x 9¾“D. 35¼ lbs.

* Book Bus Cart by HABA,

*Library Benches by HABA

Available in 3 Sizes.
122270 - Toddler
122272 - Kindergarten
122274 - School

207827

17¼”H x 17”W x 17¼”L. ¾”Thick.
Cart includes:
4 furniture casters
Mobile storage space w/playful
character
Enables an appealing book
presentation
2 removable partitions

*Tri-Folding Art Cart, 379547*

Opened: 41¼”H x 58¼”W x 17¾”D.
Closed: 41¼”H x 28½”W x 32¼”D. Easy open & close
Mobile thanks to 12 casters
Aluminum rods to secure against falling out
Paper compartment w/acrylic glass
Material Boxes or Gratnell Trays Sold Separately.
Choose Decor Color (Birch, Beech)

*

Ten yr warranty. Made in Germany.
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Kinderbox Book & Media Browser
Bin by Gressco, 25-KIN*
23”H x 25”W x 25”D.
Five year warranty. Made in USA.
Choose Kinderbox Theme & Color.

Single-Seater Chair

* w/o Cushion by HABA, 187990

19 ¾“H x 16¼“W x 15¾“D.
Seat Height w/o Cushion: 7¼”.
½” Thick. 13¼ lbs.
NOTE: Green Seat Cushion
Sold Separately.
#187970

Healthcare

Armcap Colours

See Fabric colours and patterns samples in
the charts a couple pages forward.

History of High Quality Solutions

In 2005, La-Z-Boy Contract Furniture was purchased by a family owned company with a 50+ year history of
furniture craftsmanship. State of the art and unmatched in experience, our United States based manufacturing facilities create a powerful combination for producing high quality healthcare furniture solutions.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Antimicrobial,
Moisture Barrier
Bleach-Solution Cleanable
Indoor/Outdoor
Made in the USA
No Flame Retardant additives
No antimicrobial additives

Applications

As a company, Knú Contract | La-Z-Boy Contract Furniture are committed to sustainability and environmental stewardship. That commitment
has led Knú Contract | La-Z-Boy Contract Furniture to establish several policies and seek specific certifications. Visit their website for more
information: www.getknu.com/catalog/sustainability.
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Sample Colours

Sample Patterns
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Healthcare Seating
Bariatric Seating
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Bariatric Seating

Cafeteria + Dining Seating
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Flex-back Seating
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Guest Seating
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Lounge Seating
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Seating with
Tables
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Wood Frame Seating

Stacking and Folding Chairs
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Primacare Modular:
repairable, replaceable, sustainable

Tandem and Ganged Seating
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Patient + Resident Room Seating

Sleepers, Recliners + Gliders

Products Used:

PrimaCare
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For over 35 years,
customers have trusted
Global to help create
senior living spaces that
support comfort, safety,
ability and well-being.
Spaces where both residents and staff feel they
belong.
intelligent and lasting
solutions to the new
challenges affecting our
elder care communities

www.globalfurnituregroup.com
River+ is designed specifically to support healthcare applications? Features
include multiple back and seat heights, modular aluminum arms, a clean-out
space between the seat and back, infection control options and tamper-proof
protection. All River+ models perform at three times the BIFMA standard for
true 24/7 applications and have been active weight tested to 600 lbs for bariatric
use. New models have also been added to support 120 degree configurations in
addition to curvilinear and rectilinear layouts.

River+, the next generation of our highly popular lounge series, includes a fully
modular selection of open benches that can be combined and connected to any
of the lounge models or used on their own. The River+ series includes new Media Hearths to support online meetings and presentations where wall-mounted
displays are not possible or desired
Our highly anticipated River+ is a comfortable and stylish soft seating line where
you can welcome, share and unwind. Lounge models are available with back
shelves to expand the audience, with integrated bag hooks to keep personal
items at hand and off the floor.

River+
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Healthcare
Seating
Juxta
Juxta stools are part of the beautiful, innovative collection of seating and tables
designed to address all the juxtapositions
in our working lives.
Stools are available on 4-leg, 4-star with
glides, or 5-star bases with casters. Stools
without backs are offered on 4-star bases
with glides and 5-star bases with casters.

Jusky		
Jusky is a unique stool for healthcare, with a seat and tablet
proportionately designed for maximum comfort and ease
of use. Though geared towards exam rooms, waiting rooms,
laboratories and administration offices, Jusky is adaptable and
functional in a wide variety of environments. Where infection
control is important, Jusky’s seat can be upholstered with
Siliform®, Keilhauer’s patented process for using silicone as an
upholstery.
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Office and Task Chairs

Stools
Doctor Buddy is a great little stool for providing comfort
when performing office tasks or as an examination or
feeding stool when caring for others.
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For Nursing or
Retirement Homes

Familia
Nonna
. Black polyurethane or wood arms
. Exceeds BIFMA Seating Durability
Test to 500 lbs. per chair.
. Replaceable seats.
. Separate seat and back.
. Steel frames are available in any
of 76 Spectone colors.
. Velcro-removable back covers
. Wall-saving frame.
Models:
. Guest 21"
. Guest 24"
. Guest Bariatric 30"
. Guest Loveseat 44"
. Patient 21"
. Patient 24"
. Two or three seaters with half or
full arm options.

Ideal for
long-term
care
facilities,
including
retirement
and
nursing
homes.

. “Easy to Grip” arms to aid user when standing up
from the seated position.
. Solid wood frame design with curved arm provides a
warmer and home like aesthetic.
. Waterfall front edge design to alleviate pressure from
the back of the thighs.
. Upholstered and padded with CFC free, high-density
and high-resiliency polyurethane foam.
. Replaceable components.

Models:
. Stacking, armless, with rolling arms or easy grip arms.
. High back with easy grip arms.
. Bariatric Stacking with easy grip arms.

SA03

SA06

SA07

SA08

Silver Age Stacking
Chair with or without
"Easy to Grip" arms.
Fully upholstered, ideal
for disease protection.
Contoured back with
waterfall front edge.

Silver Age Mid-back
fixed with or without
"Easy to Grip" arms.
Fully upholstered, ideal
for disease protection.
Contoured back with
waterfall front edge.

Silver Age highback
Chair with or without
"Easy to Grip" arms.
Fully upholstered, ideal
for disease protection.
Contoured back with
waterfall front edge.

Silver Age Recliner with
"Easy to Grip" arms.
Fully upholstered, ideal
for disease protection.
Contoured back with
waterfall front edge.
Push back design.

Casa
Separate seat and back,
for ease of cleaning.
Available with a manual mechanism or gas
spring assisted mechanism. Arms are padded
and fully upholstered.
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. The Familia are stacking chairs, that can stack up to 3
chairs high free standing.
. Model #20078 tested to support up to 400 lbs.
(200 kg).

Notte
Space saving design,
ideal for versatile tight
spaces. Double as both
a lounge chair as well
as a pull-out bed. High
density foam for years
of use.

SA08
Silver Age highback
Chair with or without
"Easy to Grip" arms.
Fully upholstered, ideal
for disease protection.
Contoured back with
waterfall front edge.

Sera
Available as a fixed
back, with a manual
mechanism or gas
spring assisted
mechanism. Solid
beech or upholstered
arm caps.

Vivo
Bentwood frame
design in a clear coat
finish. The backrest
tilt and rising of the
footrest allows for a
completely horizontal
resting position.

Sofas & Settees
Malama 10013
2-Seat Sofa

Malama 10020
3-Seat Sofa

Malam 10014
3-Seat Sofa

Malam 10016
2-Seat Sofa

Malama 10017
3-Seat sofa

Malama 10019
2-Seat Sofa

Malama 10028
2-Seat Sofa

Patient Room
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Healthcare Desking & Tables
Wellness
Solutions

Lounge Seating

Bariatric& Dining Tables

Nurses
Stations
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Meeting Room & Office Tables

Lab & Exam
Tables

Training Room Tables

See
Accessories

Alza
The Alza line which combines the
function of a pneumatic gas height
adjustable table and the convenience
of rolling portability, all while keeping
your hands clean and free.
Standard or spill-safe edge.
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Patient & Resident Room Furniture
Bedside Cabinets.

See Global
Storage
Solutions too.

Cambridge
Memorial
Hospital
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Featured Products:
Duet seating
GC Sidero seating
GC Wind seating
Kate seating
Primacare HT seating
Primacare Modular
seating
River seating
Swap tables
Wind Linear seating
Wind tables
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Modern Collection:

Scandinavian Collection:

Traditional Collection:

Contemporary, recliner style with
soft edges and corners.

Soft bow-front tops and inset doors
and drawers, complemented by
slender loop pulls.

Large radius corners, colonial pulls and
scalloped toe-kick provide a traditional
home setting.

Fluidconcepts’ healthcare and long term care line offers a broad selection of cabinets, drawers units, wardrobes and other units for Senior living,
long term care and other healthcare segments. Offered in three distinctive collections.
Senior Living Casegoods:
A broad selection of resident room furnishings in four distinctive collections.
Each collections features:
● Durable melamine laminate surfaces with PVC edging
● Easy motion, self-closing, metal euro-slides on all drawers
● Adjustable six-way hinges on all doors
● Front levelers; rear casters for both stability and easy relocation for cleaning
● Ventilated backs on all dressers and bedsides to help prevent bacteria growth and reduce odor
● Optional plastic drawer liner for bedside tables
● Optional locks on most units
● Optional HPL surface
● Optional soft-touch pulls

Monochord Sound &
Monochord Sound & Therapy
Chair Headrest, 165756.
6 ¾”H x 9½”W. Ten year warranty.
Made in Germany.
For use with Monochord Sound & Therapy Chair
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Therapy Chair
by HABA, 165755.
49½"H x 26"W x 28¼"D.
Weight limit: 330 lbs.
Easy & intuitive to play
Relaxing, meditative effect
through the interplay of
sounds & vibrations
Simple assembly required.

Healthcare Gallery for energy-efficient commercial and industrial lighting solutions
see Section G in this Catalogue.
“A great local Niagara company using their innovation and experience to help amid the Covid-19 crisis.”
											

Scott P…

”This is awesome. Barbican is an important client of IT Force and we couldn’t be more proud of everyone at Barbican for
your innovation at this time.”									
Josie S…
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Medical Carts
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Many, many more options for Medical carts are available at

https://www.ergotron.com/en-us/products/mobile-carts/medical-carts
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Furniture for Senior Living

Hekman Contract, an industry leader in furniture insight, design and manufacturing. Our unique and compelling
product offering spans resident rooms, dining rooms, lounge areas, theaters, and accent pieces. Hekman Contract
furnishings are meticulously designed and crafted in consideration of the diversity of needs in senior living.

Wooden Room Furnishings

Laminate Room Furnishings

to view lots of styles and finishes visit https://hekmancontract.com/
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Higher Education Furnishings

Desk Seating

https://hekmancontract.com/
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Groupings by Family
Wood

Laminate

Also available:
PPE MOBILE CART
with LOCK
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Tables: Mainstreet Collection
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Tables: Edge Collection

Tables: Elevate Collection

Tables: Genesis Collection
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Tables: Keen Collection
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TV Consoles

check out the website for many more styles - https://hekmancontract.com/
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Cabinets and more ...

check out the website for many more styles
- https://hekmancontract.com/
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Upholstered Furnishings by Series...

This is just a small sample of what is offered by Hekman's so if you like
what you seedo check out their website at https://hekmancontract.com/
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Upholstered Furnishings by Series...

This is just a small sample of what is offered by Hekman's so if you like
what you seedo check out their website at https://hekmancontract.com/
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TouchPoint Mobile Technology Carts
TouchPoint Mobile Technology Carts were designed with caregivers in mind. Humanscale Healthcare applied workspace ergonomics principles to
create a product that addresses and streamlines the workflow challenges of a modern healthcare environment.
Humanscale Healthcare’s TouchPoint series of workstations-on-wheels (WOWs) features unmatched mobility, valuable space savings, exceptionally easy and comfortable use, lasting durability, high-performance capabilities for both laptops and PCs, and advanced cable management.
These sleek, innovative technology carts address today’s healthcare IT challenges, offering caregivers the most intuitive, ergonomic IT experience
possible.

MedLink Medication Management

MedLink Medication Management solutions improve patient safety, increase accountability, and
streamline workflows.
MedLink creates a closed-loop medication management system. First, individual drawers are loaded
with medication at the pharmacy, ADC or nursing station. Then each drawer is electronically labeled
assigned to a specific patient.

ViewPoint Technology Wall Stations

ViewPoint Wall Stations make computer use comfortable and convenient while helping caregivers prioritize their patients. Designed for easy,
practical use at both sitting and standing positions, the entire range of ViewPoint Wall Stations meet the needs of the modern healthcare
environment.

"Our

goal is to design point-of-care tools for caregivers that are simple to use, with functionality
that is transparent and does not distract from caring for patients."
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Heather Fennimore, President, Global Healthcare

Intellicare Furniture

Exclusively serving the healthcare industry since 1999, Intellicare Furniture manufactures exceptional quality furnishings for assisted living homes,
hospitals, medical clinics, and other healthcare facilities with distribution across North America
PROVEN EXPERTISE
Our expert staff specializes in healthcare facilities. We produce quality furnishings built specifically for the needs of residents and patients that
enhance safety and accessibility. We also understand how stylish design can enhance an interior and make residents, staff and visitors feel welcome
and comfortable. We regularly liase with designers, architects, administrators, environmental services managers, and a host of other key personnel,
to create customized solutions your particular needs, budget, space, and environment. Every product and solution can be designed and produced
to your exact specifications!
PROUDLY CANADIAN
All our casegood products are Canadian-designed and manufactured in our 50,000 square foot factory facility located in Mississauga, Ontario.
PROVEN QUALITY AND DURABILITY
We have provided high quality furnishings to over 4,000 senior care homes, hospitals, clinics, and shelters across North America since 1999. Our list
of customers includes all of the leading names in senior residences, top hospitals and health systems throughout the US and Canada. Our products
have stood the test of time and heavy use and our durability is second to none!
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL
We stand behind every product we manufacture by providing a lifetime warranty on all casegoods. We provide a minimum ten year warranty under
normal wear and tear for seating items. Fabrics are warranted by the manufacturer. Ask a representative for more details.
LEED POINTS AND ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
Ask our experts how they can help provide valuable LEED points for projects looking to attain certification.
All Casegoods are certified SCS Gold and exceed the highest environmental standards.
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Bedside Table:

see more styles and options at https://www.intellicarefurniture.com/our-products/room-furniture-bedside-tables/

300 SERIES 3 DRAWER BEDSIDE
TABLE WITH CUSTOM HANDLES

300 SERIES DRAWER DOOR
BEDSIDE TABLE

600 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE 3
DRAWERS

600 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE
DRAWER DOOR

600 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE
DRAWER OPEN

400 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE 2 DRAWERS OPEN FALSE FRONT CUSTOM
POWER MODULE

100 SERIES BEDSIDE 3 DRAWERS
CUSTOM POWER MODULE

500 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE
DOOR DRAWER

500 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE 3
DRAWERS

500 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE
DRAWER OPEN

400 SERIES DRAWER OPEN
BEDSIDE

400 SERIES CUSTOM BEDSIDE

400 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE
DOOR DRAWER
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200 SERIES DRAWER OPEN
BEDSIDE

200 SERIES BEDSIDE TABLE DOOR
DRAWER

Room Furniture Dressers:

more styles/finishes at https://www.intellicarefurniture.com/our-products/room-furniture-dressers/

600 SERIES 8 DRAWER DRESSER Natural Maple

600 SERIES 6 DRAWER DRESSER Natural Maple

600 SERIES 4 DRAWER DRESSER
INTELLICARE - Natural Maple

600 SERIES 3 DRAWER DRESSER Natural Maple

300 SERIES 8 DRAWER DRESSER - Black

300 SERIES 6 DRAWER DRESSER - Hard
Rock Maple

300 SERIES 4 DRAWER DRESSER Southwest

300 SERIES 3 DRAWER DRESSER Chocolate Pear

500 SERIES DRESSER 8 DRAWERS Chocolate Pear

500 SERIES DRESSER 6 DRAWERS White with Latitude Fronts

500 SERIES DRESSER 4 DRAWERS Southwest

500 SERIES DRESSER 3 DRAWERS =
Grey Likatree

400 SERIES CUSTOM DRESSER Cappuccino Cherry

400 SERIES 8 DRAWER DRESSER –
Cappuccino Cherry

400 SERIES 4 DRAWER DRESSER - Hard
Rock Maple
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Double Wardrobe

600 SERIES 2 DOOR 1 DRAWER
WARDROBE - Natural Maple

600 SERIES 2 DOOR 2 DRAWER
WARDROBE - Natural Maple

500 SERIES 2 DOOR WARDROBE White Chocolate Laminate

500 SERIES 2 DOOR 2 DRAWER WARDROBE - 600 SERIES 2 DOOR WARDROBE Graphite/White Laminate
Natural Maple

500 SERIES 2 DOOR WARDROBE White Chocolate Laminate

500 SERIES DOUBLE WARDROBE 2
DOOR - White Chocolate Laminate

500 SERIES DOUBLE WARDROBE 2 DOOR 1
DRAWER - Natural Maple

500 SERIES DOUBLE WARDOBE 2 DOOR 2
DRAWER - Graphite/White Laminate

400 SERIES DOUBLE WARDROBE 2
DOORS 1 DRAWER - Hard Rock Maple

400 SERIES DOUBLE WARDOBE 2
DOORS - Wild Cherry

400 SERIES DOUBLE WARBROBE
Natural Maple
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200 SERIES DOUBLE WARDOBE 2 DOOR
2 DRAWER - Cappuccino Cherry/Natural
Maple Laminate

200 SERIES 2 DOOR WARDROBE –
WHITE CHOCOLATE- White Chocolate

200 SERIES 2 DOOR 1 DRAWER WARDROBE 100 SERIES DOUBLE WARDROBE 2
– Laurentian
DOORS - Chocolate Pear

200 SERIES 2 DOOR 2 DRAWER WARDROBE
– Latitude

100 SERIES DOUBLE WARDROBE 2 DOORS 2
DRAWERS - Cappuccino Cherry

100 SERIES 2 DOOR 1 DRAWER WARDROBE –
Mahogany Impression
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Dining Room Wood Frame Seating

HCH8433
Wood Frame Chair with Arms
Optional Moisture Barrier Height:
35”, Width: 17.5”, Depth: 20.5”

HCH4010
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Wood Back
& Upholstered Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Stacking Height: 34.5”, Width: 25”,
Depth: 23”

HCH245
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Optional
Moisture Barrier Optional Casters
Height: 40”, Width: 24”, Depth: 24.5”

HCH980
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Optional Casters Height: 37”,
Width: 25”, Depth: 22”

HCH998
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Optional Moisture Barrier Height: 40”,
Width: 24”, Depth: 24.5”

HCH726
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Height: 37”, Width: 25”,
Depth: 22”

HCH6737
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Height: 37”, Width: 22.5”,
Depth: 25”

HCH1999
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Flex Back
Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture Barrier Height: 42”, Width: 23.5”,
Depth: 27”

HCH2371
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Height: 41”, Width: 24.25”,
Depth: 26”

HCH2903
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Optional Wrapped Seat Height:
40”, Width: 21”, Depth: 23”

HCH2395
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Optional Casters Height: 40”,
Width: 24”, Depth: 23”

HCH2359
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered
Back & Seat Optional Moisture Barrier
Optional Casters Height: 40”, Width: 24”,
Depth: 23”
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HCH2347
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Height: 41.75”, Width: 24”, Depth:
24”

HCH5981
Wood Frame Chair with Arms Upholstered Back & Seat Optional Moisture
Barrier Height: 37”, Width: 24”, Depth:
25”

HCH169
. Webbed Seat
. Adjustable Glides
. Dozens of Healthcare Vinyl and Fabric
Choices

HCH184
. Upholstered Arms
. Fully Upholstered Seat and Back
. Side Bracesnn
. Adjustable Glides
. Dozens of Healthcare Vinyl and Fabric
Choices

HCH220
. Webbed Seat
. Stylish Arms
. SideBraces
. Dozens of Healthcare Vinyl and Fabric
Choices

HCH154
. Round, Open Back
. Adjustable Glides
. Casters Optional
. Dozens of Healthcare Vinyl and Fabric
Choices

HCH1401
. Side Braces
. Adjustable Glides
. Casters Optional
. Dozens of Healthcare Vinyl and Fabric
Choices

HCH1400
. Stackable
. Adjustable Glides
. Dozens of Healthcare Vinyl and Fabric
Choices
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Dining Room Metal Frame Seating

HCHM3881

HCHM3862

HCHM3851

HCHM3755

HCHM3753

HCHM3728
• Aluminum Frame Dining • Chair
with Arms • Upholstered Seat •
Upholstered Back • Wood Look Finish
• Stacks 5 high

HCHM0241

HCH452397
• COM 1.5 Yards • Wood Shell Fully
• Upholstered Chair on 4
• Metal Legs

HCHM3864
• Upholstered • Optional Box Seat,
Pullover Seat, Aluminum Tubing
Styles, Casters, Webbed Seat
• Height: 38”, Width: 23”, Depth: 24”

HCHM3736
• Upholstered • Optional Box Seat,
Pullover Seat, Aluminum Tubing
Styles, Handhold Styles, Casters,
Webbed Seat • Height: 37”, Width:
21”, Depth: 22.5”

HCHM3812
• Upholstered Seat & Back • Optional
Box Seat, Pullover Seat, Aluminum
Tubing Styles, Handhold Styles,
Casters, Webbed Seat • Height: 39”,
Width: 24”, Depth: 26.5”

HCHM3872
• Upholstered • Optional Box Seat,
Pullover Seat, Aluminum Tubing Styles,
Handhold Styles, Casters, Webbed Seat
• Height: 36”, Width: 21.5”, Depth: 21”
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HCHM3772
Height: 37.5”, Width: 22.5”, Depth: 20.5”

HCHM3849
Height: 38.5”, Width: 23”, Depth: 22”

HCHM3770
Height: 39”, Width: 22”, Depth: 21”

HCHM3854
Height: 38.5”, Width: 25.5”, Depth: 22”

HCHM3874
Height: 38”, Width: 23.75”, Depth: 23”

HCHM3866
Height: 38”, Width: 23”, Depth: 24”

HCHM3850
Height: 38”, Width: 23.5”, Depth: 19”

HCHM3728
Height: 38.5”, Width: 22.5”, Depth: 20”

HCHM184
Height: 32”, Width: 18.5”, Depth: 20.5”

HCHM186
Height: 32”, Width: 23.5”, Depth: 20.5”

HCHM185
Height: 32”, Width: 23.5”, Depth: 20.5”
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Dining Room Tables and Bases

https://www.intellicarefurniture.com/our-products/dining-furniture-tables-bases/

SILVER TUBULAR LEG

SILVER TRUMPET BASE

SILVER SQUARE POST LEG

SILVER SPYDER BASE

SILVER ROUND POST LEG

SILVER OVAL LEG

SILVER INVERTED TUBULAR LEG

SILVER ANGLED LEG

SILVER 4 INCH ROUND POST LEG

O-LEG

INVERTED FLAT LEG

RECTANGLE TUBULAR

RECTANGLE SQUARE POST LEGS

RECTANGLE ROUND POST LEGS

RECTANGLE OVAL
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RECTANGLE INVERTED FLAT

DINING TABLE TAPERED LEGS

DINING TABLE ROUND QUEEN
ANNE LEG

DINING TABLE POST LEGS
HALF APRON

DINING TABLE FRENCH LEGS

BLACK TUBULAR LEG

BLACK TRUMPET BASE

BLACK SPYDER BASE

BLACK ROUND POST LEG

BLACK INVERTED TUBULAR LEG

ARC TUBULAR BASE

ARC SQUARE POST LEGS

LAMINATE TOP STEEL POST
LEG DINING TABLE WITH SKIRT
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

LAMINATE PEDESTAL BASE
DINING TABLE INTELLICARE
FURNITURE

ULTIMATE ADJUSTABILITY
Four Way Adjustable Table
Four Surfaces Move Independently
Manually Adjust the Height and Depth of each
Centre Tray
Base Available in Multiple Powder Coat Finishes
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ALL WOOD
Solid Wood Table
All Wood Legs, Edge and Top
Available in Multiple Finishes
Adjustable Glides

QUEEN ANNE
Available with High Pressure Top and
Wood Edge or All Wood Top
Available in Multiple Finishes
Finish Shown: Mahogany

WOOD EDGE
Available with High Pressure Top and
Wood Edge or All Wood Top
Available in Multiple Finishes
Finish Shown : Maple Legs, Skirt and Edge
and Charcoal Top

TRADITIONAL
Solid Wood or Steel Options
Cylindrical Leg with High Profile Base
Available in Multiple Finishes
Adjustable Glides
Finish: Light Grey with Black edge and
Black

HALF ROUND
Cylindrical Leg with Low Profile Base
Available in Multiple Powder Coat
Finishes
Adjutsable Glides
Finish: Cappucino Cherry and Silver
Base

CAST
Cast Iron X Base
Cylindrical Leg with Low Profile Base
Available in Multiple Powder Coat Finishes
Adjustable Glides
Finish: Light Grey with Black edge and
Black Base

Lounge Furniture & Patient Room Chairs

HLC 105
. Traditional Wingback
. Optional Reclining
Mechanism
. Available in Multiple Fabric
and Vinyl Options
. Queen Anne Legs Available in
multiple finishes

HLC 168
. Solid Wood Frame
. Removeable Cushion - Optional
Cleanout Feature
. Available in Multiple Fabric and
Vinyl Options
. Tapered Wood Legs With
Multiple Finish Options
. Available in Two and Three
Seater

HLC147
. Solid Wood Frame
. Contemporary Wingback
. Optional Cleanout Feature
. Available in Multiple Fabric
and Vinyl Options
. Tapered Wood Legs With
Multiple Finish Options

HLC 754
. Solid Wood Frame
. Removeable Cushion Optional Cleanout Feature
. Available in Multiple Fabric and
Vinyl Options
. Tapered Wood Legs With
Multiple Finish Options
. Available in Two and Three
Seater

See fabric choices at
https://www.intellicarefurniture.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Intellicare-Standard-Fabric-Offering.pdf
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HLC285
. Solid Wood Frame
. Removeable cushions
. Alternative Leg styles and
finishes available
. Available in Two and Three
Seater

HLC236
. Solid Wood Frame
. Available in Multiple
Fabric and Vinyl Options
. Available in Two and
Three Seater

HLC242
. Solid Wood Frame
. Removeable Cushion Optional Cleanout Feature
. Available in Multiple
Fabric and Vinyl Options
. Tapered Wood Legs With
Multiple Finish Options
. Available in Two and
Three Seater

HLC144
. Solid Wood Frame
. Optional Cleanout Feature
. Available in Multiple Fabric
and Vinyl Options
. Tapered Wood Legs With
Multiple Finish Options
. Available in Two and Three
Seater

HLC554
. Solid Wood Frame
. Wood Reveal Edge
available in Multiple
Finishes
. Removeable Cushion
Available in Mutple
Fabric and Vinyl Options

HLC100
. COM 1.6 Yards
. Wood & Metal Frame
. Patient Chair with Arms
. Wood Finishes

HLC26
. Wood Frame Patient Chair
with Arms
. Add $80 for Upholstered
Arm Caps (Shown)
. Wood Finishes

HLC 456
. Solid Wood Frame
. Curved Arms
. Available in Two and
Three Seater

HLC 557
. Solid Wood Frame
. Curved Arms
. Available in Two and
Three Seater

HLC752
. Solid Wood Frame
. Optional Cleanout Feature
. Available in Multiple Fabric
and Vinyl Options
. Tapered Wood Legs With
Multiple Finish Options
. Available in Two and Three
Seater

HLC 109
. Solid Wood Frame
. Curved Arms
. Separate Back and
Seat for Easy Cleaning

HLC101
. Solid Wood Frame
. Curved Arms
. Separate Back and Seat
for Easy Cleaning
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Resident/Patient Rooms

HLCR9754
COM 7 Yards
Recliner Chair with Wood Legs

HLCR9727

HLCR2220
COM 8 Yards
Wing Back Recliner Chair with Wood
Legs • Mortise & Tendon Frame
Construction with Tongue & Groove
Corner Blocks • Wood Finishes

HCH726

HLCS0106
COM 7.5 Yards
Sleeper Chair
Closed Arm • Dual Density Foam

HLCR4115
COM 6.45 Yards
3 Position Recliner
Closed Arm
Dual Density Foam

HLC722

HLC500

HCH1999

See fabric choices at
https://www.intellicarefurniture.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Intellicare-Standard-Fabric-Offering.pdf

HCH3094
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Room Furniture, Bed, Head & Footboards

STEEL FRAME TWIN BUNK BED

TWIN PLATFORM BED 2 DRAWERS
All Laminate Twin 2 Drawer Platform Bed
Available in Custom Sizes as well as Double, Queen, King (Double, Queen & King
Made in 2 Pieces). Head & Footboard
Optional. Available with 1 Drawer or No
Drawers

METAL BASE
Steel Restmore Bed Frame
Available in Twin, Double, Queen & King

BOW SERIES
shown in Hot Fudge

TWIN LOW PEDESTAL BED
All Laminate Twin Low Pedestal Bed
Available in Custom Sizes, Double, Queen,
King (Double, Queen & King Made in 2
Pieces). Head & Footboard Optional

STEEL FRAME TWIN BED
Steel Frame Twin Bed, Twin XL,
Double & Double XL
Head & Footboard Optional

TWIN ON METAL LEGS
Twin Laminate Bed on 5 Steel Post Legs
with Head & Footboard
Available in Custom Sizes as well as
Double, Queen, King (Double, Queen &
King Made in 2 Pieces)

BROWN METAL PEDESTAL BASE
Brown Metal Pedestal Base Bed Frame
Available in Twin, Double, Queen &
King

ANGLE SERIES
shown in Wild Pear

. Headboard and Footboards 		

SNAP BASE
Snap Base Bedframe
Available in Twin, Double, Queen &
King Sizes

ATHLETIC VII
Tight Top - Firm
11” High
Two Sided
Foam Encased
800 Zoned Comfort Pockets
1/2” PolyFibre Pad, 1/2” Bio Foam
Multi-Needle Quilted to 1/2” Bio Foam

CURVE SERIES
shown in Natural Maple

. Made to fit any size bed		
. Check the website for mattresses too.

RADIUS SERIES
shown in Cappucino Cherry

. Custom Drill Patterns Available
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Overbed Tables

H/OBT400
. “H”, “U”, or “Fork” design (Low Profile
Optional)
. Heavy Duty Steel Frame with Opal
powder coat finish
. Gas cylinder lift mechanism
. Infinite height adjust range 27” - 42”H
. Loading Capacity : 100lbs.
. Size of Desktop : 18” x 32”
. 4- 2” Twin wheel casters
. Laminate and Thermofoil Table tops
Available

H/OBT200
. “H” type base
. 17 Gage Welded Tubular Steel Column
and Base with Opal Powdercoat finish
. Infinite height adjust range 28” - 45”H
. Spillguard Lip and Bullnose edge
. Loading Capacity : 50lbs.
. Size of Desktop 30”x15”
. Top available in 7 colours
. 4 - 2” Twin Wheel Casters
. Vanity and Mirror Optional
. Other base colours available

H/OBT100
. “H” type base
. Chrome Plated Steel frame
. Metal color : Silver • Pneumatic
lifting system
. Loading capacity : 10 lbs
. Height adjust range 30”- 47”H
. Size of desktop : 15” x 30.5”
. 4 - 2” silent castors
. Laminate and Thermofoil Table tops
Available

Custom Solutions

WALL MOUNTED NURSE’S SURFACE
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

MEMORY BOX INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM STORAGE AND COLLABORATION
AREA INTELLICARE FURNITURE
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STANDING STORAGE TABLE WITH
DRAWERS INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM WALL MOUNTED MEDICAL
HUTCH WITH DOORS INTELLICARE
FURNITURE

CUSTOM SENIOR CARE DINING ROOM
STORAGE UNIT INTELLICARE FURNITURE

MULTI HEIGHT MULTI STORAGE
WORKSTATION WITH DRAWERS
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM STORAGE
CART INTELLICARE
FURNITURE

CUSTOM SECURE MEDICAL CART
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM RECEPTION STATION
WITH LARGE DISPLAY
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM RECEPTION STATION
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM NURSES STATION
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM NURSES STATION
INTELLICARE FURNITURE (1)

CUSTOM NURSES OBSERVATION
DESK INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM MOBILE BOOKCASE
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM LOCKERS WITH DIGITAL
LOCK AND LONG PULL HANDLE
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM INFORMATION KIOSK
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM DESK WITH CUTOUT FOR
POST INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM CREDENZA LONG PULL
HANDLES INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM 400 SERIES 3 DRAWER BEDSIDE TABLE WITH FALSE FRONT TOP
DRAWER OPEN SHELF AND EXTENDED
BACK PANEL WITH POWER OUTLET
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM 100 SERIES PATIENT ROOM
WITH 4 INCH CONTRASTING
LAMINATE OVERLAY

CUSTOM 100 SERIES 3 DRAWER
BEDSIDE TABLE WITH EXTENDED BACK
PANEL AND POWER HOUSING
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

COMBINED COLLABORATIVE ADMIN
STATION INTELLICARE FURNITURE
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Admin and Executive Offices

OPEN STORAGE UNIT WITH 3 DRAWERS
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

MULTI PERSON MEDICAL RECEPTION
STATION INTELLICARE FURNITURE

L SHAPE RECEPTION AND NURSE’S
STATION WITH 45 DEGREE CORNER
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM SINGLE PERSON RECEPTION
UNIT INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM CUTOUT INTAKE DESKS
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

CUSTOM CONFRENCE TABLE
INTELLICARE FURNITURE

DESK & CREDENZA
Desk with Angle Steel Post Legs
Custom Wall Unit
Closed Door Overhead Storage & Task Light
Finish: Latitude / Handle: Straight Silver

U SHAPE
U Shape Desk with Box Box File
Acrylic Modesty Panel
Storage Bookcase, Wardrobe, Credenza,
Closed Door Overhead Storage & Task
Light / Finish: Dune / Handle: Straight
Silver

L SHAPE
L Shape Desk with Box File
Full Modesty Panel
Storage Lateral Credenza Steel Risers
Finish: Ash / Handle: Straight Silver

PRIVATE OFFICE
L Shape Desk with Steel O Leg and
Modesty with Open Storage Credenza
Return
Kneespace Credenza with Box Box File and
File File
Door Open Door Overhead Storage on
Steel O Legs with Task Light
Finish: Brunito Cherry / Handle:
Straight Silver
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L SHAPE
L Shape Desk with Box Box File Return
Steel Post Legs
Wall Mounted Overhead Storage &
Task Light Storage Cabinet and Single
Door Wardrobe
Finish: Grigio/ Handle: Straight Silver

Reception

CONFERENCE
Boatshaped Boardroom Table with
Storage Bases
Storage Wall with Closed Door Storage,
Serving Height Box Drawers & Open
Shelving
Finish: Latitude / Handle: Straight Silver

ACCENT RECEPTION
U Shape Reception Desk with Lateral
File Credenza
Decorative Acrylic Front Panel
Glass and Aluminum Door Overhead
Storage
Storage Bookcase, Multi Media Storage
Cabinet Finish: Graphite and White
Handle: Straight Silver

ACCENT RECEPTION
L Shaped Desk with Standing Height
Privacy Panels
Contrasting Accent Panels
Matching Wall Mounted Accent
Panels
Finish: White and Candlelight

BREAK ROOM
Bar Height Table with Serving Height,
Single Drawer/ Double Door Storage
Credenzas including two common soild
surface tops.
Tubular X-Base Meeting Tables and
custom wall mounted Open Overhead
Shelving.
Finish: White and Candlight Handle:
Straight Black
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Ascend
The winner of an unprecedented array of awards and industry accolades, Ascend is a revolutionary step forward
in the design and functionality of patient exam environments. It’s a patent-pending, breakthrough synthesis
of elegant form and innovative function, combining the
functions of an exam table and a patient recliner into
a single furniture solution - enabling greater efficiency
of space, and advancing the provision of care for both
patients and caregivers. Better, safer care, while also
reducing space and staffing costs, makes Ascend a musthave for forward-thinking healthcare providers.

Amelio Bench Sleeper
The perfect solution where space is at a premium, the Amelio
Bench Sleeper efficiently combines sitting, sleeping and storage in a design that is both compact and comfortable. Ideal
for patient rooms and any other setting where sleep function
is desired, Amelio is available in standard sizes, as well as any
custom dimension. Armrest panels and backs are options that
can enhance the seating function of the product - or it can be
specified as a simple bench. The storage compartment has
been designed to be easy to clean, and caster can be selected
to make the bench sleeper mobile.

Carlyle Soft Seating
The Carlyle series exudes classic comfort with its generous
proportions while the meticulously tailored upholstery
blends with the quality-crafted metal frame in a graceful
relationship of form and structure.

Amelio Sleep Sofa
Amelio Sleep Sofa was designed for use with all floorplans,
even the most challenging spaces.The flip-down sleep surface instantly transforms this sofa into a full-length sleeper,
without encroaching at all on the footprint of the room, and
without any mechanical operation. Sleep surface cushions
are held in place with accessible straps - so that they are
removable for cleaning and repair, but the cushions will stay
in place when the unit is in use.
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Carlyle Bench Soft Seating
The clean classic lines of the upholstered Carlyle
Bench is offset by the gentle angle of the seat.

Cressida Lounge Seating
Cressida is a stunning complement of wood and metal. It’s simply
beautiful. It features five arm options; Armless, Open Arm, Open
Arm Polymer Arm Cap, Closed Arm, Closed Arm Polymer Arm Cap
- available in Black or Grey.
Jordan Bench

Cressida also features options such as casters, wall saver, cleanout
and Push bar. Modifications in dimension, seat and back shape or
thickness, and other modifications are possible with Krug's capability to customize for specific requirements and needs. Cressida
can also be provided in custom finishes. Combination upholstery
(more than one upholstery cover within the same unit) is also an
option on all Cressida upholstered products.

Cressida Seating and Tables
Combining the healing warmth of wood with the durability and infection-control attributes of metal, Cressida elevates healthcare and other
intensive use environments with its slim, graceful proportions. It has an
uplifting lightness of scale, beautifully disguising the fact that this is a
seating system with exceptional strength properties: Cressida is engineered and built to provide an exceptionally long life cycle.
A new seat frame system has been carefully designed and lab-tested to
be our strongest yet. This is combined with Cressida’s premium dual-density foam (in both the seat and back), which is simultaneously comfortable and durable. Together they provide a construction that is made to
handle many years of heavy use. Even so, intensive use furniture does
receive wear and tear - so we’ve designed Cressida to provide an infinite
life cycle: all components are replaceable if they become damaged or
degraded. Another remarkable attribute: Cressida can be taken apart
and re-assembled, so it can be thoroughly cleaned and dis-infected.

Faeron Metal Healthcare
An award-winning collection of seating, Faeron enhances beautiful
spaces with its sophisticated presence.
With an impressive range of models and configurations, sizes and
finishes, materials, options and ability to customize, Faeron can be
specified to perfectly suit a multitude of applications within the same
facility - providing an attractive and functional cohesiveness to places
where people gather.
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Jordan Easy Access
Designed for Orthopedic healing environments, the Jordan
Easy Access design yields a
heightened level of aesthetic
beauty and exceptional sitting
comfort.
With the larger footprint of this
chair, and the critical importance of stability for the user,
we have included adjustable
glides on the front legs. This
allows the Easy Access chair
to be perfectly leveled to any
floor for maximum safety and
stability.

Faeron Lounge Healthcare
In addition to wood legs and arm panels, Faeron Lounge is available with
stylish and durable metal legs, in two standard finishes.
Faeron’s lifetime warranty is made possible by the use of the most
durable and proven materials and finishes. Our renowned system for
replaceability of components and upholstery covers enables product life
to be
substantially extended, allowing furniture to continue looking as new
even with years of use. If components become damaged or degraded,
they can be replaced, and optional removable upholstery covers allow
replacement of worn textiles.

Jordan Glider
This is quite simply one of the best
glider-motion chairs ever brought
to market. Available in two sizes,
the unique curvature and support
points of the Jordan Glider encourages an ergonomically-correct
sitting posture that is also exceptionally comfortable.

This system is also designed to facilitate infection control and cleaning, by
providing the ability to dis-assemble the product or remove upholstery
covers for cleaning.
The use of recycled and recyclable materials, combined with
environmentally-friendly production processes and packaging, have made
Faeron a level™-certified product, and a contributor to LEED™-driven
specifications.
Faeron is certified by the Greenguard™ standard for indoor air emissions,
and it’s unique capability for extending product life makes it a responsible
environmental choice - and one that will provide exceptional return on
investment over time.

This chair, along with the other Jordan products, has been designed
with pronounced lower lumbar and thoracic support, and the canted seat with a "waterfall" front is designed to prevent discomfort
for legs and hips, while promoting good circulation. The seat, arms
and the recessed front panel are designed to allow safer and easier
ingress and egress. A slight flexing action in the back promotes an
upright sitting position that is stll pleasingly comfortable.

Jordan Active Patient Recliner
The Jordan Active Patient Recliner is lighter-scaled, lower weight and dimensionally
smaller than most recliners, but maintains comfortable proportions for extended
sitting, resting and treatment. Its smaller size and weight make it less burdensome
to move and live with: at just over half the weight of our Jordan 3-Position fullscale recliner, the Active Patient is a recliner that is easier on caregivers, patients,
and cleaning staff.
It’s the perfect solution for patient rooms and treatment areas where available
space and freedom of movement are important.
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Jordan Guest Seating
Designed in collaboration with several
leading healthcare architects, designers,
and professionals. Jordan is a collection
that transcends conventional healthcare
seating. A comprehensive research and
design process has yielded a heightened
level of aesthetic beauty, combined with
exceptional ergonomic support and
sitting comfort.
Jordan includes Bariatric models at 30" and 44" that have strength
properties allowing them to exceed 800 lb. seat drop test, and a static
brackrest strength test of 450 lbs.

Jordan Lounge Seating
Jordan - defined as a "healing
river" in ancient times - utilizes
research-based curvature in
both the seat and back to encourage correct yet comfortable
sitting posture. "Waterfall" seat
fronts and a canted seat angle
are designed to help prevent
discomfort for the user's hips
and legs, promote good circulation while in a seated position, and
assist ingress and egress. A unique sinuous sprint suspension system
provides exceptional comfort for the user, while also extending the
life of seat foam - an important feature in high-traffic settings.

Jordan Multiple Seating and Tables
Jordan Multiple Seating is designed for fast, easy installation - and reconfiguring. A simple yet very strong fastening system allows product to
be quickly and easily moved, re-installed, added onto, or reconfigured
in a different layout. Linking tables can be dropped into, or removed
from, multiple seating configurations without taking the seating units
apart, and without defacing the seat frames. Tables are universal and
non-handed, so can be changed to a reverse position.

Jordan Patient Seating

Jordan Sleepers

All Jordan products are GREENGUARD certified, and have been
designed to achieve reduced
environmental impact: steel and
foam components utilize recycled,
and recyclabel, materials, and
wood materials are sourced from
certified, managed forests that
utilize sustainable forest management practices. Krug maintains
a comprehensive program of
environmental practices that is
measurably reducing the environmental footprint of the company and
its products.

Jordan seating and tables
have become an industry
benchmark for healthcare
environments - and now with
the Jordan Sleepers, we are
taking sleep seating products to a new level. It was only after several
years of in-depth research and learning from healthcare professionals
and specifiers, and after studying the competition closely, that we
began the design of the Jordan Sleepers - and we were determined to
create a truly exceptional product that provides real solutions to the
challenges faced every day in care-giving environments.

Karma Healthcare Seating
A new entrant in an existing product category needs to
surprise with its range of functionality, it needs to bring an
aesthetic that pleases the eye and, most importantly, it must
offer a value proposition. Mission accomplished with Karma.
Karma solidly satisfies a broad range of healthcare seating
requirements from exam and patient rooms to waiting,
meeting, administrative and cafeteria areas. And Karma has
application well beyond healthcare environments.
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Leyton Soft Seating

Solis Easy Access Seating

Leyton’s design range includes
versions with arms, without arms,
and with a wood surround on
both armed and armless styles
- please refer to the website to
see the full product range. Seat
and back cushions are fixed, but
can be specified as removable (upholstery covers are replaceable on the
removable versions). Table tops are available in standard and custom
ranges of quarter- and rift-cut veneers, solid surface, and laminate. Heavy
duty construction and material options make Leyton a solution for higher
traffic and intensive use settings, including bariatric applications.

The result of an intensive, multi-year
research and development process,
Solis is one of the most advanced
seating designs ever created for healing
environments.
With the larger footprint of this chair,
and the critical importance of stability
for the user, we have included adjustable glides on the front legs. This allows
the Easy Access chair to be perfectly
leveled to any floor for maximum safety
and stability.
Available in Mesh or Solid Back in regular or high styles.

Solis Guest Seating
Mobi Healthcare Seating
Mobi features polymer seats and backs, in a range of 8
vibrant colors and back can be specified in 3 standard
mesh colors.
Mobi can be configured with any combination of polymer
and upholstered seats and backs, as well as mesh backs.

Solis Patient Seating
The result of an intensive,
multi-year research and
development process,
Solis is one of the most
advanced seating designs
ever created for healing
environments.
Using evidence-based
design, Solis has been
created to address the
complex criteria cited by specifiers, patients and caregiving staff for
furnishing healthcare facilities.

Mesh Colours:

The result of an
intensive, multiyear research and
development process,
Solis is one of the
most advanced seating
designs ever created for
healing environments.
Using evidence-based
design, Solis has been created to address the
complex criteria cited by specifiers, patients
and caregiving staff for furnishing healthcare
facilities.

Solis Multiple
Seating
The result of an
intensive, multiyear research
and development
process, Solis is
one of the most
advanced seating
designs ever
created for healing
environments.
Using evidence-based design,
Solis has been created to
address the complex criteria
cited by specifiers, patients
and caregiving staff for furnishing healthcare
facilities.
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Zola Behavioral Health

Tate Bench Soft Seating

Zola Behavioral Health has been developed through a meticulous
and extensive research process over more than three years. We've
consulted with and had this product reviewed by leading facilities
professionals, specifiers and consultants specializing in behavioral
health environments.

Tate Benches can be specified fully upholstered, with wood or laminate
gable ends, or with wood or laminate table ends. Veneers are the highest quality quarter cut material, in standard and custom species. Legs
are polished chrome.

Zola Privacy
A major expansion of our already extensive and award-winning Zola
collection, Zola Privacy takes public seating and collaborative workspaces
to a new level of function and sophistication. It’s a modern solution for
modern people spaces: wherever people are working, collaborating,
learning, receiving care, eating and drinking - Zola Privacy creates space
that artfully accommodates groups, teams and multiple users with
exceptional comfort and style.
Now with three back heights (34”, 38” and 50”) in both curved and
rectilinear forms, Zola offers almost unlimited configuration for a
multitude of applications: reception spaces, waiting areas, meeting
space, library settings, and more. Zola Privacy can be specified with seats
on one side of the back or on both sides, to optimize available space and create varying degrees of
privacy within public space. And it’s an ideal solution for work teams and study groups, with an array
of complementary tables, back-mounted shelves, privacy screens and Zola Seatables that can be
combined to complete the setting.
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Storage Solutions

Juno Casegoods
From more than three years of extensive R&D, including consultation with several leading healthcare specifiers, comes Juno: a
solution for patient rooms and other care-giving settings, methodically designed to set a new standard of excellence. We focused
on learning the key challenges facing healthcare facilities, and the
needs not being met by conventional casegoods products - and
used this knowledge to create a more advanced design.
Finish: Samba Cherry

Finish: Cognac Cherry

Finish: Samba Cherry

Tranquility Infusion Bays
Tranquility is the result of extensive consultation with some
of the industry’s most knowledgeable specifiers of treatment
space, along with facilities and caregiving staff in this specialized
area. Its designed to create cancer and other treatment environments that are highly efficient and functional for caregivers
to work in - but most of all, to make treatment for the patient
as humane as possible. For oncology and other infusion spaces,
as well as renal dialysis and other treatment areas, Tranquility
is an evidence-based design that provides a highly efficient and
functional work environment for the caregiver. But more than
anything else, Tranquility is about the patient. Chemotherapy
and other treatments require comfortable, restful, soothing and
cheerful space - Tranquility has been thoughtfully and carefully designed to provide this, most importantly by giving the patient some
control over their environment. Simple adjustments to the degree
of privacy, easy access to entertainment options and personal
effects, and the use of materials that evoke nature - all are integral
elements of successful treatment and recovery.
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Photos:
Top Right: Bench & Wardrobe;
Bottom Right: Combo Patient Entertainment Stand/
Nurses Mobile
Bottom Left: Patient Divider Module

Finish: Hardrock Maple

Trevisa Casegoods
From more than three years of extensive R&D, including consultation with several leading
healthcare specifiers, comes Trevisa: a solution for patient rooms and other care-giving settings,
methodically designed to set a new standard of excellence. We focused on learning the key
challenges facing healthcare facilities, and the needs not being met by conventional casegoods
products - and used this knowledge to create a more advanced design.
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Looking for laminated fabric patterns, ask about the Kaleidoscope and Natural Stone Collections.

Barbican is one of North America’s leading manufacturers of
energy-efficient commercial and industrial lighting solutions.
Lighting - G1

Lighting

G2 - Lighting
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high quality
eco-friendly lighting

Barbican’s comprehensive
range of products
offers environmentally
responsible solutions
that are effective for
all applications. With a
strong environmental
eye to design and
manufacturing, Barbican
offers custom lighting
solutions tailored to the
needs of our clients.
See additional and specialized light
fixtures under “Healthcare” too ...
page ____.
G4 - Lighting

Healthcare

Specialized fixtures can easily be disinfected as you wipe the dirt away, making them suitable for interiors with high
sanitary requirements such as healthcare and food service facilities. Some styles are perfect for wayfinding or room
identification,
Many of these fixtures are also ADA Compliant. The American Disabilities Act (ADA) has set restrictions for clearance that will enable safe use of the space for everyone. Our ADA-compliant fixtures have thin profiles, under 4” in
depth, making them ideal for various room applications.

Mr. N

Gravy brings LED technology and the warmth of wood to your home or
office lighting. Edge lit technology provides a soft, evenly distributed
glow of warm light. Simply tap the center of the underside of the light
ring, and touch and hold to dim or brighten the light. The wood bar holding the illuminated LED head swivels 360 degrees, and also slides back
and forth to provide the user with perfect lighting placement.

Splitty

SPLITTY
One of the most flexible lights in the Koncept collection, Splitty is named
after its unique joint design. Standing at 17” high, the wide LED head
casts an even glow onto any surface. Koncept designers perfected the
diffused light source with hidden LEDs so that the lamp performs as a
radiant ambient light as well as a functional task light. Users can avail of the
discreet USB port to charge any compatible devices.
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Gravy

Gravy brings LED technology and the warmth of wood to your home or
office lighting. Edge lit technology provides a soft, evenly distributed glow
of warm light. Simply tap the center of the underside of the light ring, and
touch and hold to dim or brighten the light. The wood bar holding the
illuminated LED head swivels 360 degrees, and also slides back and forth to
provide the user with perfect lighting placement.

Gravy Wall

GRAVY WALL
With a simple circular silhouette and an understated design, Gravy Wall
Sconce fits any interior space. The hardwire version of this sconce allows
the cord to be hidden, promoting a clean aesthetic. The joint design
cleverly incorporates full range articulations, allowing it to be used for
ambient lighting, task lighting or any other imaginable purposes. The
swiveling shade shines where you need it, and controlling the light is
easy – simply tap the center of the LED head’s underside to turn on or off,
and hold to dim or brighten the light. The Gravy sconce comes in a wide
selection of interchangeable finishes like felt, chrome, wood veneers, etc.
to match your interior spaces perfectly.

Mr.N Go!

Mr. GO! is a portable lantern comprised of a unique, curved light panel
design that acts as a natural handle. Charge the built-in, powerful
batteries using the USB port and enjoy 5-50 hours (depending on the
brightness setting) of cordless light. Hang this quirky lamp from an
umbrella or tree with the included leather strap. A standard USB output
port allows users to charge their compatible devices on the go, making
mr. GO! the perfect companion for many occasions.

Tono

Meet Mr. n – an arch-shaped LED table or accent lamp that features
a unique, fashion-forward, seamless design with an entirely glowing
surface. The advanced light panel technology provides a soft, warm,
omni-directional glow on the outside of the lamp. An effortless, onefinger touch on the bottom section of the lamp’s exterior makes the lamp
glow, dims the light, or turns it off. Invite Mr. n into your home or office.
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Lady 7

Designed with a wispy-thin silhouette, Lady7 provides a beautiful linear
light source for your desk or floor. Thanks to the cordless joint design
and sleek, clean lines, Lady7 is perfect in any setting. Ultra-efficient LEDs
generate little heat and allow Lady7 to operate within safe temperatures
& without the need for eyesore heat sink fins. All components are housed
inside a simple right-angled shape, keeping a clean silhouette that is easy
on the eyes.

Lighting

With timeless design and near-perfect quality of light, Humanscale task lights are designed to last for 50,000
hours or 20 years of regular office use and can reduce overall energy costs by 67%.

Element790

Infinity
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Shields

Extended Protection
The Panel Shield offers substantial protection.
With an impeccable fit and finish and a
discreet look, it extends the height of the panel
up to 24” and is comprised of easy to clean
materials to help reduce the risk of spreading
infection in the workplace.

Quality Design and Function
Safety is paramount, but it should not come
at the cost of function or design. Designed
with Fig40, the Panel Shield is an innovative
solution for workplaces looking to increase
their panel heights.

Easily Installation
Quick and easy to install with the option to
both reconfigure in the future and remove if
needed, this unique product works with the
Cosmo and Switch panel systems without the
need to damage the current panel

Tayco Shield Types

Freestanding

Screens/Shields/Sneeze Guards - H1

Laminate Woodgrain Finishes

Metal Colours

Tempered Glass
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Protective Screens
Freestanding

Delimit your work environment safely
Freestanding protective
screens are a solution to
delimit work environments
safely and to maintain
required social distancing.
Lightweight and easily
reconfigurable, the screens
can be added to any type of
environment to protect an
individual’s personal space.
• Height of 72” allows a
standing position protection and is therefore
suitable for workstations
furnished with height
adjustable tables.
• 48’’ width.
• Easy to clean clear acrylic
finish.
• Anodized aluminium feet
of 24’’ width.

Worksurface
Freestanding &
Universal
Protective
Screens
A universal solution adapted to
different work environments
These freestanding screens
were developed for today’s
new reality. They represent a
universal solution which can be
adapted to different working
environments. Easy to install
and freestanding, the screens
can be placed on workstation
surfaces, reception desks or
any other type of surface that
requires a physical barrier
between individuals.

•
•

Workstation dimensions (fixed and
height-adjustable): height: 24” | width:
34”, 40”, 46”, 52”, 58”, 64” and 70”.
Reception desk dimensions:

•
•

height: 36” | width: 36” and 48”.
Clear acrylic, easy to clean.
Screens can be fixed non-permanently with
Velcro.

•
•

Anodised aluminium structure with steel
footing, Silver finish.
Quick ship.
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Worksurface Protective Screens
Organize your workspaces safely
Organize your workspaces to ensure the safety
of your teams with Artopex laminate or acrylic
protective screens. These screens can be fixed
to work surfaces to create safe spaces that
maintain the design integrity of your work
environments.

•
•
•
•
•

Width: 24’’ to 72’’ for fixed or height adjustable surfaces.
Height: 24 1/2’’ above surface.
Available in three finishes: laminate, clear
or frosted acrylic.
Supports in silver finish.
Quick ship.

Mobile White Marker Board

Privacy Screen

Far Left:
The mobile white marker board is an essential
tool for collaborative meetings and brainstorming
sessions and canalso be used to divide the space.
Centre:
Privacy screens are available vertical, angled-top
or with a shelf. Usually placed behind a seating
unit, the fabric upholstered screens offer different
degrees of privacy thanks to the three available
heights.
Rectangle benches with multi-outlet on the sides
and backrests, angled-top privacy screens and
bistro table.
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The Modular DeskGuard is the
ultimate solution for versatile
protection on your desktop or
countertop.
Build your custom system or
choose one of Barbican’s preconfigured kits.

TableGuard provides
big protection and the
distancing needed at
smaller meeting tables,
lunchrooms, cafeterias and
restaurants.

Student DeskGuard is an
effective, easy to use solution
for individual situations like a
desk. The Guard comes in one
piece and is simply folded
into shape and held into place
with 4 removable
adhesive pads.

PartitionGuard adds extra
height to office panels to help
protect employees right where
they do their work.

Barbican’s RadiusGuard is
a made to order desk or
countertop screen, manufactured to fit to an area of your
specification.

Barbican’s Curved DeskGuard
is the perfect desktop solution
for protecting employees and
visitors. This modern, non-intrusive design aesthetic will
blend into any workspace.

TableGuard clearly defines
safe spaces promoting
healthy distancing.

The Straight DeskGuard
is free standing with felt
or removable adhesive
on the feet. A cutout for
document transactions
or cable routing is also
available.

These Guards are available
in various finished including custom printing - think
wayfinding. DeskGuard is
washable with all Health
Care grade antimicrobial
cleaners making it suitable
for areas with high sanitary
requirements.

The perfect solution for
your custom built curved work
or retail space.
PanelGuard is the perfect
free-standing solution for protecting employees and visitors
in any environment.

The Standing Deskguard is a
side panel to help separate
your workspace from the
workspace next to you. A
number of material options
are available with permanent
and temporary mounting
options.

Made from clear .116” thick
PETG, designed to be cleaned
with hospital disinfectants,
unlike acrylic. Suitable for
areas with high sanitary
requirements, such as
healthcare and food service
facilities.
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Go!Builder

Surround

Depth

Healthboard

Flip

Float

The go! Mobile Acoustic combines elegance and functionality. This
hybrid mobile provides glass on one side while featuring a sound-absorbing acoustic panel on the other.

The modern version of the original whiteboard the Depth is one of our
original glassboards. This revolutionary communication tool never
stains or ghosts, and lasts a lifetime.

The Flip lets you use both sides of a Clarus board with acoustic felt on
one side and a glass writing surface on the other.
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The Surround is a sleek frame for your glassboard that comes in a
variety of colourful aluminum frames or premium wood finishes.

Healthboard is an innovative glass dry erase board designed specifically
for the demanding needs of today's healthcare industry.
Patient Rooms | Nurses Station | Pediatric Room | Scheduling

The clean lines and invisible mounting hardware make Float the perfect
glassboard for any space and an elegant solution for all your communications needs.

be! Clear™

During the current COVID-19 pandemic, essential businesses are facing health and safety challenges like never before. That’s why Clarus transformed
their mobile product with a shield and cutout so employers can take temperatures at a safe distance.

Due to its antimicrobial properties, be! Clear’s glass
inhibits the growth of bacteria and allows for its surface
to be wiped clean.

Product Specs

be! Clear is available in one size with 1/2” Clarus tempered safety writing glass
and comes outfitted with a four-wheel base system.
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Workplace Wellness Essentials
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Protective Screens
Personal protection in the workplace has never been so important. Provide a direct barrier between employees and patients or clients with
Protective Desk and Counter Screens.

Enclosed Protected Screens

Enclosed Protected Screen
36”w x 32”h

Applications

Industry Segments

● Sneeze Guards
● Reception
● Healthcare Screening
● Admitting
● Transactional Sales
● Customer Service
● Kiosk requirements
● Overflow needs

● Healthcare
● Education
● Retail
● Hospitality
● Airports
● Law Enforcement
● Public Service

Enclosed Protected Screen
48”w x 32”h (x2)

Dimensions
● Special sizes and
configurations welcome

All-Clear Protected Screen - Horizontal
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Scissor Screens
Scissor Screens provide rapid full space division between
desks and workstations. The screens can be positioned into
existing workstations via a ‘notch’ in the screen.

Options

Features

● Sizes
. Leveller Base Heights - 52”, 66” high
. Caster Base Heights - 54”, 68” high
. Widths - 48”, 60” wide
. Worksurface depths - 24”, 30” deep
● Base
. PC - Casters
. PL -Levellers
● Finishes
● Frame - anodized
● Upper Divider
. AC1 - Clear Acrylic
. AF1 - Frosted Acrylic
. AW1 - White Opaque (whiteboard)
. SS03 - Silver Grey Softscape
. SS04 - Charcoal Softscape
● Lower Divider
. AC1 - Clear Acrylic
. AF1 - Frosted Acrylic
. AW1 - White Opaque (whiteboard)
. *TFL - Thermofused Laminate

● Foot and Single Post are reversible
● Anodized Aluminum Frame
● 94% recyclable
● Powder-coated Silver Metal Base
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Step Screens
Set up partitions using existing benches,
tables or open seating applications.
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Features
● Simple assembly
● Metal to metal connections
● Adjustable desk foot allows for surfaces 28.5” - 30”h
● from 28.5” to 30”h
● Anodized aluminum frame
● 95% recyclable
● Powder-coated silver metal base
● Easily clean or disinfect
● Baseplate foot on floor offers low profile stability
● 2” cantilever available for hard connection to
underside of surface.

Options
● Heights (overall) - 60”, 66”
● Widths (full divider) - 24”, 30”
● Widths (desk divider) - 24”, 30”
Finishes
● Frame
. ANO - Anodized
● Full Divider
. AC1 - Clear Acrylic
. AF1 - Frosted Acrylic
. AW1 - White Opaque (whiteboard)
● Desk Divider
. AC1 - Clear Acrylic
. AF1 - Frosted Acrylic
. AW1 - White Opaque (whiteboard)
. SS03 - Silver Grey Softscape
. SS04 - Charcoal Softscape

Standard Laminates
Manitoba
Maple

Monticello
Maple

Fonthill Pear

Xanadu

Matte Laminates
Bianco
Kos

Bianco
Male

Grigio
Efeso

Beige
Luxor

Leg/Frame Finishes
Nickel

Onyx

Shale

Dark
Grey
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Upmount Screens

Provides direct physical barriers. One screen, four mounting solutions.

Features

Applications

Industry Segments

● various heights & widths
● sets up in minutes
● 4 mounting types
● easy clean and disinfect
● durable metal construction for years
of use
● Freestanding, or secure to surfaces

● Sneeze Guards
● Workstation, desk or panel barriers
● Reception
● Healthcare Screening
● Admitting
● Transactional Sales
● Customer Service
● Any kiosk requirement
● Overflow needs

● Healthcare
● Education
● Retail
● Hospitality
● Airports
● Law Enforcement
● Public Service

Dimensions
● Special sizes and configurations welcome
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Social Distancing Screens
Keep your customers and employees safe!

During the current COVID-19 pandemic, businesses are facing health and safety
challenges like never before. Going forward, workplaces will be looking for permanent and flexible solutions to keep their customers and employees safe. That’s
why we’ve created a line glass social distancing screens that offer a finished appearance over other materials like acrylic. Composed of aluminum and laminated
glass, then screens are secure and easy to clean.

Acoustic Solutions

Will your new walls fall a bit short (of the ceiling)? Consider topping them
off with an ezoBord acoustic net.
Starwall has developed a unique relationship with ezoBord and offers a
wide variety of acoustic solutions to compliment our wall products. If your
walls fall a bit short of the ceiling, we can add an acoustic net or baffle
system to help absorb some of the sound traveling into and out of the top
of your rooms. We can also integrate ezoBord directly into or onto your
Starwall walls to help reduce reverberation and control sound within your
space. Ask our inhouse experts how your space could benefit from adding
some ezoBord
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Clarus™
Glassboard

surfaces are ideal in healthcare
settings. In a recent study, Clarus
Glassboards were easily sanitized
to a food-grade safe level even
after extensive bacteria exposure.
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The modern day presentation shut off your computer and pick
up a marker

. Increase writing surface space
. Create an open space
. Keep ideas flowing
. Eliminate stained writing surfaces

Promoting collaboration through
Creative Space Design

Go!Builder

Designed to be the most user-friendly collaborative board ever,
the Go! Mobile is enhancing communication in schools and corporate places all over the world.
Magnetic or Non-Magnetic
Front or Back Glass Colours
Colours by Clarus

Caster Colours

Neutrals

POPS!

Expressions

Frame finish
colours
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Be! Wall™

Built for Everyone
A captivating solution for collaboration, be! Wall complements almost
any space.
Magnetic glass, added depth,
radiused corners and a small
acoustic panel for tacking up
photos, notes, or fabric samples.
Never stains or streaks.
Use vertically or horizontally.
Available in magnetic finish.
67 3/8” w x 40”h x 1 1/2” deep

Flex™ Mobile

Flex Mobile is the most elegant,
functional glassboard on wheels
ever brought to market. Its
wide, strong base gives Flex an
Eiffel Tower elegance, while
providing increased functionality
and stability to the writable
glassboard.
Customize glass color, frame, side
insert panel, and even the casters.
Two sides of glass or add custom
Clarus acoustic felt to create an
acoustic panel on one side.

Adapt

The easy, cost-effective upgrade
for furniture systems. Turn your
existing workspace into a creative
canvas.
Transforms your workstation
without replacing it.
Compatible with most furniture
systems; system-specific, precision
designed mounting hardware
ensures the right fit for every panet
on every system Clarus supports.

Antibacterial, Non-porous Glass
Choose a writing surface that is more hygienic than traditional whiteboards.
A non-porous glassboard helps you support the well-being of your employees and customers.
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Wall2Wall

Turn your walls into a canvas.
Create functional, dry-erase
and friendly collaborative
surfaces with magnetic
Wall2Wall. Wrap an entire
office in beautiful, crisp dryerase writing glass to create
the perfect space.

Tops

Don’t interrupt your next great
idea to move to a whiteboard,
let the ideas flow right there
at the table.
Tops is available in virtually
any custom size, shape and
color.
Any size up to 72″ x 144″

Accessories in action

Build out your board and add trays and magnets. Ask our furniture specialist for more informaton.

most affordable
and collaborative
board
be! Mobile™

An elegant solution for collaboration, be! Mobile fits almost any
space and workflow.
be! Mobile offers the same beautiful design and premium
materials that you know and trust from Clarus™—with a smaller
price tag. By limiting its design options, we’ve taken the guesswork out of the mobile glassboard
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TruMount™

No wall is perfect. But with the
patent-pending TruMount™ system, installation of your Float™
glassboards can run on schedule
with precision and ease. The
ability to make the adjustments
required for imperfect walls
without additional holes makes
installation painless and avoids
increased costs.

be! Shield™

be! Shield is elegantly
engineered to add a seamless
layer of non-porous,
antimicrobial tempered glass
to ensure the health and safety
of patrons and employees. It’s
the perfect solution for the
collaborative needs of your
workspace.

Stability and Style

Divide ThinLine™

Buckle down on your workspace
challenges with Divide ThinLine
from Clarus®. This beautifully
engineered desk divider system
boasts clean lines that won't harm
your existing office furniture.
No drilling is involved and all
hardware screws are strategically
hidden inside the clamps Divide
ThinLine seamlessly integrates
and reduces visual distractions in
your office, all while maintaining
the overall aesthetic.
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More
Space For
Your Best
Ideas

Glide™

For years, the fixed walls of modern office spaces have been steadily removed to create an open environment. Glide is the next step in the
revolution, maximizing existing wall space to provide hundreds of consolidated square feet of glass writing surface and inspire personal
communication and collaboration.
Glide is the first-of-its-kind glassboard system designed to allow sliding glass panels to smoothly move across the face of wall-mounted glassboards.
With a thoughtfully designed mounting system, your ideas will be the showcase, instead of our mounting hardware.

View™ Projection Glass

Lights on, it’s the cleanest, most efficient writing surface available;
lights off, it’s the premier, high-definition projection surface.
The Clarus™ design team spent three years developing the patented,
Micro AG 32 technology that delivers a beautifully crisp projection.
View’s efficient and purposeful design gives you picture-perfect
presentations every time.

Purposeful Design, Maximum Versatility

Imagine a dry-erase glassboard that never stains and never needs to be
replaced. Now, imagine that same board doubles as a high-definition
projection surface.
Imagine clean lines and elegant design — no bulky mounts or pull-down
banners, no chalk dust that interferes with sensitive equipment in a room,
no rippled or blurry pictures.
Enjoy the View!
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Separation Panels & Desk Shields

Experts agree that separation panels can protect employees
by decreasing airflow between workstations to reduce
airborne transmission of viral particles. In fact, research shows
that stiller air can lower infection rates within a given space,
making desk shields a necessity for every office.
Designed to accommodate a wide variety of environments, Humanscale’s WellGuard
Separation Panels are customizable,easy to install or uninstall when no longer
required and are highly durable compared to acrylic or plexiglass over the course
of time. Available in Clear PETG for maximum visibility, Frosted PETG for additional
privacy or Felted PET for added acoustical benefits, WellGuard Separation Panels can
accommodate a wide range of environments.
by WellGuard Separation Panels TM
KEY FEATURES
• Available in Plastic Resin (PETG) or Felted PET
• Customization available (special materials, sizes and shapes)
• Multiple mounting options available
• Quickly installs or uninstalls to any workstation
• Highly recyclable, sustainable and durable
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Mobile Dividers

Laminate
Grey Likeatree

White Board Mobile Divider With Fabric
Bluestone

White Board
White

Tuxedo/ Grey Likeatree
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Protective Shields

Systems Mount
Clear

Back Mount
Clear

Side Mount
Clear

A-Guard
Clear

Wing-Tab
Clear

Sneeze-Guard
Clear

Mount Base
Clear

Acrylic Panel
Frosted

Glazed Panel
Clear

Mobile Divider
Grey like a Tree/ Silver

Seat Partition - 1
Latitude

Seat Partition - 2
Southwest/ White

Seat Partition White/ Silver
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Conference & Meeting

Seating - I1

Boardroom/Conference

These boardroom/executive chairs offer the ultimate in seating comfort for your business or home office and will give you years of incredible
performance.
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Intensive Use

Stacking/Guest

Arriva
Everest
Pleasingly styled, fully adjustable and generously proportioned: EVEREST is a sturdy and wide ergonomic chair
for taller and larger workers.

Executive/Conference
Camelia

Ovation
Cat

Ovation is perfectly suited for your conference room
environment. Combine the elegance of simple lines, with
the prestige of leather or leather/vinyl at a very affordable
cost. Two backrest heights, a choice of black or chromed
arms, mechanisms, aluminum bases, plus the bonus of
the ADI Suspension comfort.
The Scorpio executive chair
adds a touch of prestige
and contemporary elegance
to even the most sophisticated office environment.
However, the true 'raison
d'etre' of a modern chair
lies elsewhere : Ergonomics, reflected in the chair's
Scorpio
adaptability to the user's
body morphology, not to mention his occupations and
attitudes; Comfort, assured by the Suspension construction and type of upholstering, by the molded contours
shaped to fit all of the body's dimensions, by the choice
and versatility of the mechanism; and finally Design,
which makes Scorpio more than a chair, namely a sculpture, an affirmation of distinctive tastes, a statement
and, especially, a marvelous tool!

Cat Bariatric

Clover

Colori

Finesse
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Guest and Side Chairs

Stacking
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Guest/Visitor

There are almost as many styles of guest and side chairs as there are colors to choose from. Whether you want your chairs in the conference room, or
stacked and ready to set out at a moments notice, you'll be glad you chose to purchase your new chair from Horizon Furniture. We even have Big and
Tall chairs which will allow any of your clients or customers to be just as comfortable as you during your time together.
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Industrial/Healthcare

The Shoptech Series from HORIZON is designed for the specific and varied needs within an industrial or healthcare setting including clean rooms
and wipe down applications. With high quality components and products suited for virtually any application, HORIZON is your partner for ergonomic
comfort and productivity. Shoptech seating has the solution for your medical lab, production floor, shipping office, dispatch centre and a variety of
other environments.
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Specialized ESD

Horizon’s ESD (Electrostatic Dissipative) Seating is designed for use as part of an overall ESD control program in areas where control of static electricity is crucial. ESD seating products are engineered to control discharge of static electricity by “wicking” static away from the user, sensitive electronic
components and volatile chemicals and materials. ESD environments typically include wrist straps, work surfaces, footwear and flooring designed
and engineered to ground and eliminate static buildup.
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Training and Seminar

Lounge &
Reception
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Work and Task Seating
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http://www.adi-artdesign.com
ADI's MISSION
At A.D.I., they believe that no single chair can be

Task/Ergonomic

adapted to fit any body type, use or environment.
Every individual has unique physical characteristics.
To meet one’s precise needs in a specific
environment, they must find specific solutions and
their products program reflects this.A.D.I. keeps
investing in research and development to be on the
cutting edge of the market when it comes to the

Ace

Bravo

Art Deco

Desire

Flax

Lynx

evolution of ergonomic standards.
Founded in 1987, this small company from Quebec
has gone to accomplish BIG things. Focused
on ergonomics, it has developed expertise over
the years in the design and manufacture of
chairs adapted to the user’s morphology. In a
manufacturing space of 50,000 square feet, the
ADI team strives to produce some 25 families of
chairs destined for the North American commercial
and institutional markets. Its vast network of
knowledgeable and experienced manufacturing
agents maintains a dynamic and proactive
presence within the dealer, designer and architect

Malla

Next

Sensaflex

Tact

Top

Viva

Voila

Wave

communities.

•
•
•
•
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High, Medium and Low Backs
Different Seat Sizes
Various mechanisms and a
A myriad of arms, seat and base
options.
Lots of fabulous colours.

Task/Ergonomic

No matter what your job requires, everyone wants a comfortable chair and what a better way to sit in comfort than to choose an ergonomic task
or computer chair? Ergonomics allow users to sit for longer periods of time and experience decreased fatigue and increased productivity while at
work
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Polymer Back

Horizon Furniture's collection
of Polymer Back Chairs. Flexible
backrests with built-in lumbar
support, the Polymer Back Chairs
are customizable by color to match
your space.
• Contoured backrest shaped to
fit the contours of the body
• Lumbar support allows increased relaxation of the back
• Flexible, polymer backrest
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Mesh

Mesh office chairs are a great option for office seating, or contemporary home office furniture. The ergonomic design of each of our
swivel chairs provides quality comfort at an unbelievable price.
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24 Hours Multi Shift /
Heavy Duty
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When you need to choose a heavy duty office chair, Fenwick chairs are the perfect choice for intensive
use by one person throughout the workday, or 24/7 applications for a chair that will see multiple users
on different shifts. Upgrades include heavy duty mechanism, base, gas cylinder, casters and protective
vinyl edging on backrest.

Stacking/Nesting

Horizon Furniture has a huge selection of stacking and nesting chairs! We have plastic, mesh, upholstered chairs and wood stackable chairs; economy
stacking chairs and upscale executive look stack chairs; contemporary or traditional styles. Whether you're looking for vinyl or fabric upholstery;
whatever your budget, Horizon has the stack chair for you!.
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Stools

Horizon Furniture's huge collection of stools ensures you'll find just the right one for your needs and your budget. We have stools for the office, medical stools, lab stools, industrial stools, and just about any other kind of stool you could ever need.
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Bar
Stools

Cafeteria
& Dining
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Reception

The reception or waiting area of your business is the first impression that anyone visiting is going to get. This space
should be the most important area of your business and you should worry about decorating it with care. You
always want to create the right first impression! You want to portray a reception area that reflects your business
style and reception furniture is the best way to reflect that style, greet customers, and show who you are and
what you can do for your clients. When choosing reception chairs and office reception furniture you want to look
for commercial quality and you want to be sure that the reception area furniture is recommended for commercial
use.
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Crave

Contemporary design combined with intuitive, easy to use controls create a perfect balance of comfort, support and ergonomic adjustability.
CRAVE™ is a series of ergonomic task seating from HORIZON CONTRACT offering a contemporary, tailored yet practical work chair solution for a
wide variety of applications. The traditional appeal and comfort of a fully upholstered chair is artfully combined with the latest advances in ergonomic adjustability to create an outstanding value. Ease of use, quality, dependability and affordability were the driving factors in the design of this
series. You won’t want to be without it!

Rhea

Sitting in static posture for prolonged periods of time can increase stress in the back, neck, arms and legs, and add a great amount of pressure to
the back muscles and spinal discs. Ergonomic chairs reduce back pain. Proper neutral seating in a well-constructed chair can help reduce fatigue
and discomfort, and prevent the risk of injury, and increase productivity. Let Rhea™ help you take the correct ergonomic position.

Supportech

Supportech Series seating combines advanced ergonomic technology with unique design and quality materials to deliver the ultimate in seating
comfort. From general operator seating to intensive use multi-task and ergo executive seating, the Supportech™ Series is always the right choice.
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Cierra

High design combines with function to make the Cierra™ series an outstanding value. Cierra's exceptional, solid and durable construction ensures
many years of reliable performance. Two back heights and three mechanisms allow you to choose the chair that’s right for you and your pocket.

Activ

If you're looking for complete comfort throughout your working day, your best bet is to invest in an ergonomic office chair. Activ Seating is meant to
prevent operator fatigue and increase productivity; but that doesn't mean you have to be boring with your office chair! All office chairs are not created to equally provide users with ample, total body support throughout their working day. We have everything from leather executive chairs to mesh
ergonomic office chairs. Browse through our entire selection of ergonomic office chairs to find the right one for you!
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Rushton

Rushton series seating was designed to accommodate as many user sizes as possible. Ergonomic seating solutions are not just about dimensions,
but if some chair features are not the right size, users may never get the proper support they need as they change postures. In addition to the
scaled proportions of this series, each chair has many adjustable features that allow a user to customize the fit of the chair for their own body and
preferred postures.

Opus

Opus series seating is value for your money! A wide variety of mechanism and armrest options and a complete range of accessories make Opus™ series
seating completely customizable to suit your needs. Choose from a vast selection of quality fabrics to create the look that is right for you.
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Aspen

Aspen series seating is value for your money! Ergonomic adjustments and comfort contoured, injection molded and dual density foam provide
support and encourage proper posture for increased comfort and productivity. Aspen™ seating is completely customizable, allowing you to select
the features and accessories that you need without paying for the ones you don’t.

Era

Introducing the Era Series, the newest line from Horizon Furniture. The A-57, and A-58 EraTM chairs are a mid height mesh back, with standard black
fabric seats, and grey frames. Optional coloured backs are available to brighten up any office.
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Fenwick

For heavy duty use, you need to choose a heavy duty office chair. Fenwick chairs are perfect for intensive use by one person throughout the workday, or 24/7 applications for a chair that will see multiple users on different shifts. Upgrades include heavy duty mechanism, base, gas cylinder,
casters and vinyl protective edging on backrest.

If you're looking for colours check out the website at

www.horizon-furniture.com.
Fabulous fabrics and vibrant colours are available for many styles.
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T-Zone

T-Zone “e-volved” Seating. The T-zone is identified as the area where the spine meets the shoulders (where the body forms the shape of the letter
T). The spinal vertebrae in this region are known as the Thoracic vertebrae. The T-Zone™ chair is ergonomically designed to allow increased freedom
of movement throughout the thoracic area of the spine without giving up the comfort and support your body needs. Advanced lumbar support, side
bolsters and injection molded foam seat complete the body cradling effect of the Horizon T-Zone™ chair.

MaxX StaxX

Introducing the new MaxX StaxX from our Activ™ Series. MaxX StaxX™ is ideal for meeting rooms, offices and reception areas, cafeterias, lecture
halls and just about anywhere flexible, versatile seating is required. The seat and backrest are made from fibre reinforced molded polypropylene for
exceptional durability and ease of cleaning. Finished in black with a 4 leg, elliptical, powder coated black frame. Add comfort and elegance with the
upholstered seat option. Choose from our vast selection of in stock fabrics.
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Coventry

Coventry is a light scale guest chair. Molded black polypropylene armcaps enhance the comfort and durability of the chair. Seat and backrest are
upholstered. Durable black 4-legged base is standard. Available in fabric, vinyl and leather. Also available with casters.

Shoptech

The Shoptech Series from HORIZON is designed for the specific and varied needs within an industrial or health care setting including ESD (electrostatic dissipating), clean rooms and wipe down applications. With high quality components and products suited for virtually any application, HORIZON is your partner for ergonomic comfort and productivity. Shoptech seating has the solution for your medical lab, production floor, shipping office,
dispatch centre and a variety of other environments.
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Premium

The Premium series is designed for those who demand a lot from their task and operator seating. Quality construction and versatility add up to
value. Contoured seats & backs, combined with ergonomic adjustability, deliver hours of comfort and years of dependability.

Belmont

Belmont’s contoured seats, back cushions, and upholstered armcaps, offer all-day comfort and support. Belmont’s tubular frame design and stylish
contemporary look complement the workplace. With the Belmont™ series, comfort and affordability are within easy reach.
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Office Seating
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Lounge Seating
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Active Seating
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Nesting/Teaming Seating
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Stools
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Sky Stool
Jusky is a unique stool for healthcare, with a
seat and tablet proportionately designed for
maximum comfort and ease of use. Though
geared towards exam rooms, waiting rooms,
laboratories and administration offices, Jusky
is adaptable and functional in a wide variety
of environments. Where infection control is
important, Jusky’s seat can be upholstered
with Siliform®, Keilhauer’s patented process for
using silicone as an upholstery.
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Outdoor

Education
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REKO™

Task & Conference Chair
Reko is an everywhere chair designed to perform
well in a variety of applications. Its single shell
construction, slim profile, and mix of durable
materials combine to create a contemporary,
comfortable seating solution. Reko is ideal for
computer labs, conference/training rooms, and a
variety of casual meeting spaces. Make Reko the
go-to chair for your next project.

CAPRI™

Mid Back Conference Chair
Capri has been a go-to for years not just because it’s incredibly comfortable, which it
is, but also because the quality and feature set are unmatched for the
price. The upholstered cushion features comfortable contoured foam seat. Combined
with a smooth synchro-tilt mechanism and mesh back, it’s easy to see why Capri is a
crowd favorit

MILAN™

Task Chairs
The Milan chair collection is all about comfort and value. Featuring an extra thick molded foam contoured upholstered seat,
users love its all-day comfort. Choose 3-paddle synchro tilt or an
intensive use 5-paddle multi-function mechanism.

ME!™

Task Chairs
The Me! collection offers the ultimate scalability with two task chair models, a 4-leg
guest chair, and a mobile nesting
chair. If consistent aesthetic is important to your customer, Me! is the right place to
start. Me! task chairs are available mid- or high-backed with a 3-paddle synchro-tilt
mechanism. The Me! High Back Task Chair also features an independently adjustable lumbar support. Regardless of your application, the Me! collection offers a very
competitively priced solution.

ARDI™

Mid Back Conference Chair
The Ardi chair is like a good pair of jeans, it dresses up or
down and is perfect for a variety of spaces or events.Ardi’s
form is clean and contemporary. The back features subtle
horizontallines for an appealing aesthetic. Available with white
or black EcoLeather polyurethane upholstery.
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ZEPPA™

Budget
Friendly

Task Chairs
The Zeppa chair family brings together the best in
functionality, aesthetics, and price point. The synchro tilt
mechanisms are smooth and stable. Zeppa’s unique back
mesh and Camira fabric seat cushion create a product
that’s both beautiful and incredibly comfortable.
For conference and light work applications, the Zeppa
Simple Task chair is a great solution.

Me!™

The Me! Nesting chair is perfect for training spaces and multi-purpose rooms. With a height-adjustable ratchet back and a waterfall style upholstered
seat, the Me! nesting chair provides all-day comfort.

Whether the activities in your space change by the hour, or remain consistent throughout the day, the Monaco collection delivers. Monaco’s lightweight yet sturdy design is perfect for cafés, multi-purpose rooms, breakrooms, and event spaces throughout your building. Monaco blends performance with practicality. The perforated contoured back provides just the right support, and the upholstered fabric seat maintains comfort for a
longer term sit, making it the ideal solution for frequently changing spaces.
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Conference & Management Seating

www.globalfurnituregroup.com
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Work + Task Seating
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Conference
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Conference

Mesh Seating
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Guest Seating
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Stools
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Hospitality & Banquet Seating

Heavy Duty + 24HR Office Seating

Academic

Industrial Seating
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Stacking & Nesting Chairs

Accessories
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Stools (2)

Benches

Spyker™ is a refined, high
quality and lightweight
stacking chair that can be
used both indoors and out.
Spyker armchairs don’t
skimp on size and are comfortable enough for hours
of people watching, or a
long overdue catch up with
a friend.

NEW*

#6790 - Armchair
#6791 - Armless chair
#6756 - Chair Dolly
W19.75 x D23.25 x H9.75 IN
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"The Simple Three"
Atto, Task Chair

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black frame with matching black mesh and arm pads or white frame with gray mesh and arm pads.
Base: Nylon 5 star base.
Seat upholstered in fabric. Optional fabrics available.
Weight activated mechanism with seat slider adjustment (2”)
Tilt: 4 lock positions.
Height adjustment: Pneumatic seat height adjustment (4”).
Arms: Height adjustable (2.75”), arm pad slider (2.75”) and arm pad pivot.
Seat: 2” thick polyurethane contoured seat.
Width-(at arms) 26.75”, (between arms) 19.5”, height: 37.5”-41.5”, seat height:17.25”-21.5”, seat depth: 17”19.25”, seat to top of back: 21”.
Weight capacity: 275 lbs.
Shipping weight: 41.0 lbs.
Ships: Ready to assemble to minimize transportation carbon footprint.
Limited lifetime warranty.

Zetto, Task Chair

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black frame with matching black mesh and arm pads.
Base: Nylon 5 star base.
Advanced Synchro-Tilt with seat slider adjustment (2”).
Tilt: 5 lock positions with side tension crank.
Height adjustment:
Pneumatic seat height adjustment (4”).
Arms: Height adjustable (2.75”), arm pad slider (2.75”) and arm pad pivot.
Seat: 2” thick polyurethane contoured seat.
Upholstery: Seat upholstered in fabric. Optional fabrics available.
Dimensions: Width: (at arms) 27”; (between arms) 20”; height: 39.5”-43.5”; seat height: 18”-22”; seat depth:
17.5”-19.75”; seat to top of back: 21.5”.
Weight capacity: 275 lbs.
Limited lifetime warranty.

Eon Task, Guest and Conference Chairs

Width-(at arms) 28”, (between arms) 20.25”,
height: 38.25”-43”, seat height:17.25”-22”, seat
depth: 18.5”-20.5”, seat to top of back: 22.86”.
Weight capacity:
300 lbs

Width-(at arms) 28”, (between arms) 20.25”,
height: 38.25”-43”, seat height:17.25”-22”, seat
depth: 18.5”-20.5”, seat to top of back: 22.86”.
Weight capacity:
275 lbs.

Width-(at arms) 28”, (between arms) 20.25”,
height: 38.25”-43”, seat height:17.25”-22”, seat
depth: 18.5”-20.5”, seat to top of back: 22.86”.
Weight capacity:
275 lbs.

The Eon line consists of task, conference and side chairs available in both black and white frames with many upholstered fabric options. Fully
featured with natural lumbar, seat slider, advanced syncro-tilt, comfy cushion, polished aluminum base, 6-way adjustable arm for task, polished
aluminum stationary arm for conference, and unparalleled value.
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Guest Seating

Lecture Hall Seating
See Tandem Seating
on pages K61, K69,
and K81 too.
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Lab Seating and Stools
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Cafeteria

Lounge Seating
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Stacking & Nesting Chairs
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Auxi
The design of the Auxi seating
collection incorporates reinforced
adjustable lumbar support. With
its many custom adjustment
possibilities, Auxi supports your
posture in comfort all day long.

Flashback

The versatility of the Flashback visitor chair by Artopex makes
it the essential solution for the entire work environment.
In office, training room, classroom, break room, reception
and cafeteria settings, Flashback delivers.Storage is easy for
Flashback using the storage cart available for stacking models.
And simply flip the seat to allow nesting models to be stowed
easily.

BROCHURE LINK
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Seating fabrics
and finishes ...
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Blitz
Blitz simplifies your choice by
providing all the benefits of a
superior ergonomic chair.
The ingenuity of the automatic
seat-tilt adjustment makes the
perfect fit virtually intuitive. With
its breathable mesh backrest and
comfort options such as a headrest
and lumbar support, Blitz blurs the
line between work and relaxation.

Dotcom

Built for intensive use
Available in task and executive models, the
Dotcom office chair by Artopex allows for the
possibility to personalize the ergonomic components and adjustment mechanisms. Thanks
to the Ultra-Flex® Technology, Dotcom office
chairs are built for intensive use.

Hanso

A timeless design
The Hanso chair has your back during long
meetings. Its timeless and elegant design
stands out around the conference table.

Soft

The latest technology for optimal support
Available in task and executive models, the
Artopex Soft chair redefines comfort. The latest
technology is put to excellent use in the backrest, providing optimal support with unique
adjustable angles and cooling air circulation
with soft polyester mesh.
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Loveflex

Customizable for the task and the user
Available in task and executive models, the
Loveflex task chair by Artopex is the perfect
blend of engineering and design. Choose the
seat, back, armrests, adjustment mechanism
and base to customize your chair to your work
tasks and your stature.

Sentinel

Long term comfort
The Sentinel office chair by Artopex is in harmony with the mission of today’s business professionals. Available in several sizes, the chair Sentinel is suitable for different shapes and statures.
No matter how many hours you spend at the office, Sentinel will keep watch over your comfort.
This chair is available in task and executive models.

Vortex Mesh

The Vortex Mesh office task chair by Artopex
combines comfort with ergonomic details for
sure choice in office chairs. A breathable flexible mesh back rest and the moisture-wicking
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fiber layer of the seat are key to its comfort.
Its many configurations allow everyone in the
office to benefit. The Vortex Mesh executive
office chair has a head rest for added comfort.

Vortex

With its contemporary sleek rectilinear design,
the Artopex Vortex office chair marks an evolution in comfort and ergonomics. Featuring
Artopex Ultra-Flex® Technology to eliminate
pressure points, a moisture-wicking fiber to
eliminate the accumulation of humidity and
mechanisms to ensure multiple configurations;
the Vortex chair is suitable for all users and for
a wide variety of work environments. This chair
is available in task and executive models.

Beam Seating

Flashback

The Flashback beam seating system by Artopex brings comfort and style
to the waiting room. Combine two, three or four elements to create
custom seating solutions: plastic or upholstered chair seats and backs
(with or without armrests) and laminate tables.

Headliner

The Headliner beam seating system is the durable choice for all types
of waiting rooms. With configuration choices of 2, 3 or 4 places with
plastic and/or upholstered seat and back as well as table and armrest
options, the Headliner beam system is comfortable and flexible.

Passenger

Whether for airports, train stations, hospitals or
other busy waiting rooms, Voyager beam seating
system by Artopex offers a versatile beam seating
system perfectly suited to high-traffic areas.
Voyager’s modular design system is both durable
and comfortable, with seating, tables, ottomans and
footrests that combine easily to create a multitude of
possible configurations.

Voyager

The Headliner beam seating system is the durable
choice for all types of waiting rooms. With configuration choices of 2, 3 or 4 places with plastic and/or upholstered seat and back as well as table and armrest
options, the Headliner beam system is comfortable
and flexible.

See Tandem Seating on pages K53, K69, K81 too.
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Visitor Seating

Alexia

A refined design visitor chair
Alexia can easily be integrated into a conference room or even as a visitor chair. Its 360-degree swivel mechanism offers comfort and mobility.
Whether it features a wooden, a cross base, or simply on casters, Alexia
will coordinate perfectly with any style of environment!

Crema
Dotcom

The versatility of Dotcom office chairs by Artopex means you can use it
in every space throughout your offices, including pairing visitor seating
with task and executive seating. Personalize each Dotcom office chair
for a tailored fit with a choice of four widths and four heights.

Graceful and modern, the Crema by Artopex is a stackable visitor chair
with style. Choose from black or white laminate or a natural maple finish to complement your design. The collection also includes a stool with
a contemporary low-back design. Cafeteria chair, office visitor chair,
waiting room chair – the versatile Crema can play almost any role… and
do it with style.

BROCHURE LINK

Frill

Bring your space to life with Frill. The beauty of its vibrant colors and unique
silhouette provide a fresh visual effect. Frill is the seating solution for office, cafeteria
and waiting spaces.
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Brochure Link

Headliner Lite

Headliner visitor seating is a star in any workplace. No
matter the setting – office, training room, classroom, break
room, reception, waiting room or cafeteria – Headliner
visitor seating performs brilliantly.

Kub

The Kub seating collection elegantly welcomes visitors with its unique design. Easily integrate the comfort of Kub into your space with a choice
of mesh and fabric colors.

•
Elegantly welcome your

•

visitors.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Choice of backrest : round or square,
breathable mesh or upholstered.
The backrest adapts to your posture thanks
to its pivoting frame.
Upholstered seat with a waterfall front.
Choice of casters or glides.
Stackable model, easy to move and storage.
Optional writing tablet.
GREENGUARD Gold certified.
BIFMA tested and approved.
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Loveflex

Available with sled
base, Loveflex visitor
seating by Artopex
offers unparalleled
comfort thanks to
Artopex’s exclusive
Ultra-Flex technology.
A great choice for
offices, training rooms,
classrooms, cafeterias
and waiting areas.
And, so many colours
and fabric choices
from which to choose.

•
•
•
•
•

Moisture-wicking
fiber eliminates
humidity.
A varied choice of
back heights and
seat widths.
Sled base.
Tested BIFMA 5.1.
GREENGUARD Gold
certified.
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Minimax

Ideal for classrooms,
libraries, cafeterias
and waiting rooms,
the Minimax visitor
chair by Artopex is a
stylish and hardworking choice.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Stacking chairs with
a “handle grip” or
standard back.
Sled base.
With arms or without arms.
The ganging bracket
option on sled base
(on models without
arms) to join the
chairs together.
Tested BIFMA 5.1.
GREENGUARD Gold
certified.
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Olé
A visitor chair that combines comfort and design
Awaken your passion for
design with Olé and its distinctive profile that speaks
to current trends. Its shell
is available in wood veneer or plastic in a variety
of vibrant colors.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Italian design.
Available in wood finish
or molded plastic.
Choice of vibrant and
trendy colors.
Pyramidal or 4 metal
legs.
Seating can be enhanced with a cushion.
GREENGUARD Gold
certified (plastic chair
only).

Vortex
With its contemporary
rectilinear design, the
Vortex office visitor chair by
Artopex marks an evolution
in Artopex’s high level of
comfort. One design, many
configurations and the
Vortex office chair is suitable
for a wide variety of work
environments.

•
•
•
•
•

Moisture-wicking fiber
eliminates humidity.
A varied choice of back
heights and seat widths.
Sled base.
Tested BIFMA 5.1.
GREENGUARD

Vortex Mesh
The Vortex Mesh visitor chair by Artopex combines comfort with ergonomic details. A breathable
flexible mesh back rest and the moisture-wicking fiber layer of the seat are key to its comfort. Pair
with the Vortex Mesh executive office chair to complete the office. The collection’s flexibility and
choice of components allow for design uniformity throughout the space so everyone can benefit
from its comfort.

•
•
•
•
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Moisture-wicking fiber eliminates humidity.
Choice of fixed arms.
Sled base.
Tested BIFMA 5.1.

Expresso
The Xpresso visitor chair by Artopex
has a young and lively design in an
easy-care chair. Available in a variety
of colors and configurations. Tough,
functional and easy to handle. The
Xpresso visitor chair redefines the allpurpose stackable chair. Also available
in a stool version.
• Reinforcements for the back legs
and a monoshell seat / backrest
make the Xpresso very robust.
• Easy maintenance - no screws or
rivets and easy to clean materials.
• Chrome finish base, 4 leg chair or
stool.
• Light and stackable.
• Arms with polyurethane armrests
and an upholstered seat are
available.
• Tested BIFMA 5.1.
• GREENGUARD Gold certified.
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Lounge Seating

www.globalfurnituregroup.com
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Tandem Seating

See Tandem Seating on pages K53, K61, K81 too.
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With a rich culture of engineering and innovative know-how, Bouty continually strives to offer clients furniture that is ergonomically
and aesthetically designed while never compromising comfort and durability.
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idesk, a distinctive alternative.
Guest and Side Chairs
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idesk, Seating Series
muse

MUSE created by designer Alexandros Stasinopoulos,
this design won IDEA, iF and Red Dot awards with its
whimsical seating solution for breakout, cafe, outdoor
dining and casual meeting areas. The simple concept
of 2 solid colored shells and 3 different colored interchangeable legs
allows for 6 polychromatic combinations. An optional seat cushion
with a choice of 1000’s of Momentum fabrics and a small coffee table
complete the line.

curva

designed by Milan architects Bartoli Design
for conference, executive, lounge and hi-task
categories. the structure is available in two
visually distinctive materials: solid aluminum
in brushed titanium finish or glass reinforced
nylon in matte finish. arm or armless. the seat is metallic graphite mesh
or Monza graphite black leather. hi-back head rest in Monza black
leather. the precision mechanism complements the pure aesthetics.

crazy horse
curvinna

by Si Shang Design. ideal for executive
settings as side chair, seminar and
dining. matches in materials and mesh
to curva collection. construction: cast
aluminum back legs and arms. steel tube
seat frame and front legs with black plastic glides. glass-reinforced
nylon structure back frame. legs painted in titanium color and arms in
brushed aluminum finish. ANSI/BIFMA-tested & Greenguard-certified.
limited lifetime warranty.

tikal

internationally renowned architect
Claudio Bellini created the tikal series to
be a spirited addition to idesk’s seating
line. natural applications are as desk
side chairs, events, reception areas and
outdoor cafes. the complimentary bar stools fits well with bars and
high work tables. the shells come in 5 vibrant colors or upholstered in 3
colors. chair mounted on either four leg, spider, sled or bar stool base.
sled base & four leg stack up to 20 high on cart

ambarella

advanced synchro-tilt with seat slider, 3
locking positions, natural lumbar, 4-way
adjustable arms, aluminum base and
back j-bar structural metal backframe.
textile options and in-stock program.
ANSI/bifma/greenguard certified.
made with 35% post-consumer & 16%
aggregate recycled content and replaceable slip-cover. limited lifetime
warranty
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the crazy horse series comes with
an american ash, solid wood frame
available in agate grey, court walnut,
natural ash and tuxedo black with
a contoured foam seat cushion in a
variety of momentum fabrics. designed
by internationally renowned architect
Claudio Bellini

oroblanco

task chair: advanced synchro-tilt /
seat slider / one locking 3-flow stop
positions / natural lumbar 6-way
adjustable arms / aluminum base
and mechanism. side chair: optional
casters, training chair: optional arms, folding tablet and understeat
basket. leather and textile options and replaceable slip cover ANSI/
BIFMA certified. frame in black or white. limited lifetime warranty

pommerac

IDEA and iF award-winning designer HanYi
Huang has created a chair collection
consisting of sled base/ganging devise,
four leg and bar stool models for events,
cafeterias, and training. even in multiples,
the chair’s minimalist design complements
the architectural space. offered in black or white shells with mirrorpolish, chrome-plated steel legs and optional black or white seat pads,
the series is simply an elegant design. the sled & four-leg versions stack
20-high on trolley.

Swivel

Bar Stools

Cahoots
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Stacking/Guest (con't)

Fimesse Bariatric

Golf

Miniflex

Ocelot

Sense

Penta

Zest
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Sense Dolly (holds 20)

Lounge/Hospitality

Ergo-Media

Jupiter

Maya
See Tandem Seating on
pages K53, K61, K69 too.

Connect

"Jupiter"

Mars

"Mars"
Venus

Available in lots of great colours and textured fabrics.
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Executive

Conference

I82 - Swurve
Seating

6C

Side Chairs

Stacking Chairs
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J1

Get comfortable in Tayco’s
signature J1 task chair. Truly
designed to support users
throughout the workday with
fully functioning lumbar support, synchro-tilt mechanism
this is the ultimate in back
support. Featuring a 3D armrest,
and optional seat slider. J1’s
light aesthetic is combined with
a breathable mesh back.
Specs
Mesh back
Dual Surface Casters
Optional aluminium base
Fixed arm option for conference
rooms

M1

The M1 chair with nesting capabilities and a flex back, provides
the ideal solution for guest
and training seating. The M1
back tilts up to 10° encouraging
movement allowing comfort
when seated for long periods of
time. Its flip up seat and space
saving abilities make it an ideal
partner to Tayco’s One Touch
table. The simple clean design is
at home in any office.
Specs
Mesh or plastic back
Dual Surface Castors
Folding Seat
Flexback with torsion spring
reclines up to 10°

Mars
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Mars is a light and versatile
family of meeting, visitor and
conference seating. The Mars
range consists of a four-legged
and cantilever chair that can
be specified with or without
arms. The steel frames can be
requested in either chrome
or painted to black. The chair
offers a unique aesthetic
that is modern and practical.
Specs
Stacks four high
Four-legged available with or
without castors
Polypropylene back
Chrome or black base

Seating

Task

Lots of variety in seating
from soft, comfortable
lounging options to private,
task-focused solutions

Lounge
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Keilhauer is pleased to offer over 300 choices of textiles and leathers for furniture or as cut yardage. Wide selection of
textiles, patterns and colours in a variety of fibre contents. Browse upholstery options online at keilhauer.com
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Sofas

Benches
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Ottomans

Sofa

•
•
•
•
•
•

sleek, ergonomic low back
high density foam for firm, but comfortable seat
and long life
11” foam back with 1 arm return
Optional power available in base
Sizes vary to fit Oasis units
12 Standard fabrics

Adjustable Height Phone Booth Stool
• 15”l x 16”w x 25”-35”h
• Pivoting seat leg provides dynamic movement
• Piston release handle to raise or lower seat
• Rates up to 300lbs
• Simple two step assembly
• Available in blac seat and base
Standard Fabrics

•
•

Specialty fabrics are possible ... sample
must be submitted for approval at time of
quote and must suit vertical application
Polyester or wool, woven fabrics
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Standard Laminates

•
•

Wool/felt texture provides best sound
absorption
Must have backing; Oasis Soft units
require foam-backed fabrics.

Standard Powder Coats

•
•
•
•

15/16 oz /linear yard weight works best
Patterns matched when possible
Minimum 54” wide roll
Minimums will apply

Sofa / Settee

Stools
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Pouf

Bear, Duck, Pig, Camel, Fox, Elephant, Dog, Cat

Create your own zoo with the animal poufs by SIXINCH®. These soft foam pets can be used as a seat, accent furniture or sculpture. Easily moveable
and durable enough for kid’s play, this pouf perfectly compliments any children’s space.
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Element Active
Seating
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Promote well-being and increase concentration with the pivoting Log stool by Artopex.
Log is the ideal solution to encourage well-being in your work environment. The versatile height adjustable stool stimulates the core muscles and helps to improve blood circulation and posture

Available exclusively in Canada
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Lounge
Pixley™

Pixley’s asymmetrical, organic curves soften and adapt, defining
space without separation. Grouped together or individually, use
Pixley collaborative upholstered soft seating to create your vision.
Elevate your teleconference and video sharing spaces. Fill reception
areas or make an intimate conversation nook. Pixley adds comfort
and efficiency, nurturing collaboration. Mix colors, fabrics, textures,
and styles for a fresh, organic ambiance. Use Pixley benches with
backs to define space and add privacy. Include the Stadium Shelf
to create a highly functional, multi-tiered collaboration solution.
Power and USB charging options are right at hand
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Hex Stool
Based on the age-old
milking stool design, the
Hex brings a modern
twist and flair. The use
of Sixinch’s minimalistic
coated foam, combined
with the natural effect
of the wooden frame,
creates a special kind of
tension. The Hex can also
be upholstered and is
available in three different
sizes and heights. The
hexagonal shape and
lightweight features give
this seat full flexibility. The
soft foam cushions you
while granting firm support
for whatever you place on
top of it.
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Arrows 1-5

Are you heading in the
right direction? Arrows by
SIXINCH® is available in
either a straight or curved
arrow shape along with a
complementing ottoman.
Arrows add fun to any
environment! Creating a
collaborative space has
never been easier.
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Cubik Bench

Waiting areas don’t have to be
uncomfortable or dull. The
Cubik Bench transforms the
space with the soft upholstery
feel of the residential home.
Defined by the square resemblance in the armrests and sled
legs, the bench can be simple or
unique with different upholstery
zoning options available.
Available in two different sizes.

Letters

Can you spell, C-O-O-L? Belgian
designer, and SIXINCH® co-founder,
Pieter Jamart took his inspiration from Switzerland-designed
typeface, Helvetica (est. 1957).
Mix and match these letters to
spell your business, city or library’s
name. Or, excite your employees
or students with words like “learn”
and “dream.”

mix and match
letters for
endless
creativity
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Parterre

Flourish with the Parterre, a modular
bench with museum ready elegance.
Parterre is finished in FlexPlus™ coating.
The bench features 4 unique pieces that
can be configured to create unique seating
arrangements. Ornate curves make the
parterre a standalone piece of art in any
atmosphere. Available in any of our 30
standard FlexPlus™ colors or customize to
fit your brand visual.

Split

The Split is a new bench offered by SIXINCH™ that features a visual split in the seat top design.
In settings where boundaries can be issues, the split can be used as a visual indicator of
separation. If you attempt to cross the invisible vertical barrier you are bound to hit a forcefield.
Keep to your side of the bench with Split.
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Cliffy 360

Save space and be daring with the Cliffy 360. This adventurous bench
provides seating on every side, helping maximize seating in public places
such as airports, stadiums, arenas and malls. The soft coated foam brings
comfort to play while the array of color options brings any idea to life.
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Viktr Bench

Subtle angles accent this geometrically driven design. For added texture
build your own with one of our several quilting patterns. Viktr is custom-

izable by zone, pick and choose material and color to create something
truly unique. The Viktr Collection is perfect for outfitting an entire space
with a timeless design.

Male/Female

The universal male and female icons – now in bench
form. Made out of coated soft foam, the Female and
Male benches capture attention in any indoor or outdoor retail/commercial space. Use them to accent the
area or as signs. The benches can be customized with
one of our 30 standard FlexPlus™ colors to successfully
capture any design intent

Louis Bench

Pieter Jamart designed the Louis collection with the
classic Louis XV style in mind. Providing multiple options
to fit each space, the Louis family offers two modern
benches. The Louis XL features a unique, basic seatback while the Louis bench is composed of the simple
elegance of the seat. Available in 30 FlexPlus colors allowing these pieces to be as bold or as pastel as desired.

Rock Elements 1-6

Rock Elements are a carved out polygonal rock benches made from FlexPlus™ coated foam. The sharp edges
mixed with the soft foam create a crisp inviting look.
This multifunctional piece is designed for use in high
traffic spaces like retail, education and public places.
Fasten the lightweight benches in place or allow free
mobility and design flexibility.
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Steen Table

Part of the Steen family, this versatile piece can be utilized as a low bench, table or large ottoman. Cultivate
the earthy feel of the Steen Table with upholstery options or SIXINCH’s special foam coating. The durability
of the FlexPlus™ coating ensures a perfect use for high
traffic, outdoor commercial spaces.

Simplon Bench

Take a seat on one of three benches from the Simplon
collection. All are made from high quality materials and
upholstered with clean distinctive lines. The Simplon
Bench is available in two sizes, a 60 inch and 84 inch
long bench, with an array of customization options
including zoning, quilting patterns and many colors.
Simplon is great for both the subtle minimalist to
colorful expressionist.

Bench 2-6

It’s like a Tetris game you can sit on. The Bench
designed by Pieter Jamart for SIXINCH® is a seating
collection available in six different sizes and 30
standard colors. Made of polyurethane coated
foam, the poufs can be used indoors or out. Suitable
for breakout spaces, hospitals or libraries (they’re
cleanable!).

“We all have creativity in the ‘space between our ears,’ A space 150mm wide or
to put it more illustrative – A good six inches.”
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Guest/Cafe Seating
Basic

Basic necessities bolstered through design. The simplistic approach of the Basic chair lends itself to easy
specification. The chair features a formed beech shell,
(3) standard base styles, optional arms, and stacking
capabilities. Basic adds a blast of flavor with the ability
to FlexPlus™ coat or fully upholster with (11) unique
quilt patterns and optional contrast stitching. Basic to
extraordinary, this chair is what you need for your next
project.
Basic is import only with a
10-12 week lead time.

Brand Promise
SixInch offers our customers
endless creativity, backed
by generations of industry
experience.
We deliver through quality,
creativity and flexibility.
We’re here to help you create,
entertain and work (a little)
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Idea

Featuring beautifully integrated perforated holes or
upholstered seat and back pads, Idea sparks creativity
and connectivity. The hourglass design combines
modern aesthetics with functional design. Easy mobility
is energized with the optional 5-star caster base. Metal
leg, sled and wood bases are also available for maximum
customization.
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Livv Arm

The Livv Arm Chair provides comfort and support with a
wide range of customization options. The unique shape of
the foam shell provides the user a snug seat while being
wide enough to sit in different positions. The numerous
design options, including 20 upholstery colors and 30 colors of specially coated foam, allows designers to let their
imaginations run wild!

Livv Armless

Inspired by a guitar pick, the Livv Armless Chair is perfect
for any rockin’ design space. The single molded shell and
power coated steel legs form a unique shape great for
guest seating. The chair has a limitless amount of customizable options, from 30 FlexPlus™ foam coated colors to
over 20 upholstery options.

Louis IB

Go larger with the Louis IB. A throne fit for a queen that
makes a bolt statement in any room. The Italian handcarved Louis is specially coated with FlexPlus™ – choose
from one of our 30 standard colors, or customize with your
own. The Louis IB is flexible, seamless and hygienic. Relax
on the Louis Sofa or take a seat on the Louis Bench; no
matter the space this large collection has enough options
to fit any environment.
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Mod

Grab-n-Go meets simplicity with Mod. A light-scale chair,
MOD café combines creativity and functionality with easy
mobility. The shell features a prominent opening on the
back for a one-of-a-kind look. Express emotion and add
comfort with an upholstered seat pad.

VSCO

The VSCO chair by Nowy Styl is sure to capture the hearts
of the design world. Featuring a beautifully formed shell
and optional seat pad, this light-scale chair is ideal for
waiting rooms, offices, cafés, and classrooms. Choose
from 3 unique bases and multiple finish options to create
the perfect chair for your next environment.

Freestyle

The Freestyle Handle features a functional cut-out handle
design and ergonomic curves. The Yoga
offers cut-out designs as well, offering a
unique airflow feature. Freestyle is ideal
for customers who value speed and beauty.
Every aspect of the chair has been manufactured for extreme comfort, easy mobility
and personality.

Krib

Krib is a beautifully sculpted side chair that takes on
the likeness of a tulip chair blended with funky modern
aesthetics of SIXINCH® coating and upholstery. Krib is
molded foam with an embedded steel frame that wraps
the body like a soft comfortable glove – almost as good as
the ones your grandmother knit for you.

Link

Link’s overall features and extremely competitive price
point are the highlights for so many specifiers. The seamless polyurethane shell is available in (4) designer-friendly
colors and (5) standard base options. Link offers stacking,
ganging, an optional seat pad that features COM capabilities and a uniquely integrated handle for easy mobility.
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Louis Kids

We’ve taken the lovely Louis I chair and shrunk it down to
be kids sized. This mini-me is made from quality materials,
making it durable and great for high traffic areas. The
specially designed FlexPlus™ coating transforms the seat to
become waterproof, so it’s easy to clean up any mess. At
26 inches tall, the chair is constructed for the play and use
of children. The weight of the chair aides in tip prevention,
keeping it in place when needed.

Scoop

The Scoop family is designed to embrace the user while
offering proper support and flexibility. Scoop is available in
(3) sizes; Scoop, Scoop XL, Scoop lounge and comes with a
variety of base options. The rotating bases allow for different
levels of privacy or scenery which adds an additional layer of
usability and focus for users.Contact for pricing

Wing

Wing tastefully compliments any environment. The singlepiece, completely enveloping shell is extremely comfortable,
versatile and brings an overall aesthetic impact thanks to the
decorative shape of the backrest. The shell features (5) color
options with coordinating under-shell cover, (5) unique base
options, stacking capabilities and an upholstered seat pad
for additional comfort.

Fresh

The Fresh family of chairs brings a simplistic, yet refined
look to any environment. The lighter scale cafe/side
chairs are perfect for high-use environments thanks to
their seamless polyurethane design. The shell features a
beautiful knife-edge detail, optional seat pad with COM
welcomed, multiple shell color options, five base styles,
and the right amount of flex.

Louis 1

Louis I is a contemporary twist on a classic piece that
has been around for centuries. A once regular arm chair
becomes a standout element in any room. From head
to toe, the hand carved Louis is specially coated with a
proprietary formula – choose from one of our 30 standard
colors, or customize with your own. Relax on the Louis Sofa
or take a seat on the Louis Bench; no matter the space this
large collection has enough options to fit any environment.

Louis Armless

The Louis Armless features a detailed classic look juxtaposed by a stylized modern feel. Often the statement piece
in the room, the detail of the Louis is unmatched. Each hand
crafted piece is coated in FlexPlus™ giving it a matte finish
in one of our 30 standard color, or bring your own. Our
FlexPlus™ coating allows each seat to be used indoors and
remain durable in many high-use environments. Also usable
as shown, in controlled outdoor environments.
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ALMG

Designed by Pieter Maes, the lounge chair name evolved
from Al-MG³ – the thinnest aluminium alloy available
to manufacture the chair. This seat brings an element
of origami to life. The shell is made of Al-Mg³ alloy and
the base is a powder-coated steel. The seat can be
upholstered in one of many different colors.

Cliffy 1000
Part of the famous SIXINCH® Cliffy collection, the
Cliffy 1000 has a seat back for even more comfort. The
surprisingly comfortable raised dimensions of the lounge
chair bring a unique element to any commercial space.
The Cliffy 1000 takes contract furniture to a new level of
customization with the choice of 30 standard colors.

Fresh

The Fresh+ chairs are highlighted by the generous
seating surface that allow for multiple postures and
work flexibility. Fresh+ offers an arm and armless version
that is paired with a sleek, minimalist ottoman. Both
chair and ottoman feature (4) unique base options, full
COM capabilities and multiple fabric zones to ensure the
desired look and comfort.

Livv Lounge

LIVV LOUNGE
The unique style of this round, playful shape leads the
way for comfort chair concepts. A carefully crafted
shell on sturdy legs can be used to lounge indoors or
out. Get creative and choose from 30 bold FlexPlus™
coated colors or upholster the shell in one of several
felt colors. Even the powder coated steel legs come in 6
different color options! With the Livv Lounge chair, the
possibilities are endless.

Lounge

Lounge 2 is a chaise designed to withstand the elements
of Mother Nature, making it durable for outdoor
commercial space usage. With the ability to withstand
temperatures of -40° and 185°F, Lounge 2 is suitable for
the wild all-year-round. Indoor spas are a perfect fit. The
Lounge 2 is resistant to water, weather and sunlight.

Tauko

Tauko is a hardworking guest chair designed by Mac Stopa. Inspired by many designs from the 1950s and 1960s,
this seat brings a mid-century modern twist to the room.
Curated from high quality wood and an upholstered
or smooth shell base; it comes in an array of colors to
ensure a fit for any design palette.
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S10-1

Classified as comfortable, the S1 features a simple
inviting seat curve combined with soft foam. Designed
by Pieter Jamart, the S1 is designed for building dynamic
environments. Made from a solution to repel water,
withstand weather and protect against sunlight, the chair
can be used in outdoor spaces.

S3-01

Known for the unique curve of the soft foam seat, the
S3 is a comfortable solution for educational, healthcare
and commercial spaces. The S3 can be used exclusively
in multiple configurations, or combined with similar
seats such as the S1, S1 Elephant or S2 to build unique
arrangements. Made from FlexPlus™, the S3 is capable
of repelling water and protect against harmful UV rays –
perfect for outdoor use..

Simplon

Simplon, the latest design collection from Rainer Mutsch,
features a lounge chair, sofa settee, chaise lounge, and
bench. Great for both the subtle minimalist and colorful
expressionist. Mutsch, utilizing the armrest, inclined
backrest and main seat, created a modular seating
system that can be configured into complex seating
landscapes.

Viktr

Designed in-house by SIXINCH USA, the Viktr line shows
flexibility through customization. Subtle angles accent
this geometrically driven design. For added texture build
your own with one of our several quilting patterns. Viktr
is customizable by zone, pick and choose material and
color to create something truly unique.

Bench Sofa

The Bench Sofa is bound to spice up any space – indoors
or out. The Bench Sofa is a relative of SIXINCH’s Bench
Family, also designed by Pieter Jamart. The Bench
Family sits perfectly in waiting rooms, lobbies or sports
complexes. The Bench Sofa is available in 2 different sizes
and 30 standard FlexPlus™ colors.
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Cubik

The Cubik Lounge Chair blends SIXINCH’s signature flair
for designing playful sculpture-like furniture that isn’t just
fun to look at, but also comfortable to use. Relax in the
plush seat with support from the defined square shape
of the armrests. Built with high quality foam wrapped
around a wood frame and upholstered with professional
techniques.

Gnarly High Back

Gnarly brings a twist to the traditional wing-backed chair.
Structurally wrapped with clean upholstery techniques,
the inner treatment features a comfortable tufted pillow-like insert. Utilize the high-back for spaces needing
a little privacy or capitalize on the low-back’s style and
comfort. Both options feature brushed stainless steel,
return to center base.

Livv Plush

The Livv Plush Chair takes the comfort of the original Livv
Lounge Chair to a whole new level. Adding another layer
of cushion to the already soft foam, Livv Plush provides
the perfect nap space or reading nook. Customize the
chair by upholstering the shell and plush inside with
contrasting colors – or simplify it with a monotone
approach.

Lounge S

Relax and unwind in the sleek Lounge S Chair. Ultimate
comfort is achieved through the curved design resembling the bend of the human body. The Lounge S chaise
isn’t afraid to get wet or be exposed to sunlight all day
long. Tested for extreme temperatures, the Lounge S can
withstand the coldest winter and hottest summer making it a great lounge chair for poolside seating. Common
usage includes spas, pools, outdoor patios and gyms.

S1 Elephant 1

Known for the unique curve of the soft foam seat, the
S1 Elephant is a comfortable solution for educational,
healthcare and commercial spaces. The S1 Elephant can
be used exclusively in multiple configurations, or combined with similar seats such as the S1, S2 or S3 to build
unique arrangements.
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Scoop Lounge

Classified as comfortable, the S1 features a simple inviting
seat curve combined with soft foam. Designed by Pieter
Jamart, the S1 is designed for building dynamic environments. Made from a solution to repel water, withstand
weather and protect against sunlight, the chair can be
used in outdoor spaces.

Simplon Chase

The Simplon family is a collection of sofas, chairs and
lounges with curved arms initiating a warm welcoming
feel. More than just a place to kick your feet up, the Simplon Chaise Lounge can be the focal point of the office
work lounge with the palette of colors available.

Wiggle Worm

Simplon, the latest design collection from Rainer Mutsch,
features a lounge chair, sofa settee, chaise lounge, and
bench. Great for both the subtle minimalist and colorful
expressionist. Mutsch, utilizing the armrest, inclined
backrest and main seat, created a modular seating
system that can be configured into complex seating
landscapes.

Circle Lounge

The round shaped lounge chair is a superb place for a
nap beside the pool or to sip a drink at a lounge. The soft
coated foam provides a comfortable spot to sunbathe or
work in the cozy shape. Customize the Circle Lounge to
meet the vibe of the space with bright colors or subtle
shades. 30 standard FlexPlus™ colors are available, or
choose your own.

Diamond Seat

The glitz and glamour of the stone, meets a sophisticated, modern seat. The Diamond Seat features a raised
dimension of diamond shapes on this surprisingly
comfortable lounge chair. Made of soft foam coated in a
special formula, the seat is designed for high traffic spaces including outdoors. Available in 30 different colors and
two other sizes including sofas.
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Gnarly Low Back

GNARLY LOW BACK
Gnarly brings a twist to the traditional wing-backed chair.
Structurally wrapped with clean upholstery techniques,
the inner treatment features a comfortable tufted pillowlike insert. Utilize the high-back for spaces needing a little
privacy or capitalize on the low-back’s style and comfort.
Both options feature brushed stainless steel, return to
center base.

Louis II Armchair

The Louis II Armchair, designed by Pieter Jamart,
draws inspiration from the classic Louis XV style. The
sophistication from the design fully encompasses the
older persona. The Louis is crafted in Italy and FlexPlus™
coated here in the USA. Feel like a king (or queen) with
this bold throne in the office, hospitality, residential or
commercial spaces. Choose from 30 FlexPlus™ colors to
bring a contemporary, classic feel to your design.

Rocky Chair

ROCKY CHAIR
Designer Rainer Mutsch, inspired by the Austrian Alps,
created the Rocky chair. The Rocky Chair is the result of
Mutsch’s determination to design a comfortable inviting
seat featuring crystalline edges. Made of 100% recycled
PE, the rotomolded Rocky is a bold lounge chair for pool
decks, educational spaces or even the office.

S2 0-1

Known for the unique curve of the soft foam seat, the
S2 is a comfortable solution for educational, healthcare
and commercial spaces. The S2 can be used exclusively in
multiple configurations, or combined with similar seats
such as the S1, S1 Elephant, S2 or S3 to build unique
arrangements.

Scoop XL

Sculpted for contemporary style, molded with casual
comfort. The Scoop family embraces the user while
offering proper support and flexibility. Scoop is available
in (3) sizes; Scoop, Scoop XL, Scoop lounge. Rotational
base options feature different levels of privacy and
scenery, adding an additional layer of usability for users.
Upholster your Scoop Lounge in a beautiful Camira wool
or ask about COM
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Sofa 1

Designed by Pieter Jamart, the Sofa collection closely
resembles the traditional reflection of a sofa. The simpleshape form represents the way we’d draw a sofa, but as
a child. The structured armrests and slightly angled back
bring a unique geometric feel to an otherwise square
shape.

Zigzag 0-1

The ZigZag is fun seating for lounges, waiting rooms,
outdoor patios and breakout spaces. The strong edges
create a unique “zig zag” design feature. Coated in
FlexPlus™, ZigZag can brighten your space with bold
colors or blend in with neutral options. 30 Standard
color options are available, including metallics. We also
have the option to color-match to your brand specific
needs.

Modular / Landscape

Beast

The SIXINCH™ Beast is an 8 piece modular lounge that
brings the “wild” to any environment. Easily arranged,
Beast allows for multiple configurations. Secure pieces
together with ganging straps or tether to the ground.
Uncage the Beast, or don’t, your choice!

Oasis

Oasis by SIXINCH® combines function and style into a
beautiful family of products. Create colorful combinations,
including the ability to mix upholstery and FlexPlus™
coating, on the same piece of furniture making your own
lounge seating a masterpiece. With an integrated charging
station, this modular seat is perfect for a work lounge or
lobby. Functionality, creativity and flexibility – it’s time to
create your own oasis with this five-piece lounge set.

Trinity Jr.

Trinity Junior is a kid’s sized version of the Trinity
modular lounge system. Trinity Junior will compliment
any children’s environment including schools, libraries,
and playrooms. Composed of two seats, an ottoman
and a pouf, Trinity Junior can be used independently or
together.
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Island

The Island is a sculpted, sectional landscape featuring
8 unique pieces. This family of products allows users
the ability to create functional, collaboration spaces in
any lounge or open office space environment. Create
multiple configurations designed to work with the flow
of traffic or to create desired working nooks.

Opposit

The Opposit modular furniture group is a great solution
for transforming open spaces with functional seating
areas. The pieces can be combined together in various
configurations to define different spaces and objectives.
The Opposit family is composed of 5 different pieces
allowing endless arrangements.

Tapa Square

TAPA SQUARE
The contemporary office needs spaces with an informal lounge atmosphere where employees are able to
hold spontaneous meetings in small groups or for just
relaxing. This requirement is met by Tapa – a system of
modular poufs with organic geometric forms designed by
Mac Stopa.
This unique product, available in COM, combines a striking look with clever functionality. A solution whose basic
element is an island consisting of poufs that turn on a
pivot, Tapa combines the functionality of a sofa, chair,
side table, and stool into one unique modular system.

Tapa Round

The contemporary office needs spaces with an informal lounge atmosphere where employees are able to
hold spontaneous meetings in small groups or for just
relaxing. This requirement is met by Tapa – a system of
modular poufs with organic geometric forms designed by
Mac Stopa.
This unique product, available in COM, combines a
striking look with clever functionality. A solution whose
basic element is an island consisting of poufs that turn
on a pivot, Tapa combines the functionality of a sofa,
chair, side table, and stool into one unique modular
system.
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LVL (Levels)

Levels (LVL) represents how tiered seating should look
and function. LVLs functions as traditional tiered seating,
but takes it to the next level by adding more style, comfort, and flexibility. The “easy-to-gang” base attachments
make swapping out and moving a breeze. This is tiered
seating that looks different, functions better and grabs
people’s attention!

River Must Flow

The River Must Flow by industrial designer Karim Rashid,
was inspired by the course of a river. With waves and
turns marked for fluidity and innovative design, the
sofa’s elements can be arranged back-to-back to create
an endless stream of fun!

Trinity

Our best-seller, the Trinity collection is composed of
four individual pieces, two chairs, one ottoman and one
pouf. The Trinity offers endless configuration possibilities
and can be upholstered or FlexPlus™ coated. Create the
ultimate landscape lounge with Trinity.
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Ottomans

Trinity

The Axis wobbles but it won’t fall down. This gumdrop design
mixes fun and functionality – letting you to sit, spin, lean and
rock. Engineered with the perfect convex wood base and
convenient integrated handle, this seat will surely wiggle its
way into your heart.

Gnarly Pouf

GNARLY POUF
Put your feet up or take a seat on SIXINCH’s Gnarly Pouf.
Wrapped with clean upholstery techniques, the pouf’s tuft top
provides comfort. Paired with one of the Gnarly wing-backed
chairs or alone, this rockin’ ottoman screams style in any
hospitality, office or common area.

Victr Ottoman

Subtle angles accent this geometrically driven design. For
added texture build your own with one of our several quilting
patterns. Viktr is customizable by zone, pick and choose
material and color to create something truly unique. Pairs
perfectly with our Viktr Lounge Chair or Sofa collection

Wrapz

Wrapz are a creative way to infuse your design into contract
furniture. Our custom printed furniture allow creators to use
their brand visuals on specified SIXINCH™ furniture pieces. We
currently offer the Wrapz program for the following: Block,
Block 2, Bubble, Gnarly Low Back and Gnarly High Back. Wrapz
are perfect for educational spaces, events and corporate
branding.

Simplon Ottoman

Simplon, the latest design collection from Rainer Mutsch,
features a lounge chair, sofa settee, chaise lounge, and bench.
Great for both the subtle minimalist and colorful expressionist.
Mutsch, utilizing the armrest, inclined backrest and main seat,
created a modular seating system that can be configured into
complex seating landscapes.
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Cubik Ottoman

Prop up your feet on the Cubik Ottoman. When paired with
others from the Cubik collection, the ottoman serves as a
distinguished accent with curved edges – highlighted with
unique upholstery seams. The Cubik Ottoman is upholstered
to a wood frame supported by wood or powder coated steel
sled legs. Spice yours up with COM material or a SIXINCH®
exclusive quilting pattern.

Trinity 3

Our best-seller, the Trinity collection is composed of four
individual pieces, two chairs, one ottoman and one pouf.
The Trinity offers endless configuration possibilities and can
be upholstered or FlexPlus™ coated. Create the ultimate
landscape lounge with Trinity.

Fresh+

The Fresh+ Ottoman is a sleek, minimalist ottoman that
compliments the Fresh+ chairs. Fresh+ chairs are highlighted
by the generous seating surface that allow for multiple
postures and work flexibility. Fresh+ offers an arm and
armless version.

Trinity 3 Jr.

Trinity Junior is a kid’s sized version of the Trinity modular
lounge system. Trinity Junior will compliment any children’s
environment including schools, libraries, and playrooms. Composed of two seats, an ottoman and a pouf, Trinity Junior can
be used independently or together.

Oasis Ottoman

Oasis by SIXINCH® combines function and style into a
beautiful family of products. Create colorful combinations,
including the ability to mix upholstery and FlexPlus™ coating,
on the same piece of furniture making your own lounge
seating masterpiece. With an integrated charging station,
this modular seat is perfect for a work lounge or lobby.
Functionality, creativity and flexibility – it’s time to create
your own oasis with this five-piece lounge set.
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Oasiscollection Furniture Options
Pedestal Table
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3/8” thick steel plate base with 10.5mm corner radius
Base plate 17” or 22” square depending on Oasis unit size
3” square rube column with 9” square flat top plate to attached table top
Tops individually sized for each Oasis unite
Seated or standing height
12 standard power coat colours (see next page)
12 standard laminate top colours (see next page)
Power/USB availabe in top

Oak Frame Table
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tapered splayed wood legs
Table attaches to wall of unit
Tops individually sized for each Oasis unit
Table top corners rounded to mimic curve of Oasis unit
Seated or standing height
7 standard stale colours for legs
12 standard laminate top colours (see next page)
Power/USB availabe in top

Work Surface
•
•

Seated or standing height
12 standard laminate top colours (see next page)

Free Standing Oak
Frame Tables

Seated Heights 29”
Counter Height 36”
Bar Height 42”
30x42 / 30x54 / 30x60 / 30x72 / 30x80
Standard Wood Stains (Table Base)
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Lounge Furniture
Aramis

Create elegant and
modern environments with the
fluid lines and refined design of the
Aramis lounge chair. Versatile and compact, Aramis is the perfect solution for relaxation areas, receptions, or in
an office to welcome visitors. This 26” wide chair can easily be integrated into a variety of spaces.
Choice of back: breathable mesh or upholstered fabric.
Option to select two different fabric colors for the backrest and seat.
Chrome footings
LEVEL 2 certified.

Axel Lounge
A versatile and
comfortable
lounge space

The Axel Lounge collection is designed to integrate
perfectly into collaborative pavilions built with
the Axel tile system. Seating from this collection,
available with or without a backrest, can also be
arranged to create a comfortable and versatile
lounge space.
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Cuadro

Cuadro is the building block for
your next design. Use it individually
or shape lounge space in three
dimensions with 30” geometric
cube chairs that are square for
design, yet round for comfort,
square ottomans and table for
linear designs as well as angled
tables for non-linear layout
possibilities.
• The seat is made of a
hardwood plywood frame
covered with an Ultra-Flex®
membrane, high-density
polyurethane foam and a layer
of moisture-wicking fiber.
• Metal legs or moveable
collaborative configurations
with casters. Quick link system
used to join modules together.
• Choice of ottomans
dimensions and formats:
square, round, triangle or
rectangular.
• Color choices for the chairs
and tables to create a
contrasting visual impact.
• A color accent for the center
division of the table is
available in laminate or metal
finish.
• Chairs and tables available
with optional integrated
power and USB access.
• GREENGUARD Gold certified
(lounge furniture and tables).
• LEVEL 2 certified.

Lots of colour choices for seating
fabrics and finishes; enamel and
laminates.
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Cyrano
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Trendsetting style

Break out of the ordinary with Cyrano
club-style seating to create a lounge
area with both a relaxing ambiance
and stylish elegance. These modular
chairs, love seats and sofas make a
statement in both large open areas
and smaller, more intimate rooms.
Available with or without armrests,
with or without backs. Wherever you
place Cyrano, it will attest to your good
taste.
Design: Suzanne Léger
and the Artopex team
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Dyna
Dyna lounge seating is Lancelot’s more compact
little sister – offered at a more modest price.
Dyna easily fits in your designs for reception
and waiting areas, break rooms and casual
meeting spaces. The Dyna series of armchairs,
loveseats and sofas is available with wood,
aluminum or chrome footings.
A writing tablet option is available.
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Fjord
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Collection of lounge furniture inspired by residential design
With its welcoming appearance, the Fjord collection embodies a sense of calm and well-being and
responds to the distinct values of today’s workforce. Enhance the residential ambiance of your
space by choosing the Fjord loveseat along with a
selection of three table sizes, or the single lounge
chair with a footrest, all available in various color
finishes.
• Lounge furniture collection that includes a
single lounge chair, a loveseat, a footrest and
three tables.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lounge chair available in two backrest heights
(high or medium).
Love seat medium backrest with tubular base.
Polished aluminum cross base or a tubular
metal base available in a variety of colors for
the lounge chair.
Footrest and Fjord tables available in three
models and a variety of colors.
GREENGUARD Gold and
LEVEL 2 certified.

Fjord
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Lancelot

A bit of whimsy, a touch of daring, a dash of
originality and a generous scoop of comfort: that’s
the magic formula for the Lancelot collection.
The armchairs, love seats and sofas are available
in two versions — classic or platform. With its
contemporary design and relaxed ambiance, Lancelot
adds an element of cool to your office.
• Armchairs available with one, two, or three seats.
• The seat is made of a hardwood plywood
frame covered with an Ultra-Flex® membrane,
high-density polyurethane foam and a layer of
moisture-wicking fiber.
• Choice of wood, aluminium, or chrome footings.
• Options of fabrics colors is available among the
Artopex chair fabric chart.
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•
•

A melamine or laminate writing tablet can be added
to the left or right side of the armchair.
LEVEL 2 certified.

Lancelot Platform
It’s table, it’s a chair — a table with a chair, a chair with
a table. The wizardry of the Lancelot Platform system
makes so many combinations possible, you can easily
design the ideal furniture layout.
Compatible with the Air Techno collection, Lancelot
conjures up the alchemy of ease with a delightful mixture
of metal, laminate and fabric.

Perceval
The love seats, armchairs, and sofas from the Perceval lounge furniture
collection will add presence to your relaxation areas with their
architectural and linear configurations. Designed with nobility and good
taste, they are the perfect answer to your quest for a modern decor.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Armchairs available with one, two, or three seats.
All models are available with two fabric colors.
The lower part of the facade is available in fabric or metal.
Choice of wooden or metal footings.
LEVEL 2 certified.

The seat is made of a hardwood plywood frame covered with an
Ultra-Flex® membrane, high-density polyurethane foam and a layer
of moisture-wicking fiber.
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The armchairs, love seats and
sofas of the collection stand out
by the sculptural
simplicity of their squared forms.
Distinct design solutions are
offered to enable
you to personalize your Perceval
lounge furniture. Complete your
reception area or
lounge space with an occasional
table with metal footing from the
same collection.
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Bouty designs and manufactures office chairs and accessories for a broad
spectrum of both public and private clients. With a rich culture of engineering
and innovative know-how, Bouty continually strives to offer clients furniture
that is ergonomically and aesthetically designed while never compromising
comfort and durability.

Organic Link
OLBC

INFINITE POSSIBILITIES Organic Link is the ideal product for places of retreat, informal team meetings and
elegant waiting areas. The optional privacy panels offer
visual and acoustic protection from the open room. The
elements can be combined in a straight line to create a
bench of potentially unlimited length.
Large selection of table covers and finishes:
Seat Widths
18” - 21”
Backrest Height
18” - 23”
Adjustable Headrest Stackable
7 types of privacy panels
allowing for visually and
acoustically isolated spaces
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Whether it’s for the workplace, the learning environment, or the hospitality, retail and leisure sectors, our
portfolio will help transform your space from ordinary to extraordinary.
Committed to Sustainability
Boss Design's commitment to the environment is relentless so they continue to challenge the
design, manufacture and distribution of products with this imperative in mind.

Work Café

Agent

Arran

Isla

Agent Stool

Arran Stool

Isla Table

Paloma*

ATOM Work Cafe

Kruze Stool

Saint*

Callisto Stool

Ola

Chairs and stools come in a variety of fabulous colours, base and shell options, and arm features.
* See the next two pages for inspiration: Page I130 for Paloma colours & features, and page I130 for the Saint style.
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The Paloma family offers
adaptability in a world in
which the old boundaries
that defined the working day
have changed. Ergonomic
comfort combines with
world-class attention to detail
and a choice of finishes and
options to bring you a range
of seating that is every bit as agile as your workplace.

Paloma

Crafted contours enhanced by beautiful upholstery.
With its essential quality and timeless design,
Paloma is tailor-made for the modern workspace.
Paloma is available in three styles:
Meeting (PAL)
Lounge (PLL)
Plush (PLP)

Available with a variety of base frames:
Steel 4 leg
Steel sled
Aluminium 4 star
Aluminium mobile 4 star
Aluminium 5 star with castors
Timber 4 leg option – available Autumn 2020
Metal base frame available in any of the standard 8
Boss RAL colours.
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Saint
Base options
• Four Leg Base
• Skid Base
• Four Star Base (black, polished or
white legs)
• Four Star Base with Castors
• Five Star Base with Castors
Loop Arm
Short Arms (arm pad always black)
No arms
11 frame colours
Stacks 6 high
Upholstered seat pad

•
•
•
•
•

Stacking shroud always black

10 shell colours
• terracotta
azure blue
• purple rain
black onyx
• coral reef
pacific blue
• arctic white
rainforest green
• saffron yellow
slate grey

Task Seating
world’s first
fully certified
task chair

Coza
Height - 900-1110mm
Width - 690mm
Seat Height - 470mm
extraordinary
comfort and
dynamic
support
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4 or 5 star base with choice
of castors or glides

sophisticated,
self-adjusting
work chair

Mea
Height - 960-1080mm
Width - 410mm
Seat Height - 450mm
High, low, or high-back executive
option

Upholstered seat any colour
of fabric or leather

matching or contrasting seat and
backrest liners. Upholstered or
veneered.

Pure White, Graphite Black
or Azure Blue

Weight-balance synchro
mechanism

Special colours may be
available with minimum
order of over 200 units.

Castors or glides.
5 star base -polished aluminum or
polymer in black.

dynamic
support
without the
need
for manual
user
adjustments

Trinetic
Height - 220mm
Width - 650mm
Seat Height - 650mm
Flexible seat and backrest
cradles the user in an
ergonomically-sound
position
With or without arm pads
in black, white and chalk.
Standard black nylon
five-star base with black
castors, but can specify
four or five star glides.

Albany

Alexa

Elegant, compact and stylish to
complement any public area.
Solid oak legs and made in
any suitable fabric or leather;
natural lacquer finish or
painted legs.

The ultimate executive
chair, sleek with an echo of
minimalist design. Collection
includes an armchair, twoseater and three-seater sofas
that all demonstrate superior
upholstery detail. Fabric or
leather.

Bodie

Callisto

DNA

Crisp contemporary lines and
reassuring comfort, with a
respectful hint of 1950’s retro
cool. Distinctive underframe
is made from the finest
quality Walnut.
Armchair, diner chair, bar
stool, compact or large sofa.

Luxury executive chair. You
can create your own unique
DNA from an extensive choice
of bases, finishes and fabric
options. Rour-leg oak base option along with seven painted
frame options provide endless
possibilities.

Practical luxury in a softer
space. Bodie creates an
enduring first impression.
Characterised by the smooth
curve of the sofa’s cushions,
which seamlessly combines
a strong structure with a
simple, organic expression.

Cega
Totally symmetrical in form and
boasting advanced acoustic
qualities, Cega comprises of a
profile cut tubular construction
that features advanced internal heat welded vertical fluted
upholstery. Contoured design
has been intentionally developed to reduce peripheral vision
and external noise, whilst the
open top structure allows for the
correct level of ambient light to
pass through.
Available as a 360 degree swivel
unit for enhanced privacy.

Arthur

Arthur Cityscape

Arthur's striking design is constructed with hard wood frame resting upon
a separate timber underframe. The range includes compact sofa, large sofa
and single seater and is available as high / low back option with a choice of
plain or bump back upholstery.
The modular Arthur CityScape range, allows for a flexible combination
of low and high back providing both intimacy and openness in a single
configuration.

Clarence

Cocoon

Clean lines and an elegant
form make Clarence a must for
any contemporary interior. Its
foam seat and back cushions
provide the durability needed
for contract use whilst not
compromising on style or design. Available in any suitable
leather or fabric.

Cocoon can be used for team
meetings, collaborative tasks or a
base for the day.
It aims to combine the sit and
posture of a traditional desk
and task seat, with the comfort
and feel from a sofa. The high
sides, back and roof provide total
privacy from the surrounding
environment without the need for
interior substructures.

Entente
A new and distinctive
collaborative workspace that
blends corporate needs with
hospitality style. Hardwood
internal frame with CMHR foam
seat, back and lumbar.

Atom Work Booth
The ideal space for individual focused work and to achieve headspace. See the following page for
more "Atom" inspiration.
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Atom Breakout

Atom Meeting

A single unifying family of products comprised of seating, tables and
desks. Developed to bring harmony to the workplace.
Change is constant within dynamic working environments. The ATOM
meeting collection allows workplace designers to create both formal and
informal meeting spaces that facilitate collaboration and the exchange of
ideas and information, through to individual focused work.
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Fairfax
The Fairfax collection is ideally
suited to corporate reception
and executive lounge areas. The
elegant low back design, linear
form and deep buttoned, tapered
seat cushion delivers a refined
range with an impressive level of
comfort.
Armchair, 2 and 3-seater sofa
options.

Isla
Boasting quality, refinement,
care and passion, Isla is a refined
collection of seating crafted to
bring class and sophistication to
any environment.

Hoot
A versatile and playful
accompaniment that offers a
unique aesthetic to look like home
in any reception, breakout, bar
or lounge area. Stools neatly nest
together to create a multitude
of configurations, including
benching and individually shaped
formations.

Luge

Manta

This collection fuses a solid timber
frame in Black American Walnut
or European Oak with linear stitch
detail on the seat and back. Comb
joints and bevelled edge detailing
on the frame completes the
stunning effect.

Ideal for foyers and welcome
areas. Handcrafted luxury with
a contemporary edge, Manta
features a two-seater sofa with
a matching armchair. Superb
level of comfort offered in a low
maintenance solution that is
vital for busy waiting areas.

Armchair or two seater sofa.

Available in a wide range of
fabrics.

Kruze Lounge

Kruze

A striking visual and sitting experience, intelligent design combines with
the finest craftsmanship.
CHAIR OPTIONS:
Wooden base in Oak or Walnut. Natural or painted finishes or polished
aluminium four or five star bases with castors
Available in high or low back.

Marnie
A lounge chair collection which
embodies luxury and style. High
and low back styles with full
body and angular back shape
lending itself perfectly to versatile
upholstery.

Magic is a compact, elegant stool that showcases great design, comfort and is exceptionally practical. It is
ideally suited to informal reception, atrium or meeting and breakout spaces. Available in a selection of fabrics,
leathers and finishes, Magic is suited to purist office environments where it adds splashes of vibrant color that
bring an environment to life.
Magic may be specified as a stool, island unit or coffee table and comes on a chromed base.

Magic

Stool - 460mm h x575mm Diameter
Large Stool - 480mm H x 10000mm Diameter
Table: 345mm H x 800mm Diameter
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Privee

Lounge Seating
Borgo®’s Lounge Seating line offers a wide range of traditional, contemporary and modular pieces. Looking for a centerpiece to a
room, look at the Gold Winning PF3 designed by Pininfarina, or the Naxos. Add some excitement to any space with our Life and
Smile seating.

Amelia
Comfort and simplicity
through its timeless
design.
9831 – Lounge Chair
9832 – Loveseat
9834 – Sofa
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Ascot
Transitional elegance
and comfort of a
tuxedo sofa with a
modern spin.
5111 - Lounge Chair
5112 - Loveseat
5113 - Sofa
5114 - Sofa Bed

Block

Cameron

Cheer

Erica

Modular, for endless
possibilities of new and
unique seating arrangements
. One, two, three seaters
. with or without arms

Sweeping bentwood
arms bringing us to a
place where old world
artistry meet new world
ideology.
2001 - Lounge Chair
2002 - Loveseat
2003 - Sofa

Joyful and contemporary
lines meant to inspire.
2433 - High Back
2434 - Mid Back
2435 - Ottoman

Modular seating
encourages
conversation.
6321 – Lounge Chair
6322 – Loveseat
6323 – Sofa
6325 – Corner
6338 – Curved Bench
6326 - Round
Ottoman
6337 - Square
Ottoman

Jolly

Keaton

Comfort and simplicity Elegant angles result in
through its timeless
a timeless design.
design.
2438L - Lounge Chair
2438C - Loveseat
2438S - Sofa
Options:
. with chrome-plated 2438D - Demi Sofa
or upholstered arms, 2438B - Bench
2438T - Ottoman
or without arms
. four leg, disk or
swivel base.

Life
A contemporary design
merged with the
practicality of modular
interchangeable parts.
LS410 - Armless Chair
LS411 - Arm Chair
LS500 - Bench
LS044 - Corner Bench
LS050 - Ottoman

Milano
For lounges, lobbies,
hotels.
9810 - Lounge Chair

Naxos Acoustic

Nest

Nibia

PF3

Personal privacy and
collaborative.
3895 – Single Seat
3896 – Double Seat
Also - Two Single or
Double Seats options
with Connector Panel
& Tables.

Ultimate comfort.
Options:
Sled, Four Leg Spoke
Base, Four Leg Pyramid
Base or Four Leg Wood
Base
Fully Upholstered Fixed
Tub or Folding Chair

Functionality meet design.
Options:
Five Star Swivel Base,
with Casters; Fixed Height
Disc Base: Four Leg Base:
Spider Swivel Base: Four
Wooden Legs Base.

Creativity fits the space.
60011 - Chair
60012 - Loveseat
60013 - Bench

Mya

Naxos

Simple lines to form a
contemporary and timeless lounge chair
205R - Four Leg Base
205C - Disc Base
205B - Swivel Base

Classical harmony of
the forms and absolute comfort, the two
essential elements
that define Naxos .
3701 - Lounge Chair
3702 - Loveseat
3703 - Sofa
3890 - Coffee Table
3891 - End Table
3892 - Ottoman
3893 - Ottoman
3894 - Ottoman

Point
Robust and weightless,
striking lines.
PT100 - Lounge Chair
PT200 - Loveseat
PT300 - Sofa

Privee
Wrap around seating
to ensure privacy and
acoustic comfort.
. Single or double or
sofa with or without
canopy.
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Privee Wall
Canopy
Privacy when you
need it.
Wall mounted.
Shelf optional.

Saudi
Simple and
comfortable.
3771 - Lounge Chair
3772 - Loveseat
3773 - Sofa

Scala

Smile

A modular multi-level
SML1 - Smile Chair
benching system
SML2 - Smile Two72202 – Two Tiered
Seater Chair
72203 – Three Tiered
SML24 - Smile Table –
72204 – Insider Corner
Laminate Top
72205 – Outside Corner
72206 – 45 Degree Inside
Wedge
-----T – Counter Height
Table

Teorema

Tiffany

Configure and inspire...
endless opportunities
for personal expression.
3501 - Single Seat
3502 - Two Seats
3503 - Three Seats

curved armrests and
simple structure
provides a unique
aesthetic appeal that
can make a statement in any room.
9201 - Lounge Chair
9202 - Loveseat
9203 - Sofa

Scala

Ottomans

Townsend
Simple and clean
design.
6301 - Lounge Chair
6302 - Loveseat
6303 - Sofa
6304 - Armless Chair
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Townsend Elite
Timeless appeal with
a modern feel. Simple
lines with detailed
stitching.
6311 - Lounge Chair
6312 - Loveseat
6313 - Sofa

Walle
Walle moveable panels
optimize environments by
creating private individual
work spaces in a variety of
configurations.
92551 - Right Wall Panel
92552 - Left Wall Panel

Cheer

Cube

Hollaway

Julia

Keaton

Life

Naxos

Ottoman

Privee

Wyatt

Multi-Purpose Seating
Borgo®’s line of Multi-Purpose seating cannot be beat. The Best of NeoCon Award Winning Zero9 offers form, function and limitless options, and the Net chair is capable of stacking 45 chairs high in fewer than 7 feet!

Ari

Attiva

Cell

Eura

Flex

Ingrid

Simple yet elegant.
1810 - Four Leg Base
1811 - Sled Base

Designed for Smart
Classrooms
Optional:
. book baskets
. 5-star swivel or four
leg base
. arms

Simple lines and celluar back practicality.
Natural Beech. Iroko
or Lacquered Painted
Wood Legs

The form of
elegance.Side Chair,
with or without
Tablet

Flexible and resilient.
Options: Four leg,
sled or swivel base;
with or without arms,
Bar Stool - four leg
or Two-Four position
Beam

Ergonomically
designed for comfort
and support: Arm
Chair, side chair or
bar stools with or
without upholstered
seats.

Mork

Net

Papillon

High density, space
saving, stacks 45
high in under 7ft.
Ergonomic, multipose. Removeable
tablets and book
baskets for learning
environments. Arms
optional. Bar stool or
chair.

Practical and stylish.
Folds for easy
stacking/storage.
Polypropylene,
wooden or
upholstered arm
caps. writing tablet,
dual whel casters,
soft tread and selfbraking.

Kentra
Multi Purpose
Design:: A chair that
knows no bounds.
With or without
arms. Swivel or
four-leg base. TwoFive beam option
available.

Mariquita
Comfort meets style
with this lady-bug
inspired design. Great
colours add flair to
any space. Four leg,
sled bases; two-five
beam, bar stool,
counter stool or chair.
arms optional.

Mindy
Trendy and Comfortable. Four leg, sled
or swivel base with
casters.
Polymer with upholstered seat pad.

World of Comfort.
Unique style and
comfort. Four leg
spoke or pyramid
base, swivel base
with casters, four
wooden legs base.
Eight shell colour
options.
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Guest Seating

Tazza

Zero9

Zero9 HD

Contemporary
design: 100%
recyclable. Four leg,
wooden four leg,
sled, four star swivel
bases, bar stool and
two-five position
beam options.

Award-winning functionality: Wide range
of models. Folding.
Polymer back and arms
(optional), upholstered back and arms
(optional), mesh back,
polymer seat and arms
(optional), mesh back
with upholstered seat
and arms (optional).

Adaptable and modern:
With or without arms,
stackable.
Combination of polymer or upholstered
backs and seats. Bar
stool option also available.

Boheme

Fila

Veronica

Contemporary
Design: Sinuous lines
on the shell go well
with several wood
finishes (multi-layered beech), and
the soft cushion that
can be customized in
several finishes.

Uniquely engineered
to create the spirit that
was once the arts and
crafts movement. Side
chairs or arm chairs
that showcase how traditional materials such
as wood can be elegant
and functional.

Arm Chair, or Armless,
upholstered seats,
upholstered or wood
back.

Beam Seating

Borgo®’s Beam Seating is ideal for any waiting room, reception area, or lobby. Available in two, three, four, and five position arrangements, beam
seating is both practical and functional. See partial product descriptions on prior page.

These multi-purpose styles are available in Beam Seating options too.

Flex

Kentra

Union
Two to five positions with arms on ends,
or between each seat, Ideal for any public
waiting area.
Seats and backs made of high quality
cold-rolled perforated steel place (2.5mm
thick). Optional upholstered and padded
back and seat. All metal components are
powder coated in Silver Gray finish.

Mariquita, with table
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Tazza

Auditorium/Theatre Seating

Omnia Evolution
Borgo® specializes in educational seating solutions, for universities and colleges. Borgo® has a wide variety of contemporary lecture hall seating
ranging from the versatile Omnia Evolution to the Thesi swing away seating. The Omnia Evolution’s innovative Anti-Panic Tablet system optimizes
room capacity while creating an unsurpassed classroom environment.

Fisso Table
Individual tables in 2
to 8 seat units. Fixed
tables allow for large
work surface idea
for training rooms.
Laminate table
surface. Frame is
made of rectangular
steel tube. supporting
leges in steel oval
tube with steel oval
plates to secure the
legs to the beam.

Metropolitan
Designed for
flexibility. Rugged
solid beech wood or
elegant upholstered
arm caps.

Moncton
Easy to maintain.
injection molded
ploymer full backs
designed for
rigourous treatment
and easy cleaning.

My Space
Practical design is
compact for use
in limited spaces.
Adjustable backrest
pitch and height. Can
be customized with
prestigious finishes in
upholstered or wood
versions.

Stylos
A Timeless Design. Contoured seat and back allow for optimal
comfort. 20.5 - 26.75 Centre-to-Centre models available.

Omnia Evolution
Innovative design that
can accommodate
straight and curved
rows.

Primo
Molded polyurethane
seat and back.
Ergonomically
controued for hours
of support and
comfort.

Thesi
Inner beauty. Precision engineering provides
innovative functionality and durabilily.
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Office Seating

Borgo®’s ergonomic task chairs are designed for offices, boardrooms and workstations. Many of the task chairs have a multitude of options, which
include arm, mechanism, pneumatic gas cylinder, bases and caster options. Check out the Zero7 by Borgo that offers a mesh, upholstered and poly
back.

Jendra

L'Aqua

Link

LinkX Plus

Millenium

PG30

The Classic:
Cushioned seat
and back. High
or mid back,
drafting stool;
tilt controls.
Colour options.

Fluid motion to
inspire, motivate
and support the
user. Mesh back
and seat for flexibility and air
movement. High
or mid back.

Practical and
comfortable.
Italian-designed.
High or mid
back. Breathablie knitted
mesh.

Offers a high
level of comfort
in a modern
design fit for any
contemporary
or eclectic office
space. High or
mid back.

Fully upholstered neocor
foamed seat and
back with stitching.Five star
black powder
coated frame,
arms and arm
caps.

Your working
partner: extremely durable
and easy to
clean. Stool.

PG35

PG50

PG60

PG65

PG80

Remo

Your working
partner: extremely durable
and easy to
clean. Stool
with foot ring.

Your working partner: extremely
durable and easy
to clean. Work
Chair

Your working
partner: extremely durable
and easy to
clean. Sit-Stand
Stool.

Your working
partner: extremely durable
and easy to
clean. Sit-Stand
Stool.

Your working
partner: extremely durable
and easy to
clean. Work
Stool.

Extreme comfort. Breathable
knitted mesh
back. High back
or mid-back.

Rele

Zero7

Euro sleek: an
intuitive and
refined solution
for ergonomic
seating.
Adjustable arms
optional

A chair to inspire.
high or mid back,
drafting stools,
armless or with
adjustable arms,
polymer, mesh, or
upholstered back.
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Hospitality Seating

Azzura

Bistro

Bracciolia

Empire

Euforia

side chair, arm
chair, bar stool
with upholstered seats or
upholstered
seats and backs.

side chair, bar
stool. Back legs
flair outwards
for more stablility and to avoid
tipping.

solid wood
frames are built
to last while still
being light in
form.

Hard wood
frame made
using mortise
and tenon and/
or multi-groove
frame construction. Side chair
or arm chair.

side chair, arm
chair, with full
upholstered or
wood arm
detail, bar stool.

Flame

Impero

Julia

Logica

Luxor

side chair, arm
chair, bar stool
with upholstered back in
contoured wood
frame.

All critical joints
are double dowelled, stapled
or screwed and
glued for maximum strength.
Arm Chair or
Side Chair.

Upholstered
parts are top
stitched for extra strength and
a more refined
aesthetic. Side
Chair.

Upholstered seat with
vertical or horizonal
wood slats, upholstered seat and back
With or without upholstered or wooden
arms. Options include:
Side Chair, Arm Chair,
Bar Stoll, Lounge Chair,
Sofa

olid wood
frames are built
to last while still
being light in
form.
Side Chair only.

Evangeline
“Easy to Grip”
arms,. solid
frames build
to last while
still being light
in form. Arm
Chair or Side
Chair

Newport
Arm Chair or
Side Chair,
Arm Chair with
wooden arm
detail, Lounge
Chair, Sofa, Bar
Stool.
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Opera

Oval Back

Parson

Ripasso

Tina

Vela

Arm chair, “Easy
to Grip” arms.
Upholstered
parts are top
stitched for extra strength and
a more refined
aesthetic.

High back or low
back arm chair,
or side Chair.
Solid wood
frames are built
to last while still
being light in
form.

Side Chair. All
joints are glued,
pressed and
pinned.

A combination of hardwood, and engineered
wood are kiln dried
or air dried to ensure
integrity of the frame.
Options include:
Side Chair, Arm Chair.

Back legs flair
outwards to
create a more
stable and safer
chair by avoiding tipping.
Side Chair or Bar
Stool.

Side Chair. High
Density CFC free
foam used. All
joints are glued,
pressed and
pinned.

LoungeSeating
Seating
Lounge
Window

Zenith

Side Chair. Top
stitch detail on
all upholstery.

Fully upholstered seat and
back.
Arm Chair, Side
Chair, Arm Chair
with arm fully
upholstered, bar
stool.

Ottomans

traditional, contemporary and modular pieces
in designs, fabrics and colours to complement
Borgo chairs and sofas.

Cheer

Cube

Holloway

Naxos

Ottoman

Privee

Point

Robust and weightless. Lounge chair, loveseat or sofa.

Art Deco

Evita

Filippo

Harmony

Side Chair, Arm
Chair, Ottoman

Wing Back Chair

Arm Chair

Lounge Chair
or Sofa

Traditional

Louis XL1

Oxford

Arm Chair

Keaton

Julia
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Life

Wyatt

Wing Back Chair

Arm Chair

Merlin

Wing back

Borgo®’s Lounge Seating Hospitality line offers a wide range of traditional and contemporary pieces
that can add character into any environment. Chairs feature:
. Hard wood frame made using mortise and tenon and/or multi-groove frame construction.
. All joints are glued, pressed and pinned.
. High Density CFC free foam used.
. Top stitch detail on all upholstery.

Side Chairs
3893 Upholstery Option for

Albert One 151

Albert One 152

Kara Side Chair

Albert One 159

Albert One 161

Aido 201

Anjelica 750

Archie 250

Aurora 551

Bakou 654

Beau 525

Betty 275

Bilbao 850

Bilbao 851

Bilbao 872

Bilbao 873

Bogota 375

Bogota 389

Brooke 700

Brooke 705 Ottoman

Brooke 706

Brooke 711 Ottoman

Brooke 712

Brooke 717 Ottoman

Cadie 2377

Cadie 2380

Cadie 2382

Cadie 2383

School Chair

School Chair
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Cali 750 Metal

Calie 951 Metal

Cantilever CD16010A

Cantilever CD16010AU

Cantilever CD16011A

Cathy 1152

Chateau 1201

Churchill 1251

Copine CD15211 Stool

Copine CD15211US
Stool

Copine CD15212
Bar Stool

Copine CD9187

Cp[ome CD9187US

Cristine 1552

Cruz 1225

Cube 16oo Stool

Cube 1601 XL Stool

Cube 1605

Curva 1975

Cantilever CD16011AUS

curva 1976
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Dana 1325

Elips 2056

Emma 1575

Factory CD9240AN
Stool

Factory CD9240AUS

Freida 003

Fletcher 7001

Flex 2455

Freida 001

Freida 002

Frida 2750

Gee 1675

Gotham 4501

Gotham 4503

Gotham 4509

Havana 3100

Hound 3200

Isabelle 975

Isabelle 976

Isabelle 977

Jesse 3500 Bar Stool

Jesse 3501

Julia 3752

JX CD9272B

JX CD9272C

Kale 1126 Outdoor

Kalea 2550

Kalea 2551

Kalea 2560
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Kalea 2571

Kalea 2572

Kalea 2581

Kane 1725

Lara 3861

Kara 3862

Kara 3863

Lata 3864

Kara 3865

Kara 3866

Kika 4001

Kika 4002

Kika 4003

Kika 4005

Kika 4000

high, adjustable

Kika 4010
upholstered inset
option

Kika 4018

Klou 4206

Klou 4207

Liza 775

Liza 777

Liza 780

Liza 782

Lola 2252

Marnie 4802
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Max 1400

Medallin 1875

Medallin 1877

Medallin 1879

Medallin 1881

Mila 5100

Mila 5102

Mila 5120

Mila 5121

Mila 5122

Mila 5134

Mimi 5150

Mimi 5151

Minya 1475

Mila 5121

kids

Moca 5250

Mona 2625

Mona 2629

Mona 2633

Moon 5350

Moritz 350

Moritz 351

Moritz 352

Nassau 2175

Marnie 4802
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New Orleans 5502

Nikki 1750

Nikki 1754

Nikki 1756

Nikki 1760

Nikki 1762

Nikki 1765

Nikki 1767

Nikki 1770

Nikki 1772

Orbit 5602

Orbit 5603

Nikki 1776

Panda PD9443A

Panda CD9447A

Penny 600

Penny 604

Penny 608

Popsicle 926

Reed 1176

Remy 1076

RHYS 025

RHYS 026

Robyn 6252

Roma 6303
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Roma 6304

Roma 6305

Ronin SD9421A

School CD9459

Senator 6503

Shane 6552

Skye 050

Skye 052

Skye 055

Skye 057

Skye 060

Skye 061

Skye 062

Skye 069

Skye 071

Skye 084 Ottoman

Skye 085 Ottoman

Skye 086 Ottoman

Slot 6700

Spindle CD9458A

Spindle CD9458B

Sprint CD9340AN

Sprint CD9340US

Stef 7152

Tibro 7500
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Tibro 7501

Tibro 7512

Tibro 7513

Tibro 7519

Tibro 7520

Tibro 7529 Kids

Tibro 7530 Kids

Tomar 1650

Tomar 1651

Tomar 1652

Tomar 1654
high back

Tomar 1655

Tp,ar 1656

Tomar 1666

Tomar 1653

Tomar 1667

Tp,ar 1669

Toronto 7602

Toronto 7603

Tpsca 8652

Tubby 7802

Tucker 7302

Tuffie 7851

TX 7954

TX 7955
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UMA 1800

UMA 1801

UMA 1802

UMA 1803

UMA 1828 Ottoman

UMA 1829 Ottoman

Veronica 400

Violet 8150

Violet 9151

Violet 9153

Yardbird CD9240D

Yardbird CD9140DUS

YOU CD9402CN

You CD9402CUS

Zoro 8601

Arm Chairs
Vernica 401

Albert 103

Albert 117

Albert One 154

Albert One 155

Violet 8154

Albert One 158
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Anjelica 751

Archie 251

Beau 526

Betty 276

Cadie 2384

Cali 752 Metal

Cali 953 Metal

Cathy 1150

Cockpit CD9457

Cruz 1229

Curva 1979

Curva 1980

Elips 2050

Elips 2052

Elips 2057

Emma 1576

Fletcher 7000
Outdoor

Flex 2451

Gee 1677

Gee 1678

Gotham 4507

Isabelle981

Isabelle 982

Isabelle 983

Julia 7130
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Kale 1125 Outdoor

Kalea 2552

Kalea 2553

Kalea 2561

Kalea 2573

Kika 4005

Liza 776

Liza 778

Liza 781

Liza 783

Lola 2251

Marnie 4800

Max 1401

Mimi 5153

Mimi 5184

Kalea 2574

Kalea 2582

Kane 1727

Kane 1728

Kara 3889

Kara 3890

Kika 4000

Kika 4001
height adjustable

Kika 4002

Kika 4003
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Minya 1477

Mona 2627

Mona 2631

Mona 2635

Moon 5353

Nassau 2176

Nikki 1751

Nikki 1755

Nikki 1757

Nikki 1761

Penny 605

Penny 609

Nikki 1777

Paletta DD9456

Penny 601

Popsicle 925

Reed 1175

Remy 1075

Robyn 6250

Roma 6306

Roma 6307

Roma 6308

Ronin CD16021A

Romin CD16022D

Senator 6500
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Senator 6504

Shane 6550

Skye 085

Skye 063

Skye 075

Skye 076

Skye 051

Skye 070

Skye 078

Skye 053

Skye 072

Skye 072

Skye 056

Skye 074

Skye 074

Stef 7150

Tomar 1664

Tomar 1665

Tosca 7650

Tubby 7800

Tucker 7301

UMA 1808

UMA 1809

UMA 1810

UMA 1811
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Desk/Task Chairs

Albert 118

Albert 120XL

Albert 121

Albert 122

Albert One 163

Albert One 164

Albert One 165

Albert One 166

Albert One 169 XL

Albert One 170 XL

Arco 6075
Executive High

Arco 6078
Executive High

Arco 6079
Executive High

Arco 6080
Executive High

Arco 6081
Mid Back Managers

Arco 6084
Mid Back Managers

Arco 6085
Mid Back Managers

Arco 6086
Mid Back Managers

Arco 6087
Mid Back

Arco 6090
Mid Back

Arco 6091
Mid Back

Arco 6092
Mid Back

Arco 6093
Mid Back Drafting

Albert 123
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Albert 119 XL

Arco 6096
Drafting

Arco 6097
Drafting

Arco 6098
Drafting

Arco 6099
High Back

Arco 6102
High Back

Arco 6103
High Back

Arco 6105
High Back

Arco 6119
Side Chair

Arco 6120

Bilbao 856

Bilbao 857

Bilbao 865

Bilbao 866

Cadie 2376

Cadie 2380

Cadie 2381

Kalea 2560

Kalea 2562

Kalea 2563

Kalea 2564

Kalea 2565

Kalea 2583

Kalea 4003

Kika 4005

Kika 4014
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Kika 4017

Klou 4201

Mila 5106

Mila 5107

Mila 5112

Mila 5113

NUE 87M-322
Mid Back

NUE 87M-914
Mid Back

NUE 87S-322
Mid Back

NUE 87T-322
Mid Back

NUE 111M-322
High Back

NUE 111S-322
High Back

NUE111T-322
High Back

NUE 87S-914
Mid Back

NUE87T-914
Mid Back

Ronin CD16022D

Tibro 7506

Tibro 7508

Tibro 7516

Ronin CD16022C

Tibro 7517
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Bar & Counter Stools

3894 Kara (
(Upholstery Option)

4552-BD
(bolt down)

Albert 110

Albert 111

Albert 124

Albert 125

Albert 126

Albert 127

Albert 128

Albert 129

Albert One 171

Albert One 172

Albert One 173

Albert 130

Albert One 174

Aldo 200

Albert 131

Alvert One 175

Albert One 176

Albert One 177

Albert Pme 189

Anjelica 752

Archie 252

Aurora 550

Bakou 652
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Beijing 1425

Bilbao 874

Bogota 375 Metal

Cadie 2385

Cali 957 Metal
with wood seat
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Beijing 1426

Bilbao 875

Bogota 377 Metal

Cadie 2386

Cantilever
CD16010B

Batty 278

Bilbao 878

Bilbao 853

Bilbao 854

Bilbao 879

Billy 900

Brooke 701

Brooke 707

Brooke 713

Cali 954 Metal

Cali 955 Metail
With wood seat

Cali956 Metal

Cantilever
CD16010BUS

Cantilever
CD16010C

Cantilever
CD16010CUS

Cantilever
SD16011B

Cantilever
SD16011BUS

Cantilever
CD16011C

Cantilever
CD16011CUS

Cathy
1151

Chateau 1200

Churchill 1250

Capine
CD15212US

Copine
SD15227

Copine
SD15227US

Cristine 1550

Cruz 1227

Cube 1602

Cube 1602

Cube 1603

Cube 1606 2
Seater Bar Stool

Cube 1607 2-seat
Bar Stool with back

Curva 1977

Curva 1978

Emma 1577

Factory SD9140BN

Factory
DS9140BUS

Cube 1604

Dana 1326

Elips 2051
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Factory
SD9140CN

Factory
SD9140CUS

Fletcher 7002
Outdoor

Flex 2453

Freida 004

Freida 005

Freida 006

Gee 1676

Gotham 4505

Gotham 4505

Gotham 4510

Havana 3101

Havana 3102

Havana 3106

Hound 3201

Isabelle 978

Kale 1127
Outdoor
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Isabelle 979

Isabelle 980

Julia 3751

Julia 3751

Kalea 2554

Kalea 2555

Kalea 2556

Kalea 2557

Kalea 2578

Kalea 2579

Kane 1726

Kara 3575

Kara 3876

Kara 3877

Kara 3878

Kara 3879

Kara 3891

Kara 3895

Kika 4004

Kika 4006

Kika 4006

Kika 4015

Kika 4016

Klou 4200

Klou 4208

Klou 4204

Klou 4203

Klou 4204

Klou 4205

Liza 779

Liza 784

Lola 2253

Lotus 4550
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Lotus 4551

Marnie 4801

Medallin 1880

Medallin 1882

Mila 5125

Medallin 1876

Medallin 1878

Mila 5103

Mila 5104

Mila 5124

Mila 5126

Mila 5127

Mila 5128

Mila 5129

Mila 5130

Mila 5131

Mila 5132

LMila 5133

Mimi 5152

Minya 1476

Moca 5251

Mona 2626

Mona 2630

Mona 2634
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Max 1402

Moom 5351

Moritz 353

Moritz 354

Moritz 355

Nassau 2177

Nassau 2178

Nelson 325

New Orleans 5501

Nikki 1752

Nikki 1758

Nikki 1769

Nikki 1774

Noodle sd17003C

Noodle SD17004C

Panda SD9447C

Penny 602

Reed 1177

Remy 1077

Nikki 1764

Panda SD9443B

Penny 606

Panda SD9443c

Penny 610

Panda SD9447b

Popsicle 927
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RHYS 027

Roma 6302

Shane 6551

Skye 064

Sprint sd9340FUS
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Riley 225

Robyn 6251

Roma 6300

Roma 6301

Ronin SD9421C

Ronin SD9421D

Ronin SD9421E

Senator 6501

Shanghai 1375

Shanghai 1376

Skye 054

Skye 059

Skye 073

Slot 6701

Spring SD9340EN

Sprint SD9340FN

Sprint SD9340US

stef 7141

Tibro 7503

Tibro 7504

Tibro 7514

Tibro 7515

Tibro 7521

Ribro 7522

Tibro 7523

Tibro 7524

Tibro 7525

Tibro 7526

Tibro 7527

Ribro 7528

Tomar 1657

Tomar 1658

Tomar 1659

Tomar 1660

Tomar 1661

Toronto 7601

Tosca 1651

TX 7950

TX 7951

Tomar 1662

Tubby 7801

Tomar 1663

Tucker 7300

Toronto 7600

Tuffie 7850
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UMA 1804

UMA 1805

Violet 8152

Yardbird SD9140E

You SD9402AUS

You SD9402AN

UMA 1806

UMA 1807

Veronica 402

Yardbird SD9140EUS

Yardbird SD9140F

Yardbird SD9140FUS

You SD9402B

You SD9402BN

Zoro 8600

Lounge Chairs
Albert 112

Albert 113

Albert 114

Albert 115

Albert 116

Albert 117

Albert One 154

Albert One 157

Albert One 158

Albert One 167
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Anjelica 753

Archie 253

Archie 254

Bakou 650

Banjin 826

Gangin 827

Bangin 828

Bangin 830
Ottoman

Bangin 831
Ottoman

Bangin 832
Ottoman

Betty 279

Betty 280

Brooke 708

Brooke 709

Brooke 716

Dowel CD9126A

Clara 2225

Elips 2052 Arm

Brooke 702

Brooke 710

Clara 2226

Elips 2053

Brooke 703

Brooke 714

Cristine 1851

Elips 2055
Love Seat

Brooke 704

Brooke 715

Cruz 1231

Foxy 2475
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Gee 1679

Huevo 3253

Huevo 3254

Huevo 3256

Huevo 3259

Isabelle 984

Isabelle 985

Isabelle 986

Isabelle 987

Isabelle 988

Isabelle 989
2-seat Sofa

Isabelle 990
2-seat Sofa

Kaleido 425
Lounge Bench

YKaleido 426
Lounge Bench

Kaleido 427
Bench with Back

Kaleido 428
Bench with Back

Kaleido 429
Centre Linking Unit

Kaleido 420 Centre
Unit with Back

Koccola 475
Low Back

Koccola Plus 476
High Back

Koccola Plus 477

Koppa 4300

Koppa 4303

Lola 2250

Max 1403

Mimi 5154

Mona 2628

Mona 2632

Mona 2636

Moon 5354
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New Orleans 5500

Penny 607

Rose 6353

Skye 080

UMA 1823

Nikki 1753

Nikki 1759

Nikki 1775

Penny 603

Penny 611

PLY SD 1523A

Reno 6200

FHYS 028

Rose 6354

Senator 6502

Skye 065

Skye 067

UMA 1820

UMA 1821

UMA 1822

UMA 1825

UMA 1826

UMA 1827

Skye 082

UMA 1824

Windsor 8300
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Sofas & Settees
Clara 2226

Malama 10013
2-Seat Sofa

Malama 10020
3-Seat Sofa

Dowel cd9126B

Dowel CD9126C

*

Isabelle 989
2-seat Sofa

Isabelle 990
2-seat Sofa

*

Malam 10014
3-Seat Sofa

*

Malam 10016
2-Seat Sofa

*

Malama 10028
2-Seat Sofa

*

PLY CD15234B
2-Seat Sofa

PLY CD15234C
3-Seat Sofa

RHYS 029
2-Seat Sofa

Malama 10017
3-Seat sofa

*

Malama 10019
2-Seat Sofa

Skye 066
2-Seat Sofa

Skye 068
2-Seat Sofa

Skye 077
2-Seat Sofa

Skye 079
2-Seat Sofa

Skye 081
2-Seat Sofa

Skye 082
2-Seat Sofa

UMA 1816
2-Seat Sofa

UMA 1817
2-Seat Sofa

UMA 1818
2-Seat Sofa

UMA 1819
2-Seat Sofa

* Healthcare
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*

Occasional/Public Spaces
Kalea 2567
Beam Chair

Kaleido 420

Kika 4001
Seat Pad Only

Pablo 5653
Bench Stool

Pablo 5658
Bench Stool

Kaleido 425
Lounge Bench

Kara
Wood Beam

Kaleido 427
with back

Kika 4007
Beam Chair

Kaleido 428

Kika 4008
Beam Chair

Kika 4009
Beam Chair

Kika 4012
Gang Clip

Pablo 5650
Bench Stool

Pablo 5654
Bench Stool

Pablo 5655
Bench Stool

Pablo 5656
Bench Stool

Pablo 5657
Bench Stool

Reverso SD15214
Bench

Reverso SD15215
Bench

Reverso SD15216
Bench

Pablo 5659
Bench Stool

Pablo 5651
Bench Stool

Kaleido 429

Pablo 5652
Bench Stool

Reverso SD15230
Bench
Seating - I173

•
•
•
•

Comfortable ergonomic active-sitting office chair
Patented design promotes movement to build core strength
Shorter back rest stabilizes pelvis and improves posture
Eco-friendly, seat made from 100% recycled water bottles

CoreChair was developed with a research-based approach to address Sitting
Disease and back pain.
“The CoreChair is more efficient at introducing desired movement and
`an exercise opportunity, while providing optimal support.”

allseating's 24:7
all
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Conference
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Guest Seating
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an environmentally conscious company
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Lounge Seating
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Task Seating
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Check out fabrics and finishes at
https://www.allseating.com/resources/fabric-cards
frames and finishes at
https://www.allseating.com/frames-finishes
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Stools: Daytrip

Stools: Bender
Tables: Funk

Bender

Brat

Daytrip

Dek

Hectic

visit the website to see all the classic and contemporary colours,
fabrics and tabletop laminates: https://division12.com/finishes
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Stools: Resto

Resto

Shop

Wedge

Winny

durable materials, modernist design, and oh-so-careful craftsmanship
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Best Gaming Chair of 2020
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Stackable, Guest Chairs
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Sit, Stand Stools
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Industrial
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Industrial
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Office
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24Centric
24Centric chairs offer exceptional cushioned comfort and ergonomic support,
and are built to withstand the intensive use of multi-shift environments.
Combining durable design and a pleasing aesthetic, the 24Centric series is
a perfect fit for executive and control room use, as well as boardrooms and
conference rooms.

iCentric Mesh

iCentric Mesh chairs deliver an affordable conference and training room
solution that provide airflow capabilities while maintaining ergonomic
support. With a proprietary flexible weave upholstery comprised of polyester
and monofilament/elastic yarns, the iCentric Mesh series offers a soft feel
while allowing increased airflow, with horizontal band detail to provide
additional support

Seating - I201
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e500
The e500 is a dual purpose chair; it can be used in intensive use, 24 hour
environments and is suitable for individuals weighing up to 500 lbs.
Designed for durability, the e500’s sturdy construction delivers ergonomic
support..

Seating - I203

Little Person Chair
The Little Person Chair provides superior ergonomic support for short-statured
people. Made to the same quality and standards of all ergoCentric chairs, the
contoured seat and curved back provide the ergonomic support and comfort
required for proper circulation and reducing the strain on the legs and back.
support..

HÅG Capisco
HÅG Capisco responds intuitively to the body’s natural movements and
provides unlimited possibilities for variation of the seated posture. The unique
shape of the backrest provides perfect support in numerous sitting positions
without restricting the ability to move and is made for greater freedom of
movement, variation and natural sitting positions. The saddle seat can be
adjusted between low and high working positions, all the way up to standing,
enabling you to be more dynamic in your movements. It’s perfect to pair with
a height adjustable desk.
The HÅG Capisco is distributed exclusively by ergoCentric in Canada.

HÅG Capisco Puls
Born out of the legendary “saddle seat”, HÅG Capisco Puls is suited to
contemporary and dynamic workplaces. Made for greater freedom of
movement, variation and natural sitting positions, the Capisco Puls is the
perfect chair for shifting between sitting and standing with a height adjustable
desk.
The HÅG Capisco Puls is exclusively distributed by ergoCentric in Canada.
The HÅG Capisco is distributed exclusively by ergoCentric in Canada.
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Stackers, Guest Chairs
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Sit Stands & Stools
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See Page I204
for the HÅG Capisco and HÅG Capisco Puls seating.

Industrial Seating
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Summa

Summma Starts at
$5700.

Designed for today’s most dynamic leaders, Summa is a versatile leather conference chair suitable for the corner office, the boardroom, as well
as the home office. Its enveloping shape and sculpted materials converge for a truly harmonious design that exudes luxury in every detail.
Completely customizable, Summa boasts a defined aesthetic and sophisticated palette that elevates a brand's presence within any environment.
Featuring either a crafted wood-wrapped or crafted upholstered back, Summa is accompanied by Humanscale’s chrome-free leather collection.

Our ergonomic home and office chairs replace heavy, complex mechanisms with the sitter’s own body weight and the laws of physics to encourage movement, providing the most comfortable chair available.

Seating - I211

Style, comfort and utility come
together in the Cinto chair, a
stackable office chair that breaks the
number one rule for stacking chairs:
it’s comfortable.
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Like Humanscale’s ergonomic task
chairs, Cinto was built to support the
human body by minimizing pressure
points and discomfort.

Cinto

Seating - I213
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Filing and Storage
Lateral

Pedestals

Vertical

Personal Storage

Storage Cabinets

Storage - J1

Specialty Storage

Novus Collection

Multi-functional Zoning System for Storage & Separation.
Novus is a multi-functional zoning system inspired by the ever-changing workplace. Sleek,
clean lines and robust steel construction,
enhanced with wooden elements help you
create a space within your space.
Create a modern, stylish office shelving unit
up to 5 shelves high, then add cabinets, planters, and acoustic panels to meet your specific
needs. Corner units, counters, and bridges
allow you to customize further to go beyond
storage to creating truly collaborative spaces.
J2 - Storage

Novus Mobile office shelving and separation
units can incorporate stacks up to 3 high and
4 wide for more flexibility in separating your
space as you need to. Or choose the Novus
Mobile easel for brainstorming sessions and
boardroom meetings.
Find out more about how our Novus range of
modern office steel frame shelving units can
give your work space a homey and private feel
while remaining contemporary and stylish.

Novus Single Width Cubes
Interior Dimensions:
15.25”w x 15.25”d x 15.25”h
Novus Double Width Cubes
Interior Dimensions:
30.5”w x 15.25”d x 15.25”h

Book Shelves &
Media Displays
Forminant High Workplace
Cabinet in Beech Veneer,
508915*
71¾“H x 39½“W x 15¾“D.
2 Upper & Lower Doors.
Folding Desk. Comes assembled.
Standing workstation with storage
space. With two separately lockable
property compartments.
Foldable compartment at folder height with
shelves. Choose Door & Handle Color.
NOTE: High cabinets must be bolted to the
wall.

Wall-Mounted Info
Centre 120829
63”H x 23¾“W x 19“D.
Standing Table Height:
41¾“.
Made in Germany.
NOTE:
Magnetic Whiteboard
Sold Separately.

Forminant
Medium High Bookcase w/Acrylic Back,
508819*.

Forminant Wide
Bookcase w/Center
Panel & 4 Shelves,
508429*.

Forminant Wide
Bookcase with 5
Shelves by HABA,
508403*.

Forminant Wide
Bookcase with 1
Shelf by HABA,
508400*.

48½”H x 25¾”W x 15¾”D.
Ten yr warranty.
1 Fixed Shelf with 4
Adjustable Shelves.
Comes assembled.

33”H x 39½”W x 15¾”D.
Ten year warranty.
1 Center Panel. 4 Fixed
Shelves w/6 Cubbies.
Comes assembled.

33”H x 39½”W x 15¾”D.
Ten year warranty.
Open Bookcase with
5 Adjustable Shelves.
Comes assembled.

33”H x 39½”W x 15¾”D.
Ten yr warranty.
1 Adjustable Shelf. Room
for 24 Folders. Comes
assembled.

Choose Acrylic Back Panel
Color - clear or primary
red, orange, yellow or blue

Choose Optional Casters.

Choose Optional Casters.

Choose Optional Casters.

Bookshelves Made in Germany.

Rudolfo Individual Shelving Components by HABA,
122150*-122163*
Variety of Hgts. Base Units: 18”W x 14”D.
Add-on Units: 17¼”W x 14”D.
Ten year warranty. Made in Germany. Some assembly is required.
Each Unit Comes with One Acrylic Back Panel
Additional Acrylic Back Panels-122175.
Additional Adjustable Shelves-122176.
Choose Shelf Unit & Acrylic Panel Color.
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Apex™
Apex reinvents the steel desk with design options including an ultra modern aluminum trim design aesthetic. Additional desk options include laminate fronts, and multiple pulls. Basic Apex desk and storage products are extremely well built and durable.

Credenzas

Equilibrium Credenzas and tables share the same
design & engineering principles; creating the illusion
of hovering in place

Zori™

Zori represents Enwork’s latest approach to a complete tables collection. Inspired by today’s latest trends in architecture and design, as well as
learning and working styles, Zori represents the future of Enwork. Innovations in technology, design, and culture have inspired new forms of working
and learning. Zori allows spaces to flip within minutes, enabling group-work and lectures at any point throughout the day
J4 - Storage

Ambition storage credenzas are perfect for pack-based storage, waste disposal, and recycling. Acoustic or laminate end panels help to clean up aisle
conditions.

Designed to mesmerize, our Wall-Mounted Taper Credenza gives rich character to a room. Sleek, unconventional, and never ceasing to make a bold
statement. The unexpected angles and hovering ability creates a great accent piece to add to any conference room, project area, or private office.
Featuring a four-door cabinet that can be ordered in standard or buffet configurations to fit your specific storage needs. Available in 60” and 72”
widths.

Storage - J5

Enwork’s portfolio of Credenzas provides accessible storage to complement your conference room, project area, or private office. With five different
base and foot styles, and myriad finish choices, there is a solution for every application.
Need something special? Every year, Enwork builds hundreds of customized credenzas. We have solutions for refrigerators, AV racks, recycling bins
and whatever else you may need.
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Linus Base
Cabinet w/Open
Shelves, 460490*

Room Divider
Shelf w/8 Cubbies,
Low by HABA,
559232*

Ten yr warranty.
37”H x 29¾”W x 18”D.
Comes assembled.

32¼”H x 60¼”W x 14”D.
Ten year warranty.

Choose Base Type.

Choose Decor Color

Birch

Beech

Room Divider
Shelf w/9 Cubbies, 559234*

Room Divider Shelf
w/6 Cubbies, Low,
559231*

Room Divider
Shelf w/6 Cubbies,
559233*

47¼”H x 45½”W x
14”D. 1”Thick.
Ten year warranty.

32¼”H x 45½”W x 14”D.
1”Thick.
Ten year warranty.

47¼”H x 30¾”W x
14”D. 1”Thick.
Ten year warranty.

Choose Decor Color.

Choose Decor Color.

Choose Decor Color.

Made in Germany.

Forminant Bookcase w/2 Shelves &
Acrylic Back by HABA,
508319*

Forminant Open
Bookcase w/1 Shelf
by HABA,
508300

Forminant Book
Bag/Property
Cabinet by HABA,
509530.

MAR-LINE® Omni
DS Large Periodical
Display by Gressco,
DS15*

MAR-LINE® Mobile
Omni Periodical
Display by Gressco,
DSM16*

MAR-LINE® Omni
DS Medium Periodical Display by
Gressco, DS9*

MAR-LINE® Book
Truck - 6 Sloping
Shelves w/Handles,
3046*

MAR-LINE® Book
Truck - 4 Sloping
Shelves w/Handles,

MAR-LINE® Book
Truck - 2 Sloping
Shelves w/Handles,
3039*

3044*

MAR-LINE® Omni 5
Tier Magazine Display
by Gressco,
DSR20*

MAR-LINE® Omni
DS Small Periodical
Display by Gressco,
DS6*

Froebel Mobile
Cart, 508189*
23¾“H x 28½“W x 19“D.
Choose Decor Veneer Color Birch, Beech or White

Check the website at gresscoltd.com for more styles and great for displaying books, magazines and other media products.
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Lockers
high quality durable storage solutions for open plan areas, kitchens, locker rooms or any need where
temporary or full time storage is needed.
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Clockwise starting top left:

Locker 6
White Chocolate / Black
Locker 12
Shiraz Cherry
Locker 14
Summer Flame

http://www.ioflive.com/digilock.html

Locker 13
Stainless
Storage - J9

Storage

Cabinets
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Pedestals

Bookcases
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Laminates

Fabrics
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Storage

Filing
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From Top Left Clockwise:
. Two Drawer Lateral File in White Chocolate
. Storage Lateral Tower with Glass Doors in Tuxedo
. 3 Door Lateral File in Cognac
. 4 Door Lateral File in Opulent Olma
. Wardrobe Tower 30 Wide in Cognac
. Storage Lateral Tower in Opulent Olma
. Storage/Storage Tower with Glass Doors in White
. Storage/Lateral Tower with Glass Doors in Cherry
. Bowfront w/Tall Storage, Wardrobe & Wall in
Brown Pearwood
Centre:
. Open Tall in Cognac
Storage - J19

Top Left-Clockwise
. Bookcase/Storage with Black Back, Charcoal
. Display Case w/ Matching Back, Cherry
. 30 inch BookCase w/ Black Back, Opulent Olma
. Corner Bookcase Round, Cherry
. Bookcase Storage Tower, White
. 36" Bookcase w/ Black Back, White Chocolate
. Corner Bookcase 24x24 Square, Charcoal
Centre:
. 24" Bookcase Wide Black Back, Chocolate
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Custom Products
Top l-r: Cognac and Brown Pearwood Coloured Storage Units
Bottom l-r: Tuxedo and white coloured units.
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Summerflame
Bookcase Masonite

Candlelight
Bookcase Solid

Nutmeg
Storage Bookcase Masonite

Chocolate Pear
Storage Bookcase Solid

Chocolate Pear
Showcase

Capp. Cherry
Display Case Solid

Dark Rum
Corner Bookcase Square

White Chocolate
Corner Bookcase Ext

Tuxedo
Storage Organizer

Black
Organizer

Shiraz Cherry
Storage 29 High

Mahogany Imp
Storage 36 High

Light Grey
Storage 42 High

Nutmeg
Lateral

Shiraz Cherry
Wide Box Lateral
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Stainless
Lateral 3 High

Charcoal
Lateral 4 High

Natural Maple
Lateral SC

Southwest
SC&FF

Tuxedo
Mixed Ped

Summerflame
Mixed Ped Storage

Hot Fudge
Storage BFF/SC

Graphite Wood
Storage FF/SC

Grigio
Couble Wardrobe

Hot Fudge
Storage BFF/SC

Graphite Wood
Storage FF/SC

Grigio
Couble Wardrobe

http://www.ioflive.coml
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Lockers

Locker 4
Chocolate Pear

Locker 5
Tuxedo / White

See more combinations and colours at

http://www.ioflive.com/lockers.html
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Locker 11
Discontinued Finish

Mailroom

Light Grey / Silver Straight
With IOF's custom capabilities you don't need to decide between function, value, design or lead time. Our manufacturing process allows us to
parabolically modify any size, shape or design while still producing a quality product quickly. All of our products are proudly manufactured in
Canada and adhere to strict quality and environmental standards. In the past few years we have seen a change from catalog items - what is available to me to "what is possible"? Whether it's a single item, special cut out or shape, an entire layout or unusual design we can produce something
your's and your's alone. We are an industry leader when it comes to furniture solutions that make sense for your office or home.

Mailroom
Discontinued Finish / Silver Flat Loop

Custom Mailroom
Charcoal/ Mahogany Impression
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Casegoods
Adesso Casegoods
It is the culmination of more than 130 years of
refined craftsmanship, and yet it captures the
essence of modern workspace. It is the product of
more than three years of research, consultation
and development - and of our ongoing love affair
with beautiful, natural, sustainable wood. Adesso
is our finest and proudest achievement yet in
private office furnishings, and it delivers a value
proposition unlike anything that has come before
it.

Artemis Casegoods
Introducing Artemis - sleek and lightly
scaled for smaller private office
footprints, with the richness and
presence of hand-made executive office
furniture. Every piece is made to order,
and every office is made together as a
complete suite - providing an elegant,
refined consistency of woods and
finishes. Individually selected veneers
and exquisite craftsmanship are
combined with sophisticated modernity,
and exceptional value.
Artemis offers tremendous selection:
four standard wood species and 24
standard wood finishes (along with
custom stains), Palette painted finishes,
wood and plastic laminate tops (with
both wood and polymer edges), four
drawer pull styles (in two finish options),
three standard edge profiles, and
much more. Efficient and attractive
connectivity and cable management
complete this forward thinking office
solution.
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Tables - K1

Conference

Amber

K2 - Tables

Emerald

Ruby

Jade

Verde

Lounge & Occasional Tables

Folding & Nesting Tables

Stacking & Folding Tables

Tables - K3

Meeting Tables

Work & Training Tables

K4 - Tables

Desking and Tables
Laminate Desking

Benching and Panels

George Brown College
Featured Products:
• Citi seating
• Duet seating
• Industrial seating
• Kate seating
• Roma seating

Tables - K5

Lounge Tables

Meeting + Collaborative Tables
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Conference

Tables - K7

Conference
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Height Adjustable Tables
Horizon is proud to introduce a line of Height Adjustable Tables! Having the possibility to sit and stand during your work day has incredible benefits,
including: promoting better circulation, better breathing, better digestion, and most importantly keeping your mind focused and off of troublesome
back pain. **Please be advised the product may not be exactly as shown.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model HAE-O2S
LED Display
4 preset heights
Can save up to 4 different work heights
Motor will stop automatically if there is
excess weight
4 feet on a center
post
Weight capacity of
82kg (180lbs)
Height range is 25"
- 40"
Table Top NOT included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model HAM-01S
Sturdy steel and
aluminum frame
Pneumatic height
adjustment (Infinite
Lock)
Top is an 18.75” x
27.25” white MDF
Oval
Height range of
27.5" - 39.5"
Two locking casters
included
Solid and steady
work surface
Available with black
or silver frame

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model HAM-02S
Manual gas lift activation
Zero wires
Sturdy aluminum and
steel frame
4 feet on a center
post
Weight capacity 40kg
(80lbs)
Height range of
27.75" - 43.5"
Includes casters
Table Top NOT included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model HATEC–1T–S
Sturdy steel frame
2 stage leg
Single motor
Smart controller
with 4 memory
pre-sets
Partially assembled
for quick and easy
set up
Height adjustable
27” - 45 3/4”
Width adjustment
41 1/4" - 61 5/8"
Max weight capacity
209lbs
Available in Black,
and Grey

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model HAT–2C3–SM
Two Legs, with two
motors in a rectangular profile
Smart controller
(+/- switch with
saftey stop
LED display
4 memory pre-sets
Dual synchronized
motors with central
controller
Weight capacity 120
kg / 265 lbs
Height range 23” 48”
Width range 43” - 63”
3 stage leg • UL/CSA
approved
5 year warranty
ECA HAT–2C3–S
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Height Adjustable

Double Leg now available in White.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model HAT-2T3-SM
Features
Sturdy steel frame
Smart controller
(+/- switch with LED
display, 4 memory
pre-sets)
Dual motors
3 stage leg
Cross frame section
for extra stability
Partially assembled
for quick and easy
set up
Weight capacity of
220lbs
Height adjustable
from 24.5” - 47.5”
Width adjustable
from 40" - 68"
Available in Silver
Only

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Model HAT-2T3-SM
Three Legs with uprights centered (T-leg
Style)
Smart controller (+/switch with saftey
stop, LED display, 4
memory pre-sets)
Three synchronized
motors with central
controller
Each side has a removable piece, which
allows for shortening
the width by 9.75"
Width adjustable
52.25” - 92” in each
direction
Weight capacity 120
kg / 265 lbs
Height range 23”-47”
(Plus work surface)
UL/CSA approved
5 year warranty

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model HAT-WR3-SM
Two foldable legs,
with two motors
Smart controller (+/switch with saftey
stop, LED display, 4
memory pre-sets)
Preassembled for
quick and easy set up
Weight capacity of
120 kg (265 lbs)
Height adjustable 24”
- 48.75”
Width adjustable 43"
- 72”
3 stage leg
Operation speed of
1.5 in/sec
UL/CSA approved
5 year warranty

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model SSP-01
Foot pedal height
adjustable
Eco-friendly partical
board work surface
Tiltable work surface
Safety ledge to
prevent items from
falling from table
Levelling feet, and
2 casters
Weight capacity of
8kg (17.6lbs)
Height range of
31.1" - 46.7"

for CPU Holders, Keyboard Components, Desk Accessories, Keyboard Drawers, Keyboard Combos, Sit/Stand
Workstation solutions, Monitor. Supports and iPad Holders visit the website at www.horizon-furniture.com
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Raising health and
Productivity

K12 - Tables

A tables collection that fosters well-being and improves posture

Keeping healthy habits in an open space
In an open space, the height adjustable tables can be combined by integrating power solutions from the Axel or Air Line collections. The adjustable
tables and their integrated accessories offer everything you need to create work environments that can promote both concentration and
collaboration while maintaining a healthy lifestyle.
Tables - K13

Height
Adjustable
Height adjustable tables provide
the flexibility and function
necessary for healthy living
in today’s modern working
environments. High quality motors
with pre-sets allow for a quiet
and easy transition from sitting to
standing at the press of a button.
This ergonomic solution can stand
alone for a touch down station or
integrate into Tayco’s numerous
benching, private office, and
system solutions.
SPECS
Three-leg and two-leg options available in straight, five sided
or L-shape configurations Three stage telescopic legs
Individual motor per leg Four memory pre-set.
Highest Position: 51”
Lowest Position: 25.5”
Load capacity at 250lbs for two leg and
350lbs for three leg, including worksurface.

One Touch
The ultimate mobile meeting table,
the One Touch features contemporary
design and functionality. With the
touch of a button these nesting tables
can be locked into an upright position
for space saving. One Touch tables
also feature a linking mechanism and a
wire management trough. This system
is perfectly suited for lecture halls,
training sessions and classrooms.

Specs
Nesting

Optional modesty panels

Optional linking mechanism

Optional worksurface power grommet

Optional wire management
K14 - Tables

Sets of adjustable
table covers

adjustable table with modesty fixed to leg
cover boxes and surface mounted modesty.

Adjustable table with modesty for leg boxes

adjustable table with bookcase type storage, built-in
leg, surface mounted modesty and leg cover

adjustable table with bookcase type storage, built-in leg
and surface mounted modesty.

Leg cover with a removable
door on the outside that
allows an easy installation of
the height adjustable
table leg.

Tables - K15

Take Off
adjustable
tables
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Tables Multi-purpose. Multi-functional

Rumba
Rumba - An everywhere solution. Rumba nesting and fixed top table options offer a mobile solution for today's flexible learning spaces, hard
working training rooms, or multi-purpose spaces found throughout the office landscape. Finally, a comprehensive table solution all from a single,
cohesive collection.

Select a Base Style and Top Size

Select a Laminate
and Edge Band
Combination

Pick a Base Colour
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CoGO™

Event

Entourage
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Cafe

Cha-Cha

Simple. Social. Refined
A place to rest your latte. An impromptu gathering of minds. From large social
spaces to that cute little nook, Cha-Cha
gives people a chance to connect with
others or relax by themselves. So,
if you’re in search for an all-encompassing table solution from a single,
cohesive collection, look no further
than Cha-Cha.

Spark

Work Your Way
Simple by design, Spark tables provide
a compact surface where individuals or
small groups can focus, socialize and
work together. With four work surface
sizes to choose from, Spark fits virtually
anywhere to give people the freedom
of choice to work where and how they
want.

outfitting your space is as easy as selecting a size, base, and finishes

Oasis

Bistro
•
•
•
•
•
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Resi

Planning For Performance
How, when, and where we work is
redeﬁning the workplace. And the best
workspaces know how to adapt. Longterm success stems from balancing
the individual needs of today’s agile
workforce. To support the diversity of
workstyles and workspaces required,
the role of storage has needed to
evolve. Resi Storage rises to the
challenge with a more purposeful,
multi-functional design that embraces
the new workday.

Round, square or peanut-shaped;
Cast Iron (black only) or stainless steel bases with square
tube support and leveling guides;
30", 36" or 42" diameters;
Heights - Dining 29" or Bar 42";
Thermally-infused laminate or High Pressure laminate,
choice of 3 edge treatments

Rumba

An Everywhere Solution
Rumba nesting and fixed top table
options offer a mobile solution for
today’s flexible learning spaces, hardworking training rooms, or multi-purpose
spaces found throughout the office
landscape. Finally, a comprehensive
table solution all from a single, cohesive
collection.

Sync

Get a cohesive look and feel that unifies
any space. A variety of table styles for
collaborating, learning, meeting, or
socializing come together harmoniously.
Top shape and leg style can be
combined in virtually infinite ways,
while simple lines and shared
foot design deliver a single understated
aesthetic. Ideal for training rooms or
any application that requires frequent
reconfiguration.
Rectangular, Trapezoid, or Crescent
shaped; with modesty panels

Impromtu

Modesty panels provide privacy for
Impromptu® tables. Panels are made
from translucent polycarbonate
surrounded by a sleek metal frame.
Easily add a contemporary accent to
your tables in the training room, meeting
spaces, multipurpose areas or learning
spaces.

•
•
•
•
•

Cohere

Flip and Nest Tables - rectangular;
Optional frosted acrylic modesty
panels;
Bases available in Black, Silver or
White powdercoat finishes;
This table is available with casters
only. 3" locking, non-marring black
casters are standard;
available in T-Leg configuration only

Flip-n-Go®

THE UPSIDE OF TRAINING TABLES
Dual-sided levers flip tabletops from
horizontal to vertical quickly. Integrated
modesty panel adds strength and cable
management for organization and
durability. 150 lb. maximum weight
capacity. Low pressure laminate tabletop
with Black T-mold edge band and a Black
or Silver base to match workspace décor.
Four locking casters for easy mobility and
reconfiguration Tables can be connected
together. For
• Training rooms
• Educational environments
• Open floor office plans
• Conference rooms
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Occasional Tables

Talk

Boxcar

Canal

Geometry

K-Modern

Sip

Boxcar

Grand

Stix

Boxcar

Jumble

Syz

Branden

Juxta LE

Talk

Cahoots

Juxta

Turn
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Tables

Adjustable Meeting Tables for open space collaborative meetings

Sit-to-stand furniture has become an integral part of the office landscape. In keeping with this trend, Artopex presents
a series of pneumatic adjustable tables. Equipped with a
pneumatic height adjustment system, this table can easily
be added at the end of a desk for an extra sit-to-stand work
surface or in an open space for collaborative meetings.
Work surfaces available in three formats : square, square
surface with rounded corners or round.

Work surfaces available in a variety
of formats.

Pneumatic height
adjustment
system activited
using a lever

Adjustable - with
or without casters

GREENGUARD Gold certified.
LEVEL 2 certified.

Base colour:
Silver or black
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Collaborative Furniture
Downtown
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Bar Tables

Mimmo Collection

The highly configurable Mimmo Collection offers an array of tops, bases and sizes. A clean aesthetic combined
with sturdy materials form the optimal table solution.
Pair Mimmo with any of our seating options to create an
outstanding usable space.

Plain Collection

The Plain Collection tables are crafted with the work
environment in mind. The metal footrest contrasting
the wood top and legs is the perfect feature for bar
height tables. The tops feature a thin profile and a metal
support structure. 3 different finishes are available for
the wood legs. Table surfaces are thermoformed vinyl
over MDF. Table legs are made of wood, while the base
and footrest are metal. Plain components are imported.
Table assembly and tabletop manufacturing is completed
in US. The Plain Collection has a 10-12 week lead time.

Coffee Tables
ALMG Table

Bring an element of origami into your space
with the ALMG Table, made from powdercoated steel. The ALMG table and chair
will bring a bold, elegant solution to any
commercial office or outdoor space. With a
weight of 44 pounds, the ALMG side table
means business. The perfectly bent steel table
comes in five colors – silver, black, white,
golden poppy or “lectra” blue.

Louis Coffee Table

The Louis collection brings the classic Louis
XV style a modern feel. Each hand crafted
piece is coated in a special FlexPlus™ giving
it the contemporary look. This coating allows
each seat to be used indoors or outdoors.
Relax on the Louis Sofa or take a seat on the
Louis Bench; no matter the space this large
collection has enough options to fit any
environment. Louis products are imported,
expect a 10-12 week lead time.

https://sixinchusa.com
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Mimmo Collection

The highly configurable Mimmo Collection
offers an array of tops, bases and sizes.
A clean aesthetic combined with sturdy
materials form the optimal table solution. Pair
Mimmo with any of our seating options to
create an outstanding usable space.

Mint Collection

Inspiration for the Mint Family emerged from a list of
questions: Can we create a collection of tables that
share the same elements? Using like parts? After many
studies and 1:1 models, it became clear that neither
the legs nor the table top are the key elements – but
a universal central connecting piece which fits and
connects all sizes was the solution.
Introducing a table where the legs and tabletop are
not the main features. The highlights are the universal
central connecting pieces (those cool looking metal
brackets) that can be customized to add a splash of
color. Mix and match the top, legs and metal connecting
pieces to fit your needs.

Plain Collection

The Plain Collection tables are crafted with the work
environment in mind. The metal footrest contrasting
the wood top and legs is the perfect feature for bar
height tables. The tops feature a thin profile and a metal
support structure. 3 different finishes are available
for the wood legs. Table surfaces are thermoformed
vinyl over MDF. Table legs are made of wood, while
the base and footrest are metal. Plain components are
imported. Table assembly and tabletop manufacturing is
completed in US. The Plain Collection has a 10-12 week
lead time.

Tauko Collection

The table’s unique geometry allows for multiple
tessellations, letting the users to determine the best
table configuration adjusting it to the functionality, size
and type of space. Triangular, hexagonal, linear, u-shape
or auditorium configurations based on connecting
several identical modular tables make Tauko one of the
most versatile and flexible tables in today’s contract
market. The frame is made of steel tubes, 2 mm thick,
and a 5 mm thick sheet metal. Metal frame is powdercoated in white RAL 9003. The legs are made of natural
solid beech wood.
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Conference Tables

Hex

The Hex Table steals the focus of the room with it’s high
quality solid maple wood and straight edges. Designed
to promote collaboration within any environment, the
table can be complemented with SIXINCH® Hex Stools or
Bubbles.

Tauko Collection (below)

The Hex Table steals the focus of the room with it’s high
quality solid maple wood and straight edges. Designed
to promote collaboration within any environment, the
table can be complemented with SIXINCH® Hex Stools or
Bubbles.

Dining Tables

Louis Dining Table

Work or socialize in elegance at the Louis Dining Table.
Designed to create a bold statement in any location, the
Louis Dining Table is made from quality hand crafted
Italian wood then coated in FlexPlus™. The FlexPlus™
formula allows the table to be easily cleaned. As shown,
it pairs perfectly with the Louis Armless chairs. All Louis
products are imported, expect a 10-12 week lead time.
The Louis collection brings the classic Louis XV style a
modern feel.
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Mint Collection

Inspiration for the Mint Family emerged from a list of
questions: Can we create a collection of tables that
share the same elements? Using like parts? After many
studies and 1:1 models, it became clear that neither the
legs nor the table top are the key elements – but a universal central connecting piece which fits and connects
all sizes was the solution.
Introducing a table where the legs and tabletop are
not the main features. The highlights are the universal
central connecting pieces (those cool looking metal
brackets) that can be customized to add a splash of
color. Mix and match the top, legs and metal connecting
pieces to fit your needs.

Plain Collection

The Plain Collection tables are crafted with the work
environment in mind. The metal footrest contrasting the
wood top and legs is the perfect feature for bar height
tables. The tops feature a thin profile and a metal support structure. 3 different finishes are available for the
wood legs. Table surfaces are thermoformed vinyl over
MDF. Table legs are made of wood, while the base and
footrest are metal. Plain components are imported. Table assembly and tabletop manufacturing is completed
in US. The Plain Collection has a 10-12 week lead time.

Side Tables

ALMG Table

ALMG TABLE
Bring an element of origami into your space with the
ALMG Table, made from powder-coated steel. The ALMG
table and chair will bring a bold, elegant solution to any
commercial office or outdoor space. With a weight of
44 pounds, the ALMG side table means business. The
perfectly bent steel table comes in five colors – silver,
black, white, golden poppy or “lectra” blue.

Mimmo Collection

The highly configurable Mimmo Collection offers an array of tops, bases and sizes. A clean aesthetic combined
with sturdy materials form the optimal table solution.
Pair Mimmo with any of our seating options to create an
outstanding usable space.
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Mint Collection

Inspiration for the Mint Family emerged from a list of
questions: Can we create a collection of tables that
share the same elements? Using like parts? After many
studies and 1:1 models, it became clear that neither the
legs nor the table top are the key elements – but a universal central connecting piece which fits and connects
all sizes was the solution.
Introducing a table where the legs and tabletop are
not the main features. The highlights are the universal
central connecting pieces (those cool looking metal
brackets) that can be customized to add a splash of
color. Mix and match the top, legs and metal connecting
pieces to fit your needs.

Plain Collection

The Plain Collection tables are crafted with the work
environment in mind. The metal footrest contrasting the
wood top and legs is the perfect feature for bar height
tables. The tops feature a thin profile and a metal support structure. 3 different finishes are available for the
wood legs. Table surfaces are thermoformed vinyl over
MDF. Table legs are made of wood, while the base and
footrest are metal. Plain components are imported. Table assembly and tabletop manufacturing is completed
in US. The Plain Collection has a 10-12 week lead time.

Tauko Collection

The Plain Collection tables are crafted with the work
environment in mind. The metal footrest contrasting the
wood top and legs is the perfect feature for bar height
tables. The tops feature a thin profile and a metal support structure. 3 different finishes are available for the
wood legs. Table surfaces are thermoformed vinyl over
MDF. Table legs are made of wood, while the base and
footrest are metal. Plain components are imported. Table assembly and tabletop manufacturing is completed
in US. The Plain Collection has a 10-12 week lead time.

Toppers
Bubble
Topper

Transform your SIXINCH®
Bubble from stool to side
table with the Bubble
Topper. This specially crafted metal piece nests perfectly over top of the
Bubble 1, secured by functional tabs that can feature a cutout of your
logo. We also offer 5 standard powdercoat finishes to further customize the topper. The topper is a heavy, durable steel built to last in any
environment.
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LVL

Add functionality to SIXINCH®
LVL units with the LVL Topper.
This specially crafted metal
piece nests perfectly over top
of any LVL unit and transforms
seating surfaces into tabletop
surfaces. Choose from 5 standard powder coat colors, or custom engrave
with your brand logo and really make a statement!
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Workplace Desking & Tables
Laminate Desking

Benching and Panels

Height
Adjustable
Tables

Featured Products:
• Alba tables
• Aspen seating
• Duet seating
• Islands seating
• Zira desking
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Adventure

SEEK ADVENTURE AT EVERY TURN

Concurrent

REFINED BEAUTY OUTSIDE
HIDDEN TECHNOLOGY INSIDE

Ebench

SIMPLY IN BUDGET
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Foundation

SOPHISTICATED, INTEGRATED, INSPIRED

Zori

MODERN DAY ARCHITECTURAL TRENDS
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Boardroom
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Up Boardroom

The Up boardroom table makes a design
statement with its unique aluminium
post and beam base. Up mobile screens
complement your boardroom table while
providing privacy in open spaces as well
as creating brainstorming opportunities
through multiple screen options.
SPECS
Optional chrome details available on
table base.
Customizable work shapes and sizes.
Stand alone privacy screens are able to
link together and come in whiteboard,
mesh, plexi or laminate options

Metro Boardroom

Metro boardroom tables provide
incredibleflexibility. This dynamic design
is offered in multiple shapes and sizes,
and available in custom measurements
to adapt to any office requirement. The
Metro Boardroom series is a balance of
form and function.
With its clean design and the latest
technology Metro creates an inviting
space for all manner of meetings.
SPECS
Available in standard 72”-144” lengths.
Worksurface tops available in 1” and
1 ½” thicknesses.
Optional power grommet includes
multiple technology options including
power, USB, HDMI and data

Go

Go occasional tables, available in
mobile and stationary options, are an
excellent addition to your workspace.
With the ability to easily adjust table
height, Go tables are made to slide
directly under the workstation, saving
space when required.
SPECS
Available in wide array of shapes
4” Glide height adjustment
Lockable castors
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Edge Meeting Tables
An elegantly designed table system for private office, benching, boardroom and meeting spaces. Edge features triangular and bevelled
aluminum legs in a beautiful finish.

Twist Table

Meet Sophi

Flipping and nesting tables which features an easy and quick twist of
the dial to flip the top from a flat to a folded position – no wires, no
handles ... Really Simple!

An elegantly designed modular table system for private office, benching, boardroom and meeting spaces. Sophi features die cast aluminum
legs in a beautiful chrome finish connected to a modular aluminum
frame.

iLev - Electric Adjustable Tables

Specifications
Electric Height Adjustable
Tables provide contract grade
height adjustability with
value! Complete tables or
base only can be specified.
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● Three Stage/2 Motor
● Frame Colors : Silver
● 3/4” Levelling Range
● Height Range: 23”-48.75”
(Frame Height)
● Frame Width Adjustable
for Tops (42”w-72”w)
● Load Capacity:120kg/265lbs

● Full Load Speed: 30mm/s
● Input Voltage: 90V-230
(110V North America)
● Output Voltage: DC24V
● 3 Memory Function Handset
w Digital Display
● True Anti-collision Function
● Noise: <35db
● Meets ANSI/BIFMA
x 5.5 Standard
● 154” Power Cord Length
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Wilow
Comfort and
Ergonomics at Home
This table with tapered metal
legs will fit as well in a room
dedicated to working from
home as in a living room or
in the bedroom. Add a metal
compact pedestal on casters
with the Noki electronic lock
to secure storage or combine
it with a return to increase
the work surface.

Worksurface Lamintes
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Enamel Footing

Café

Gym		

Juxta		

Gym tables, designed to
complement Gym chairs
are suitable for small, informal meeting rooms or
cafeterias and is available
in 21 laminate colors.
The table base is finished
in nickel plate, chrome,
or 7 powder coat colors.

Juxta		

Juxta		

Juxta tables complement the Juxta collection of seating, and are
available in 5 different heights - occasional (15”); lounge meeting (26”);
conference (29”); counter (36”); and bar (41.75”).
The round, rectangular, and square table tops can be specified in 4
different styles: laminate with reverse bevel vinyl edge; straight edge
veneer; veneer with reverse bevel solid wood edge; and quartz with
straight edge.

Loon
Loon tables, designed to
complement Loon stacking chairs and stools, are
available in round or square
laminate tops; in two
heights – 29” and 40”; and
the base is chrome.

Conference
Awla
A modern take on
industrial design. The
beautiful interplay of
lines and planes provide a balance of wood
and steel, elegance
and strength.
Available in five sizes
at counter and bar
height, and six sizes
at conference height.
Constructed with solid
Ash or Walnut wood.
Finish options include
10 color wood stains
and three standard
laminate tops.

Buncha
Buncha, a configurable
table and chair collection that combines
clean, mobile design
with safe, sustainable
materials.
Available in variety of
shapes and sizes.

Juxta LE
Juxta is a beautiful, innovative
collection designed to address
all the juxtapositions in our
working lives. This new Juxta
LE tables extends our current
Juxta offering to include limited edition industry- leader,
Cambria highquality quartz.

Awla
Optional power outputs and invisible cable
management are included via an innovative and
playful port built into the table’s sides, or undermounted.

Power options, wheels
for mobility, and easy to
use ganging,

easy solutions for
environmentally conscious
work spaces.

Juxta LE

K53
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Juxta
Juxta tables complement the Juxta
collection of seating,
and are available in
5 different heights
x occasional (15”);
x lounge meeting
(26”)
x conference (29”)
x Counter (36”)
x Bar (41.75”).
The round, rectangular, and square
table tops can be
specified in 4 different styles: laminate
with reverse.bevel
vinyl edge; straight
edge veneer; veneer
with reverse bevel
solid wood edge;
and quartz with
straight edge.

Loon

Syz

Loon tables, designed to complement Loon stacking
chairs and stools,
are available in
round or square
laminate tops; two
heights – 29” and
40”; the base is
chrome.

Syz is a beautiful,
innovative table
series that allows
users to meet at
conventional table
sizes and shapes,
but at unconventional heights. For
formal or informal
meeting rooms or
public spaces,

Loon

Syz tables are all
available with or
without power, in
3 difference shapes
– round, square,
rectangular – and at
3 different heights:
x occasional (15”)
x lounge meeting
(26”)
x 29” conference.
Table tops are
finished in veneer,
laminate or quartz,
with various edge
details. Table bases
of cast aluminum
can be finished in
polished aluminum,
or 4 powder coat
colours.

Talk
Talk tables are designed to work with
the Talk lounge series
and the various
circumstances in
which we interact.
This series consists of
6 tables in 3 heights:
x occasional (17.25”)
x lounge meeting
(20.25”)
x 28.25” conference.
Available in square,
hexagonal and
pentagonal shapes.

Wunder
From pop-up
workspaces to
inviting lounges,
Wunder provides a
comfortable solution.
Lounge and side
seating, stools, a
bench and a table
form an inspiring
collection designed
to provide the perfect
state of relaxation
for brainstorming,
ideation and
creativity.

Lounge Meeting

Geometry
Geometry is
available in solid
Walnut or Ash
wood in 10 colors
or featuring a
laminate top
in 4 colors
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Juxta LE
This new Juxta LE
tables extends our
current Juxta offering
to include limited
edition industryleader, Cambria
highquality quartz.

Juxta
Round, rectangular,
and square table
tops can be specified
in 4 different styles:
laminate with
reverse bevel vinyl
edge; straight edge
veneer; veneer with
reverse bevel solid
wood edge; and
quartz with straight
edge.

Sip
Sip tables are a
part of the Hangout
Collection and come
in a variety of sizes
and shapes featuring
an Ash wood column
and star base.

Syz
Table tops are
finished in veneer,
laminate or quartz,
with various edge
details. Table bases
of cast aluminum
can be finished in
polished aluminum,
or 4 powder coat
colours

Talk
This series consists
of 6 tables in 3
heights: occasional
(17.25” H), lounge
meeting (20.25”
H), and conference
(28.25” H) tables
available in square,
hexagonal and
pentagonal shapes.

Tables
Halifax

see the full collection on page ___.
The A and V legs that form the basis for
the Halifax system offer two functional
and visual approaches to supporting
a tabletop, work surface or private desk.

Best Foot FORWARD

Featuring a removable infill, the A-Leg
is rectangular in shape, allowing for an
inner cover with colour accents inside
the leg and discrete wire management.
The A-Leg is a great option for larger
tabletops as it’s design provides cleaner
table-to-table linking and desk formats
that maximize leg space under the desk
between legs.

A-Leg

The V-Leg is designed to be used
independently, without the need
of beams or any other structures to
stabilize it. It can be used anywhere and
in different orientations: angled
for standing height and parallel for
seated. Being angled in two planes
creates structural stability for the table,
and tapering to the table top in a “V”
shape creates a very strongconnection
to the top through a very logical form
that looks as stable as it is. The “V” also
creates an internal cavity for cable
management.
V-Leg

Kip

Kip is the talk of the office. This
sleek yet sturdy design is made
for conducting meetings, having
meaningful conversations and
nurturing connections between
coworkers. Kip makes a design
statement with its unique aluminum
support structure & large availability
of colours. Removable gable covers
make for clean wire storage, and
assembly is simple with a small kit of
parts.

The ideal table for any open
office environment

Aluminum support bridge available in
any of our powder paint colours.
Removable interior gable covers for easy
wire storage access

Height
42" H

Widths
60"-144" W

Depths
30"-42" D

Surface
1.5" thick surface & gables
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The ideal table for any open office
environment, Kip is the spot to
collaborate on work, share a meal or
immerse in inspiration.
Electrics
Flush mount module + 2AC power
outlets & dual USB ports Available in
Black and White.
Side mounted, individual access USBs
Available in Black.

Kip
Koko

Minimalist, Versatile, Portable
Work from anywhere with Koko.
Whether you're wooking on a couch,
chair or anywhere else in the office, this
minimalist laptop table easily adapts
to your workshpace. Its all aluminum
construction is available in 20 colour
options, an no assembly is required.
Height Length & Width
24"
Round 16" W
Rectangular 14"L x 20"W
Shapes
Rectangular
Round
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Hanna

These new additions to our Occasional
Tables line in both X and T bases have
slim lines and angles, appearing sleeker
than the standard base tube.
Metal T or X base available in either Slim
or Tubular design. All bases are available
in various heights. 1" Laminate surface
available in various shapes
Widths		
18 - 96" 		

Depths
18"-48"

Shapes
Super ellipse
Square		
Rectangular

Round
Squircle

Colours
Metal components available in 20 powder-coated colours.
Laminate components in 22 colour options.

Norris
Designed to maximize legroom and comfort, this table is available in a
wide array of shapes and sizes.
Master meetings with Norris. This stunning boardroom table is both
sophisticated and impactful. With a polished design featuring
modern details, metal accents and accessible power and cable management, Norris is built to host world-class meetings
Widths		
72: - 240"

Colours
Metal components available in 20 powder-coated colours.
Laminate components in 22 colour options.
Optional pop-up power grommet includes multiple technology options:
power, USB, HDMI, & Data.
Horizontal plinth affords wire management and additional leg room.

Depths
36" - 60"
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Where Concepts
in Design and
Engineering Meet

Equilibrium
REACH FOR POSSIBILITIES
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Lugano
CRISP LINES, PURE FORM

Sawhorse
SIMPLE & TIMELESS
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Statement
NATURAL FINISHES NATURALLY

Stealth
EXPRESSIVE DETAILING
UNPRECEDENTED SUPPORT

Landing
A COMFORTABLE PLACE TO LAND
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Impression
FEATURES HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL CABLE MANAGEMENT

Sensation
FASHIONABLE FURNITURE

Ritz
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Solano

ATTRACTIVE & AFFORDABLE

Value
GIVE YOUR BUDGET A BREAK
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Apron
TIMELESS DESIGN AND UTILITY
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Disc and
Square
COLLABORATE,
INTEGRATE,
SUCCEED
2x3
3x4
3.5 x 5
4x5
4x6
4x8
4 x 10
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120 Table

Classic, sophisticated and stylish.
120 demonstrates expertise in
handcrafting timber materials,
whilst providing an exquisite
finish with its bronze glass top.

ATOM Tables
Bring harmony to the workplace.
From small café to long refectory,
individual desks to meeting tables
and workbenches to boardroom
tables, the ATOM table system is
logical and elegant in its simplicity
and designed to work seamlessly.

Deploy
A versatile option: Available with
a static table top or flip-top, sizes
range from 1200mm x 700mm
to 3000mm x 1600mm and are
available in two heights of 740mm
and 1100mm.

Kruze Table
Distinctive, polished aluminium
4-star base, table top is available
as circular or square and in several
finishes including glass, laminated
and veneered. The three heights:
coffee, meeting and poseur.

Agent Table

Classic, yet suited to any modern
space whether it’s for socialising,
dreaming up new ideas or fixing
urgent company issues, the high
table is the ideal solution in any given
environment.

Axis

Calisto Table

Ideally suited to informal reception,
atrium, meeting or breakout areas.
Axis features a slender polished
aluminium 4-star base, with the
choice of MFC or veneered circular
tops. Available as coffee, meeting or
poseur heights for a variety of uses.

There is a feeling of nostalgia as
contemporary crisp lines along
with its 1950’s retro feel, can take
you back to a time that once was.

Deploy, multi leg
Sizes from 3500L to seat 12, up to
6000L to seat 20. It boasts a sleek
look that will compliment any
meeting or boardroom environment and it offers a purpose built
cable management system and
various power and data options.

Luge Table

Available in side or two coffee
table sizes and finished with either
a European Oak or an American
Black Walnut solid hardwood
timber frame.
Optional painted frame.

Flamingo
Sleek, elegant silhouette offers
users a comfortable ergonomic
working position.
Set on a slender aluminium stem
and steel base Flamingo can be
chromed or painted to suit your
interior choice.

Arthur Table

Inspiration for the Arthur table was
drawn from the modern city. In the
grand lobby of a striking hotel, located
in the heart of one of the world’s most
awe-inspiring cities.
Strong shape and form.

Credenzas
Tailored to work in any environment.
Available in a selection of finishes,
sizes and colour combinations, with
five popular standard configurations to choose from and bespoke
capability.

Isla Table
Bring class and sophistication
to any environment. Designed
in-house, Isla originates from a
contemporary style with organic
flair.
Three standard sizes: (1050 x 1050
/ 1750 x 1050 / 2350 x 1050)

Many of these tables were constructed
from European Oak or American Black
Walnut. Options include a painted
frame in any RAL colour.
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Tables
Naxco

Condo

Smile

A designer line of end tables and coffee tables to accent Borgo's seating lines See Section I134-I136.

Tuff Edge Table Tops
Tuff Edge #03
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #03
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #03
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #03
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #03
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #05
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #05
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #05
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #07
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #07
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #11
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #14
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #15
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #17
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #19
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #19
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #200 Spill
Proof - Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #30
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #70
Poly Resin
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Tuff Edge #200 Spill
Proof - Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #21
Poly Resin

Tuff Edge #25R
Poly Resin

Table Tops
TT01
Thermofoil

TT02 #3000
Self Edge
Laminate

TT02 #3500 Self
Edge
Laminate

TT02 #3507
Standard
Laminate

TT02 #3600
Standard
Laminate

TT02 - 3mm
Standard
Laminate

TT04
Standard
Laminate

TT04 Standar
Laminate
Metal Edge

TT05 Self-Edge
Premium
Laminate

TT06
Wormy Maple
Butcher Block

TT06 9002 Eased
- Premium
Laminate

TT06 Reverse Bevel
#9004 Standard
Laminate

TT07 - #9007
Standard
Laminate

TT08 Eased - Ash
Butcher Block

TT08 - Eased
Maple Butcher
Block

TT09 - Bullnose Premium
Laminate

TT10 - Oak
Veneer Laminate

TT12 #7500
Maple
Veneer

TT09 - #7900
TT09 - #7902 Reverse TT09 - 7300 Eased Yellow Birch Butcher Bevel - Yellow Birch
Standard
Block
Butcher Block
Laminate

TT10 #7500
Premium
Laminate

TT10 -#7550
Premium
Laminate

TT11 - #7300
Maple Veneer

TT09 - Oak
Veneer
Laminate

TT11 - #7600
Maple Veneer

TT12 #7550
Maple
Veneer
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Boardroom
Batali
Boardroom

Bourdain
Boardroom

Crawford
Boardroom

Fieri
Boardroom

Link 550 - 30
Cafeteria Table

Link 550 - BH18
Cafeteria Table

Oliver 400 4-6
Boardroom

Studio Series
Mobile Collaborative
Table

Cafe/Dining
Batali Cafeteria
Table

Bourdain
Cafeteria Table

Breton 1278
Outdoor Table

Breton 1279
Outdoor Table

Breton 1280 Outdoor
Extension Table

Breton 1289
Outdoor Square

Breton 1292
Outdoor Round

Breton 1293
Outdoor Round
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Breton 1275
Outdoor Table

Breton 1276
Outdoor Table

Breton 1281 Outdoor
Bar Height Square

Breton 1294
Outdoor Square

Kennedy
Boardroom

Breton 1277
Outdoor Table

Breton 1282 Round
Outdoor Flip

Brooke 718 Side
Table

Brooke 719
Coffee Table

Copine CD16334B SD16360 Dining

Copine SD9191W
Dining Table

Brooke 720
Coffee Table

Carter 720-17
Cafeteria Table

Copine CD15213
Bar Table

Copine SD16331B SD16367B Bar Table

Copine cd16334B SD16367B Bar Table

Copine CD9191A
Dining Table

Copine CD9191B
Dining Round

Copine CD9191C
Dining Table

Copine CD9192A
Coffee Table

Copine CD9192B
Coffee Table

Crawford
Cafeteria/Collaborative

Fieri
Cafeteria Table

Fieri Cafeteria
Table with options

Crawford Round
Crawford
Cafeteria / Collaborative Square Cafeteria
Table

Flay Collaborative/
Cafeteria Table (Mod)

Flay Square
Cafeteria Table

Kennedy Cafeteria
Table

Kennedy Collaborative/
Cafeteria Table

Crawford Round
Cafeteria

Flay Collaborative/
Cafeteria Table

Lagasse Cafeteria
Table
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Lagasse Cafeteria/
Collaborative

Lee 500-18
Cafeteria

Lee 500-BH-18
Cafeteria

Lee
500-GH-FR-18

Link 550-30
Cafeteria

Line 550-BH-18
Cafeteria

Mauro 350-28
Cafeteria

Mauro 350-4-23
Cafeteria

Mauro 350-C-32
Cafeteria

Oliver
400-3-ADJ-CC

Oliver 400-3-CC

Puck 2015-22
Cafeteria

Puck 2025-30
Cafeteria

Ronin SD9424A
Dining

Ronin SD9424B
Bar

Ronin SD9424C
Bar

Split SD16330BSD16375 Dining

Split SD16334BSD16376 Dining

Split SD16342BSD16376 Dining

Split sd7464A
Side

Stadtlander
491
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Stadtlander
Queen-Anne

Torres
384-32

Link 550-24
Cafeteria

Triple-x
SD15221A Dining

Triple-X
SD9153A Side

Yardbird SD9306
Dining

Triple-X
SD9153B Side

Triple-X
SD9153C Side

Twist SD15203
Dining

Yardbird
SD9305 Dining

Yardbird SD9452B
Bar

Classroom / Training

Batali Classroom
Table

Bourdain Classroom
Table

Fiere Collaborative /
Classroom table

ROUX TAS-2
Table

Studio Series
Mobile Collaborative
Table

Syrus 9100
Table
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Collaborative Meeting
Batal
Boardroom
Table

Batalia
Classroom Table

Batalia Folding
Table

Bourdain
Classroom Table

Bourdain
Collaborative Table

Bourdain Round
Collaborative
Table

Crawford Cafeteria/
Collaborative Table

Crawford Round
Cafeteria/Collaborative
Table

Fieri
Collaborative/
Classroom
Table

Fieri Round
Collaborative
Table

Flay Collaborative/
Cafeteria
Table

Flay Collaborative/
Cafeteria Table

Flay Square Cafeteria
Table

Kennedy
Collaborative /
Cafeteria Table

Link 550-30
Cafeteria
Table

Link 550-BH-18
Cafeteria Table

Oliver 400-3-CC
Table

P3 Table

Roux TA5-2
Table

Studio Series
Mobile Collaborative
Table

Torres 182-28
Table
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Folding, Stacking & Flip-top Tables
Batali
Cafeteria Table

Batalia
Folding Table

Capra 985 Stacking
Table

Capra 985-2
Stacking Table

Hall 50
Folding Table

Hall 50-2
Folding Table

Kennedy
Folding Table

Khanna 965
Folding Table

Khanna 970-28
Folding Table

P3 Table

Syrus 9100 Table with
Perforated Screen

Height
Adjustable
Nathan 160-28
Height-Adjustable
Table

Nathan 360-28
Height-Adjustable
Table

Oliver 400-3-ADJ-CC
Table
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Outdoor Tables
Breton 1275
Outdoor Table

Breton 1280
Outdoor Extension
Table

Breton 1291
Flip Option

Breton 1276
Outdoor Table

Breton 1277
Outdoor Table

Breton 1278
Outdoor Table

Breton 1279
Outdoor Table

Breton 1281 Outdoor
Bar Height Square
Table

Breton 1282 Round
Outdoor Flip Table

Breton 1289
Outdoor Square
Top Table

Breton 1290
Flip Option Table

Breton 1292 Outdoor
Round Table Top

Breton 1293 Outdoor
Round Table Top

Breton 1294
Outdoor Square
Table Top

Reed 1178 2-Seat
Bench

Reed 1179 Bar
Height Table

Occasional/Public Space Table
Anand 1020
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Anand 1025

Anand 1030

Anand 1035

Brooke 718
Side Table

Brooke 719
Coffee Table

Duprat 415 Radius
Lounge Table

Yeo 5502-15
Table

Brooke 720
Coffee Table

Ducasse 410
Lounge Table

Ducasse 410 Lounge
Table with Crossbar

Duprat 415 Oval
Lounge Table

Stadtlander 491
Coffee Table

Stadtlander 491
Side Table

Studio Series - Mobile
Collaborative table

Yeo 5501-15
Table

Yeo 55521-15
Table

Yeo 5522-15
Table

Laboratory
Table
Studio Series
Mobile Collaborative Table
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Top left Clockwise:
. Conference Table Top Rectangular w/Cube Base, Cherry
. Boardroom Table w/ V Base, White/Chocolate
. Conference Table Tops Boatshape, Cherry
. Boardroom, Brown Pearwood
. Conference Table Top Racetrack Panel H-base, Opulent Olmo

Height-Adjustable Tables
electric height adjustable table
option allow workers to easily
alternate between seated and
standing positions throughout the
work day to reduce stress
and tension and to improve
circulation throughout
the body.
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The sturdy upCentric frame accommodates a variety of
tabletop widths to make retrofitting the table for new users
and areas economical. The durable open frame design
provides optimal knee clearance and space for storage.
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Meeting Tables
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Meeting Tables
FUNK

Spill all the non-fat, no foam, extra hot,
half sweet, cinnamon sprinkled, almond
milk lattes you want. Funk™ can take it.
And look real good doing it.
Square, round, big and small, this
café table comes in all sorts of
shapes and sizes, making it ideal for all
sorts of establishments
24" square
30" square
24" round
30" round

HECTIC
Tables and benches and stools, oh my!
Hectic™ thrives in the most chaotic spaces. Its durable
pieces can be easily mixed, matched, and moved in the
most dire moments —

Solid Oak or Laminate Tops
White Oak
Stained Oak
Laminate
& Steel Base

Indoor and outdoor options available.
Powder coat colours for the legs.
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Round and Square Tables

Round Top X Base
Grigio

Round Top Tubular Base
Grigio

Round Top Trumpet Base
Grigio

Round Top Post Legs
Grigio

Square Top Spyder Base
Latitude

Square Top Cube Base
Latitude

Square Top Tubular Base
Latitude

Square Top Square Post Legs
Latitude

Conference
Transform your boardroom into a place that truly reflects your brand’s identity. Customizable tables, serving credenzas, and multi-media centres lets
you welcome clients or conduct group meetings in a well appointed, skillfully designed space you will be proud to call yours.

Rect Table / Storage Base / Custom Storage Units
Chocolate Pear / Silver Bridge
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Post Leg Table & Storage
Natural Maple / Silver Rail

Custom Shape Table / V Base / Custom Storage Units Oval Table / Storage Base
Natural Maple / Silver Straight
Hot Fudge / Silver Straight

Rect Table / Square Base
Mahogany Imp. / Silver Knob

Rectangle Table & Credenza
Graphite Wood & Stainless / Silver

T Shape Table & Storage
Latitude / Silver Straight

Boat Shape & Glass Storage
Mahogany Imp. / Silver Straight

Boat Shape & Serving Piece
Natural Maple / Silver Straight Pull

Media Table / Post Legs
Shiraz Cherry / Nickel Bar

D Top Media Table
Graphite Wood / Silver Straight

Arc Top / Storage Base
Dark Rum / Silver Straight Pull

Peanut Top / Storage Base
Nutmeg

Tuxedo/White

Grigio

White/Black

Tuxedo/White/Stainless
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Coffee Tables

Rectangle
Natural Maple

Custom Coffee Table 1
Stainless

Square/Cube Base
Black

Coffee Table Custom 2
Mahogany Imp.

Round Top/Cross Base
Mahogany Imp.

Square Top/Cross
Base
Southwest

Coffee Table Custom 3
Candle light/Black

Round Top/Cube Base
Mahogany Imp.

Coffee Table Custom 4
Black/White

Coffee Table Custom 5
Hot Fudge/White
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Media/Bar Tables

Custom D Top Media Table
Graphite Wood / Silver Straight

Custom Peanut Top / Storage Base
Laurentian / Silver Straight Pull

Custom Rect. Media Table
Shiraz Cherry / Nickel Bar

Grigo

Charcoal

Dark Rum

Custom Media Table
White/Southwest
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Bar and Counter Height Tables

Round Tubular Base Tables In Hot Fudge
Hot Fudge/Silver

Trumpet Base
Natural Maple/Silver

W-064
Grigio

Height-Adjustable

Double Motor - Height Adj
Hard Rock Maple
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Double Motor - L Shape
White & Hard Rock Maple / Silver Straight

Double Motor - L Shape
White & Hard Rock Maple / Silver Straight

Height Adj Credenza
Chocolate Pear / Silver Straight

Height Adj / Mixed Storage
Golden Light / Nickel Baton

Height Adj / Low Credenza / Mobile Pedestal
Shiraz Cherry / White / Nickel Cube
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Height Adj / U Group / O Leg Hutch
Grey Likeatree / Black / Nickel Rail

Height Adj / Fabric Divider
White Chocolate / Navy Fabric

Height Adj / Fabric Divider / Mobile Pedestal
Southwest / Navy Fabric / Nickel Bridge

Triple Height Adj Station / Credenza /
Privacy Panel
Shiraz Cherry / Nickel Straight

Quad Height Adj Station / U Group
Golden Light / Ash / Silver Rails

Double Height Adj Station
Stainless / Charcoal / Nickel Cube

Quad Height Adj Station
Grigio / Nickel Rail

Height Adj / Return
Southwest / Nickel Bridge

Height Adj Drafting Table / Plan Organizer
Chocolate Pear

Height Adj Storage Desk
Dark Rum

Custom Height Adjustable Desk
Shiraz Cherry

http://www.ioflive.com/heightadjustable.html
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Storage Options S100
Barbican’s S100 Storage Partitions provide your
office with convenient and modern looking
wall storage solutions.
Barbican Walls is a reconfigurable, crosscompatible system of demountable partition
walls and modular storage systems that offer
a multitude of options, providing maximum
design flexibility.
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Versatile in design and easy to assemble,
Barbican provides solutions for every design
challenge and to meet every specification.

x Closet with hat shelf
x Open Book Shelf
x Closed Book Shelf with Doors
x Mixed - Closed bottom (doors), Open Top
x Custom

x Single or Double Sided

x Laminate
x Laquer
x Veneer
x Segmented Whiteboard
x Custom

x 72”, 84”, Custom heights
x 24”, 30”, 35, or Custom widths
x 20”, 24” or Custom depths

Single Pane Glass Walls
S200 Glass Walls
Basic building blocks for an open-concept
office feel.
Barbican Walls is a reconfigurable, crosscompatible system of demountable partition
walls and modular storage systems that offer
a multitude of options, providing maximum
design flexibility.
Versatile in design and easy to assemble,
Barbican provides solutions for every design
challenge and to meet every specification.
Glass: Clear or Privacy
Extrusions: . Anondized
. Black
. White
. Silver
. Painted

. Soft Close/Open or Magnetic Catch Hinged Door 			
. Glass Doors, maximum height 10’ / Solid Doors maximum height 9”

. Multiple Lock Style Door Handles
. Frameless hinged or sliders; solid wood in hinged only.
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Classic Walls
Options Galore!

Starwall Classic Demountable walls offer our widest range of configurations,
and finishes available. Modulate your walls vertically and horizontally to
meet your design tastes then finish with materials to enhance your space
from a variety of glass finishes to woodgrain laminate and painted drywall
solid panels, Starwall Classic has a solution to meet your design vision as
well as your budget.
Add some excitement to your interior walls!
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Versatile in design and easy to assemble,
Solid Panel and Glass Wall S400
Barbican’s S400 series of solid and glass
walls provide a foundation for designers
to work with a ‘frame and tile’ technology
system.
A reconfigurable and
cross-compatible system of demountable
partition walls and modular storage
systems that offer a multitude of options
and maximum design flexibility.

Wall Options
x Solid
x Glass
Solid Panel Segment Types
x Mono - up to 96”
x Mono/Kick/
x Mono/Heder
x Mono/Header & Kick
x 2 Segments
x 3 Segments
Options
x Low Pressure Laminate
x High Pressure Laminate
x White Marker Board
x Magnetic Market Board
x Black Painted Glass
x Magnetic Black Painted
Glass
x Fabric
x Powder Coated
x Acoustic
x Willow Glass
x Lit Glass
x Insulation
x Electrical/Dataptions
x Low Pressure Laminate

Door Options
Doors
Glass - max. height 10’
Solid - max height 9’

x
x

Door Types
x Glass Swing (38”)
x Solid Swing (38”)
x Glass Slider (42”)
Glass Types
x Clear Tempered
x Low Iron
x Laminated
Door Handles
x 24” non-locking Ladder Pull
x 36” non-Locking Ladder Pull
x >48” non-locking Ladder Pull
x 48” Locking Ladder Upll
x Locking Lever Style Lockset
x Passage Lever Style Lockset
Door Hinges
x Stand Hinges
x Hydraulic Hinges
Additional Options
x Solid Doors (1.75”x45mm) Hinged only
x Laminate
x Solid Wood
x Handle Standard Lever
x Handle Standard Other
x Frameless Glass
x Magnetic Catch for Hinged Door
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Classic Centre Mount Walls
Sleek Glazing Solution!

Looking for an all glass solution with a low-profile frame system?
Starwall Classic Center mount is your answer. Incorporating 10mm
and 12mm butt joined tempered glass into our low-profile rectilinear
frames, Classic Center Mount wall solutions provide optimized sightlines for the modern office environment. Classic Center mount is also
the ideal solution to create a unique segmented glass feature wall. Are
you looking to create a space with clean sightlines and a modern feel?
Let us help with Starwall Classic Centre Mount walls.
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Alterna
Alterna is a lightweight, highly configurable wall system designed for open plan environments.
Perfect for Meeting Spaces, Private office, Spatial division or collaboration areas. High capacity data and electrical distribution can be included
with the system to create flexible and functional areas. Various product lines integrate with Alterna to match other areas of the office, or
create a custom space.
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Framed Architectural Glass
Partitions

Quadro

HIGHLIGHT YOUR
WORKSPACE

QUADRO is designed with elegance and prestige in mind. With its recessed reveal, QUADRO
creates a picture frame effect highlighting your office space like a work of art.

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

QUADRO makes it easy to meet your own design needs by making your office space luxurious on both the
inside and outside. By mixing and matching profiles and finishes, you create your own ambiance.

GLAZING

QUADRO is available in single offset or double glazed, and double glazed with a decorative panel in the center.
QUADRO's wide extrusion allows for superior acoustics and STCs.
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MIMO
MINIMAL. MODERN.
AND SO MUCH MORE.

MIMO is a true demountable wall. Installed on the finished floor, MIMO can easily be moved and reconfigured.
This line satisfies all types of walls, glass or solid panels, and doors: sliding; hinged; with pivots; glass or wood.
MIMO walls can also accommodate electrical wiring or plumbing. Apart from being stylish and sophisticated,
this line is functional, fully customizable, and perfectly hygienic.

UNIQUE SOLUTION

MIMO is a perfect option for all commercial designs,
such as offices, public spaces, or sanitary needs such
as hospitals or laboratories. Made from fully recyclable
aluminum, the extrusions are available in countless
colors and finishes and can accept a variety of glass and
wall panels. Our MIMO range has all the required and
necessary conformities, compliances, tests, certifications
and contributes to the LEED and WELL codes.

MIMO . Single centre glazed polished aluminum extrusion with polycarbonate joints and frameless pivot door
with 84" ladder pulls.
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Fino
THIN. MODERN.
ARCHITECTURAL.

Clean lines and thin profiles. Reveal the beauty of every interior space while enhancing architectural features
and letting in more natural light. Inspired by a sleek design aesthetic, FINO from Muraflex is a streamlined
demountable glass wall solution, providing flexibility and convenience with less bulk. Made from fully
recyclable aluminum, Muraflex offers European style with domestic lead times.

UNIQUE SOLUTION

FINO is a leader in innovation and engineering with
superior quality in performance and design. Minimal
and elegant, FINO has an exceptional design, and
any architects dream, of perfect alignment. With the
need for superior acoustics and achieving higher STC
scores, all FINO doors, whether swing or sliding, are
inimitably engineered to perfectly seal closed.
FINO Single glazed with brushed black extrusions and polycarbonate joints.
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Expo

Multiply your options.
EXPOnentially.

EXPO makes your space adaptable and dynamic. It’s a telescoping door system that allows
you to use what you have to create what you want. Open space. Private rooms. Natural light.
Soundproof privacy. Whatever you have in mind. Highly expandable, functional, and dependable, EXPO helps you think about square footage in a new way.

UNIQUE SOLUTION

A unique ceiling-hung construction is what makes EXPO stand out.
A patented upper attachment allows EXPO’s panels to hover just
millimeters above the floor—and glide effortlessly when opening
and closing. Inter-locking and telescoping construction provides the
structure to resist bowing and flexing. That’s because each panel in
the system is linked to the one next to it. The benefit: Even without
a floor track or threshold, EXPO stands its ground. It’s an industryleading system that provides dependable separation when you
need it, and leaves no trace when you don’t.
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Planika

Dressed with style

MODULAR WALLS.
STYLISH. SMART. SAFE.

PLANIKA demising demountable office wall systems are fully demountable offering
versatility and flexibility of design in any space without the long-term commitment of
conventional drywall construction. Its steel structure is robust and its modularity makes
it easy to interchange panels and add furnishings in no time. Electrical and plumbing
ready, safe and easy to clean, PLANIKA is the perfect solution for all settings including
office, retail or hospital, and other healthcare services.

Writable and magnetic steel skin with brushed black steel frame

Light oak skin

UNIQUE SOLUTION
PLANIKA provides the freedom to customize your workspace using several different colors and material choices. Going from mismatched surfaces
on either side of the partition to the insertion of hanging furniture, the possibilities are countless. PLANIKA demising wall system allows the flexibility to change your mind as many times as you like without even affecting the internal structure of the system.

Accessories like shelving, build-in cabinets and hooks are available. Flat, Curved or Button handle options.
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More Inspirations from muraflex

Fino

Planika

Expo
L22 - Walls

High quality & affordable
demountable wall systems
Glass Walls Gallery

Apex Interior Solutions is a leading and
proud manufacturer of fully customizable demountable wall systems. Driven
to deliver speedy, price competitive
and high-quality space solutions, our
modular walls offer immediate space
optimization and aesthetic impact.
Experienced installations across all
industries, we deliver beautiful space
creations for:
• Meeting Rooms
• Private or Semi-Private Offices
• In-Plant
• Quick Divisions
• Custom Projects
Whatever your needs may be, enjoy a
pain free experience with our attention
to detail and personalized customer
care. Let us work with you to realize the
best solution for your next project.
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Solid Walls Gallery
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Door Gallery
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Waste & Recycling

Waste/Recycling - M1

Check the website safcoproducts.com/products/waste-recycling for many,
many more options.

M2 - Waste/Recycling

